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Introduction

Before the Bolshevik Revolution altered the trajectory of the Russian 
Empire, the imperial state engaged in one of its most ambitious projects. 
By inviting millions of settlers to Siberia, the state sought to transform 
this agriculturally underdeveloped region into golden wheat fields. 
After their 1910 trip to Siberia, Prime Minister Petr Stolypin and Alek-
sandr Krivoshein, whose ministry was active in resettlement,  expressed 
their aspirations for the region under colonization, according to which 
agricultural settlers would be “the chief driving force” propelling Sibe-
ria into a new economic future. Even though the Russian Empire had 
exerted political control over Siberia for centuries, these men had de-
cided that everything that existed before intensive colonization repre-
sented a stagnant past; only settlers could transform the region in a way 
that the empire’s previous contact had failed to stimulate.1

Filosof Ornatskii, an active priest in the Russian Orthodox social gos-
pel movement, agreed with this assessment of Siberia as a land wait-
ing to be remade under the plough of Russia’s Orthodox peasantry.2 
In a 1915 sermon soliciting support for building churches in Siberia, 
he spoke of the “impossibility for many of our brothers to settle down 
freely within the boundaries of native Russia,” which pushed them be-
yond the Ural Mountains. In Siberia, Russian Orthodox settlers would 
engage with the “wide expanse of God’s world.” This movement of 
Orthodox believers created the opportunity for settlers to “fulfil their 
destiny ... given to the first man, ‘to cultivate and preserve the earth.’” 
As they worked the soil, harvested the crops, and exploited Siberia’s 
rich resources, these pioneers simultaneously “serve[d] [themselves] 
and praise[d] God” through their labour. Agricultural development, 
however, was only one part of their mission. According to Ornatskii, 
the construction of Orthodox churches across this land for settlers 
planted “fortresses of the Orthodox-Russian soul” and the cradle of 
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“Russian civic-mindedness [grazhdanstvennost’].” Despite the ongoing 
world war, the full development of Siberia through the movement of 
Orthodox settlers promised a new chapter in the history of the empire, 
one that placed Russia on the path toward creating “the Kingdom of 
God on earth.”3

The promise of this land of plenty and opportunity coexisted with 
another image of Siberia as a forlorn region, a “frightening heart of 
darkness.”4 Stolypin and Krivoshein recorded the many challenges 
that awaited pioneers in this “harsh and monotonous” environment 
in which they were forced to engage “in a wearisome struggle with na-
ture.”5 Western Siberia had a long-standing reputation as a religiously 
desolate place where one could travel the seemingly endless plains 
without encountering a cupola against its expansive skies. After a trip 
through Siberia, Anatolii Kulomzin, who managed the Siberian Railway 
Committee, described the region as devoid of “the native landscape so 
deeply thrilling to the Russian heart – when going up a hill, suddenly 
seeing in the distant horizon ... a stone church with a tall bell tower.”6 
For state officials, the absence of parish churches symbolized the prob-
lems they confronted as they attempted to integrate Siberia culturally 
into the empire. Until Siberia resembled European Russia – a landscape 
defined by Orthodox churches filled with parishioners – the land would 
remain foreign, foreboding, and untamed. By remaking Siberia through 
Orthodoxy, its true promise would finally be achieved.

In this book, I examine the vital role performed by the Orthodox 
Church and faith during the colonization of western Siberia in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Instead of seeking to convert 
the indigenous population or engaging in the construction of grand 
churches to project imperial power – both techniques the church and 
the state had used in the past – secular and religious officials embraced 
Russian Orthodox settlers as the catalyst that would integrate a region 
that politically was under Russian authority but which remained cul-
turally separate. To secure the success of this project, Russian state of-
ficials and Orthodox Church authorities supported the establishment 
of Orthodox religious practices in Russian settler communities, as they 
viewed Russian Orthodoxy as being synonymous with Russian culture. 
For these officials, Orthodoxy could be used as an anchor of stability for 
settlers departing from their home communities and as a tool of trans-
formation for making this territory an indivisible part of the empire.

It was not, however, only religious and secular officials who believed 
in the importance of establishing Orthodox practices in Siberia. Settlers 
arrived in the region with the expectation that they would have access 
to the same religious life that they had left behind in their homeland 
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and they looked to secular and religious officials to support them in 
their efforts to recreate these customs. As settlers formed new villages, 
they demonstrated not only that Orthodoxy mattered; they also showed 
a commitment to interpret for themselves the meaning of Orthodoxy in 
their communities.

Ultimately, this project turned out to be more challenging than the 
church and state had anticipated. While they agreed that building par-
ishes complete with churches, priests, and schools was necessary to 
establish functioning communities capable of perpetuating “Russian” 
cultural values, the process of forming these parishes highlighted the 
tensions that existed between and among these groups. Religious plu-
ralism, changing social identities, the breakdown of traditional author-
ity in the villages, the ethnic diversity contained under the umbrella of 
a “Russian identity,” debates over the professionalization of the clerical 
ranks, and the standardization of religious life – conditions associated 
with the creation of the modern world – shaped the contours of these 
new communities in Siberia. Instead of a coherent, unified faith, colo-
nization revealed underlying disagreements among these groups as to 
what constituted the Russian Orthodox faith and culture they aspired 
to transplant to Siberia.

Colonization, therefore, forced these groups to define the mean-
ing of Orthodoxy. From the imperial centre a strongly national under-
standing of Orthodoxy dominated the discourse; this was a bond that 
stretched across the empire, joining true Russians together. For settlers, 
the religious practices of their home villages in European Russia, which 
turned out to be quite different from that of their neighbours in Siberia, 
continued to hold relevance. Even with the church’s efforts to stand-
ardize these practices, the Orthodox faith remained highly localized 
throughout the empire. For others, especially among certain segments 
of the clergy, a regional identity grew in response to pressure from the 
imperial centre, the breakdown of the clerical estate, and the localized  
Orthodox practices of Siberian villages. Despite the competing defini-
tions of Orthodoxy that colonization illuminated – or perhaps exacer-
bated – imperial authorities and Russian Orthodox officials forged ahead 
with the idea of Orthodoxy as representing a unified Russian culture un-
til the end of the imperial empire. While these fractures did not directly 
cause the empire’s collapse, they raised questions about the efficacy of 
Orthodoxy as a pillar for Russia’s settler-driven imperial expansion.

Over the last few decades, the scholarship exploring Russia’s en-
gagement with Siberia has grown rapidly, adding new voices to the 
broader story of the expanding empire. Local and regional treatments 
of Siberian history have offered new perspectives on knowledge 
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creation, networks, land ownership, political movements, and other 
themes;7 these works enhance the numerous sweeping portraits that 
have been published in the past two decades.8 Such work has shown 
that over the course of four centuries, the Russian state continuously 
rediscovered Siberia as the economic, political, social, and cultural cir-
cumstances of the empire evolved.9 In many cases, the themes of pre-
vious discoveries were repeated, albeit with significant variations: for 
instance, the seventeenth-century program of Christianizing the land of 
Siberia identified by Valerie Kivelson, and the messianic nationalism of 
the nineteenth century described by Mark Bassin, emerged again in the 
early twentieth century in secular and religious thinking on Siberia.10 
These ideas, however, were now reinvented to be firmly associated 
with the movement of millions of Orthodox settlers to the region.

The addition of intensive colonization to the Siberian story mirrored 
the expansion of other European empires as voluntary migrants moved 
across the globe during the long nineteenth century.11 Yet, for the tsarist 
empire, the post-1890 round of Siberian resettlement coincided with a 
particularly volatile period in Russian history. Often viewed as a period 
of “imperial anxieties,” the tsarist regime struggled to establish uniform-
ity in imperial governance over its multi-ethnic and multi-confessional 
empire. This was also a period of great contradictions, as the case of 
Siberia illustrates. Although the building of the Trans-Siberian Railway 
advertised the scientific advancements of the state and the intrepidness 
of the Russian spirit, the Russo-Japanese War of 1904–5 would reveal 
the Russian Empire’s inability to back up its projection of power in the 
region. The loss of the war and the abrupt turn to parliamentary politics 
with the formation of the State Duma, along with the recognition (al-
beit imperfect) of individual religious rights in 1905, contributed to the 
atmosphere of transformation that was already underway. During this 
period, a number of visions of the empire coalesced and competed to 
define its future, each one pursuing a different approach to the question 
of nationality and nationalism.12 For many of the actors involved in the 
colonization of Siberia, a shift away from the principle of estates and 
toward the favouring of Orthodox Russians was discernible.

This shift influenced settler colonialism as the state created new pol-
icies and structures that supported settlers in the reproduction of their 
own society.13 The encouragement of Orthodox settlers to the region re-
flected a change in the state’s perception of this land, which was now to 
be an oasis of agriculture amenable to the replication of the colonizers’ 
culture. This involved the direct displacement of indigenous popula-
tions as settlers claimed moral and physical ownership over the land 
and nearby resources, thereby altering the local population’s land use 
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and constraining their access to traditional sources of food and water.14 
The demographic consequences of settler colonialism in Siberia was 
noticeable: in 1858, the non-indigenous population (Russians and other 
ethnicities) was over 2 million; by 1911, this number had increased to 
over 8 million.15 Such a change in population altered the economic, 
political, and cultural contours of Russian rule. In contrast to Central 
Asia, where demographics and the level of religiosity among the local 
Muslim population persuaded state officials to pursue a more secular 
approach to the integration of this territory into the empire, the domi-
nance of Russian Orthodox settlers was embraced in Siberia.16

A significant number of these settlers established communities in 
western Siberia, particularly in the territory of Omsk diocese. This dio-
cese, established in 1895, notably straddled the imaginary line between 
Siberia and Central Asia as it encompassed part of the Kazakh steppe 
(the provinces of Akmolinsk and Semipalatinsk) and the territory north 
of Omsk.17 A large indigenous population of nomadic Muslim Kazakhs 
inhabited the steppe provinces, initially outnumbering the Russian pop-
ulation significantly.18 Upon their arrival, settlers established homes on 
land owned by the state or rented from the Kazakhs and the Cossacks, 
the latter group having settled in the region centuries earlier. As the set-
tler population grew, the Russian state reduced the land it had allocated 
to the Kazakhs, hindering their movement with their herds and creating 
the conditions for an economic and cultural crisis in this community.19

A number of factors make Omsk diocese an interesting case study. 
This particular diocese experienced intensive settlement during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as the Orthodox population 
almost tripled in less than twenty years, from just over half a million 
in 1898 to nearly 1.5 million by 1914.20 This transformation of the terri-
tory of Omsk provides an opportunity to investigate the development 
of a diocese forged in the complicated environment of colonization.  
Established western Siberian dioceses like Tobol’sk and Tomsk had 
time to develop their institutional culture in a gradual, coherent fash-
ion, whereas Omsk diocese had to be built from the ground up during 
the disruption of colonization.

Despite the Orthodox Church’s special status in imperial Russia, 
scholarship on its role in the expansion and formation of the empire in 
the nineteenth century has been sparse. In fact, it has been mainly schol-
arship exploring the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries that has shown 
how Orthodoxy served an ideological and institutional function in the 
expansion of the tsarist empire.21 In contrast, the influence of religious 
minority groups in the imperial borderlands during the nineteenth cen-
tury has received significantly more attention.22 While this scholarship 
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has illuminated important themes, such as the role of missions, conver-
sion, governance through religious toleration, and sectarian coloniza-
tion in the formation of Russia as a multi-ethnic and multi-confessional 
empire, the contribution of Russian Orthodox settlers in conjunction 
with the institutional church in this process has been obscured.23

Such neglect of the role of the Russian Orthodox Church in empire 
building has hidden its intensive expansion into the imperial periphery, 
especially in Siberia. The institutional growth of the Orthodox Church 
intensified during the nineteenth century as it rapidly extended its 
reach into the region. In the seventeenth century, the Russian Orthodox 
Church established its first diocese in Tobol’sk; in the eighteenth cen-
tury, it added two more, with Irkutsk and Orenburg as their capitals. 
A flurry of activity unfolded in the nineteenth century with 9 dioceses 
opening across Siberia and Central Asia, beginning with Tomsk in 1834, 
and ending with the dioceses of Blagoveshchensk in 1899. By the begin-
ning of the twentieth century, 12 dioceses existed, of which 8 had been 
established in the second half of the nineteenth century.24 This insti-
tutional expansion was supported by approximately 10,000 clergymen 
working in the region.25

Like other European powers, the Russian Empire used religion to jus-
tify, support, and promote the movement of settlers from the metropole 
to the imperial periphery. Many in clerical robes and the uniforms of of-
ficial tsardom shared a similar ideological perspective, which supported 
this institutional cooperation. A strong belief prevailed in these circles 
that the planting of Russian culture through churches was necessary to 
ensure the success of colonization. On the ground, priests regularly relied 
on a narrative of cultural transformation as they described their work of 
establishing Orthodox outposts of settlers as glorifying both the mother-
land and God. Like their British counterparts, Russian Orthodox leaders 
also understood their work in Siberia as fulfilling the church’s destiny 
of creating a Christian empire that would renew the world.26 Local cler-
gymen savoured their role in this refashioning of the wild pasturelands 
of nomadic Kazakhs into ploughed fields marked by bell towers and 
cupolas. This project also incorporated the Russian Orthodox people as a 
national group. By involving the Orthodox faithful in funding the build-
ing of churches, the state and church encouraged parishioners to think 
beyond their local identities and to envision their faith in an imperial 
context. Through the creation of an official space for the general public to 
participate in imagining colonization, the tsarist regime encouraged an 
expression of national identity rooted in the Orthodox faith.

Under state-led colonization, cooperation deepened between the 
state and the Orthodox Church in the imperial borderlands.27 While 
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tensions still existed, the evidence overwhelmingly shows that Siberian 
colonization strengthened the lines of communication and collabora-
tion between the church and state under the banner of empire. From 
the late nineteenth century until the end of the tsarist empire, the build-
ing of parishes for settlers was incorporated into the state bureaucratic 
structure administering and supporting resettlement. For many Euro-
pean empires, religious institutions were a means to stabilize commu-
nities in transition and plant the culture of the imperial centre. Within 
this context, financial and clerical support from the metropole for lo-
cal parishes shaped the religious practices of settlers, tying the centre 
and periphery together.28 In the Russian case, the Siberian Railway 
Committee, and later a partnership formed between the Holy Synod 
and the Resettlement Administration (under the authority of the Main 
Administration of Land Management and Agriculture – Glavnoe up-
ravlenie zemleustroistva i zemledeliia, or GUZiZ) assisted settlers in 
establishing the foundations for parish life: churches, schools, and ac-
cess to clergymen. Especially after 1908, the technocratic approach of 
the Resettlement Administration aided significantly in the growth of 
this project. Instead of “the decade of despair” that Jennifer Hedda has 
identified as characterizing church-state relations in St. Petersburg, the 
case of Siberia illustrates how the agendas of these institutions were 
united in the imperial borderland.

This project, however, was one that excluded the many other 
non-Orthodox faiths that lived in the empire. Unlike the British case, 
which by the nineteenth century had embraced religious pluralism 
among Christian believers under the umbrella of an imperial identity, 
the Russian state supported an identity that assumed membership in 
the Orthodox Church.29 This limited the role available to other religious 
groups (and other ethnicities) on the imperial periphery. Under this vi-
sion, Russian Orthodoxy was tasked with acting as a bulwark against 
the influence of Islam and sectarianism in Siberia. Russian Baptists and 
other groups, however, challenged this narrative of a divine marriage 
between Russianness and Orthodoxy.30 As the Russian state aspired to 
a coordinated and well-organized colonization that would showcase 
the cultural power of the Russian Empire, these alternatives to the  
Orthodox faith caused great anxiety for religious and secular officials, 
especially in the aftermath of the 1905 revolution.

It was not only sectarians who destabilized the imperial project in Si-
beria. Similar to widespread urbanization happening at the same time, 
colonization caused disruption in the lives of settlers, exposing them to 
new places, experiences, and ideas without the traditional filters of rural 
life to soften these changes. Under these conditions, settlers understood 
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the Orthodox Church as one of the primary institutions supporting and 
perpetuating the traditions of their community, particularly in ground-
ing their youth in the village. Peasant commitment to tradition, while 
easily overstated, showed through strongly during the process of reset-
tlement. Settlers travelled to Siberia to maintain their rural way of life, 
an option increasingly less available in European Russia as land hunger 
threatened agricultural livelihoods.31

Establishing those traditions in Siberia was challenging. Orthodox 
priests, like their French counterparts working on the American fron-
tier who attempted to transform “the unsettled, unscripted, [into] a set-
tled, scripted, and official Catholic way of life,” encountered a host of 
issues in their newly built parishes.32 Like on the Canadian Prairies, the 
settlers’ former homelands shaped the ways in which they understood 
and interacted with their new environment religiously.33 Orthodox set-
tlers believed the localized practices they brought to Siberia from their 
original communities to be the proper way of practising Orthodoxy. 
This created problems for the relationship between Orthodoxy and a 
Russian national identity as the diversity of interpretations and prac-
tices housed under the banner of Orthodoxy – often exacerbated by 
social, linguistic, and cultural differences – caused tensions for settlers 
who were often very attached to their version of the Orthodox faith.

While settlers were invested in Orthodoxy, they showed little con-
cern about Europeanness and Russia’s Great Power status.34 As sources 
written by settlers show, everyday life as defined by work, land, com-
munity, family, and faith preoccupied their thoughts more than claims 
to imperial greatness.35 Nonetheless, settlers consistently referred to the 
territory they had left behind as “Russia,” thereby illustrating that they 
understood their villages in Siberia as existing outside of their own 
homeland. And many appeared to embrace the identity of “settler.” 
They used this term to designate a special relationship between their 
settler communities and the Russian state. Embedded in this awareness 
was the idea that they represented outposts of Russian religiosity, even 
if they did not live up to the expectations of state and church officials.36

In general, religion performed a significant role in how clergymen 
and parishioners created, experienced, and interpreted their new 
 Siberian lives. Recent scholarship has explored the central role of the 
“lexicon, liturgy, and theology of Russian Orthodoxy” in shaping the 
discourse on the changing material circumstances and intellectual 
landscape of modern Russia.37 Modern forms of transportation, tech-
nology, and communication not only revolutionized everyday life for 
inhabitants of imperial Russia, but they also transformed religious ex-
periences, contributing to the formation of new personal, regional, and 
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national sacred narratives that were influenced by the forces of cen-
tralization, standardization, and perhaps contradictorily, democratiza-
tion.38 In Siberia, Orthodox settlers continued to rely on their faith as 
a useful lens through which they could understand the changes they 
were experiencing. Colonization allowed them to take a more active 
role in defining the practices of worship that satisfied their religiosity, 
but it also forced them to contemplate their religious practices in the 
face of the religious diversity that they encountered within Orthodoxy.39 
Sometimes this contemplation led to a search for spiritual answers from 
other Christian faiths. For clergymen in Omsk diocese, this changing 
landscape challenged them to navigate standardization not only within 
their parish communities, but also within their own ranks, as more men 
from outside of the clerical estate entered into their profession.

This book relies on a variety of archival and published sources from 
both the imperial centre and the periphery. In St. Petersburg, the re-
cords of the Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church, the office of 
its chief procurator, the Siberian Railway Committee, and the Resettle-
ment Administration provide the perspectives of both the church and 
the state in relation to the settler movement. In Moscow, the personal 
papers of Ioann Vostorgov, a central figure in the resettlement story, 
offers insight into the breakdown of the clerical estate and the tensions 
it caused between European Russia and Siberia. Orthodox journals on 
missionary work illuminate how colonization influenced the mission-
ary activities of the church in the region. Church News provides the per-
spective of the Holy Synod that oversaw church affairs emanating from 
the centre. For the local perspective, I worked with the Omsk diocesan 
consistory papers and the Omsk Diocesan News, a journal that provides 
in-depth coverage of the issues deemed significant by local clergy. Hid-
den in all of these sources are the voices of settlers as they engaged with 
the official structure of church and state, primarily through the form of 
petitions and published letters.

Chapter 1 explores the shift initiated by colonization for the Russian 
Orthodox Church as it transitioned from converting local indigenous 
populations to being preoccupied with the religious needs of Orthodox 
settlers. Chapter 2 focuses on how the Emperor Alexander III Fund cre-
ated a space for Orthodox believers to contribute to the colonial effort 
through financial donations. Chapter 3 explores how the building of 
parish life unfolded and the challenges and compromises created by 
the realities of mass migration for settlers, the church, and the state. In 
Chapter 4, I explore the disruption that colonization brought about for 
Omsk clergymen as the diocese struggled with recruitment and build-
ing unity among a socially and culturally diverse set of men.
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Despite the great efforts to accommodate and strengthen the Ortho-
dox faith among settlers, cracks appeared from the outset. Orthodox 
settlers arrived from all parts of the empire, bringing with them the 
religious traditions of their home provinces. Using the concept of lived 
religion, chapter 5 analyses the realities of building community life 
as religious customs and traditions collided in the parishes of Omsk 
diocese. Chapter 6 explores how religious pluralism, a controversial 
and divisive issue in early twentieth–century Russia, influenced the 
 unfolding of settler colonialism.

Woven together, these chapters shed light on the role of the Orthodox 
faith during the colonization of Siberia. They show how the economic 
and cultural dislocation instigated by migration did not lead to the sec-
ularization of rural communities. However, even though church, state, 
and settlers alike demonstrated a deep commitment to planting Ortho-
doxy in Siberia, colonization forced these different groups to define the 
meaning of Orthodoxy. The case of Omsk diocese shows the competing 
definitions, not readily apparent in rural European Russia, that coloni-
zation brought to the surface.



Chapter One

A Settler Diocese

In 1895, the bishop of Omsk and Semipalatinsk, Grigorii (Poletaev), ar-
rived in Omsk to find himself without an episcopal residence. Thank-
fully it was late May and not January, when the cold Siberian winter air 
might have reduced the bishop’s spirits. Finding a suitable place to live 
was only the first of many challenges that this sixty-four-year-old faced 
in his new diocese. In many respects, his former diocese of Turkestan 
and Tashkent had prepared Grigorii for the trials of pastoring in Omsk. 
Both dioceses faced many of the same issues: a shortage of priests, an 
absence of churches, an underdeveloped ecclesiastical educational sys-
tem, meagre diocesan financial funds, and the presence of a large indig-
enous Muslim population. At least some of these similarities must have 
been apparent during his stopover in Semipalatinsk, a town across the 
border from the Chinese Empire that had started as a Russian fort along 
the Siberian line and had since grown into a centre of trade and com-
merce. As Bishop Grigorii passed through, nine mosques announced 
the religious identity of the town.1

From Semipalatinsk, Bishop Grigorii travelled by steamship along 
the Irtysh River to Omsk – a trip that took five days. By May, the ice 
covering the river had already cracked and floated north toward the 
Arctic, opening the steamship lanes between the two towns. Omsk wel-
comed its first bishop with the sound of ringing church bells. Despite 
this religious gesture, Omsk hardly had a storied spiritual, or even cul-
tural, history. A decade earlier, the American explorer George Kennan 
had captured the stark functionality of Omsk as a place where “the 
largest building is a military academy and the most picturesque build-
ing a police station; in which there is neither a newspaper nor a public 
library.”2 After Grigorii arrived, the title of most picturesque building 
would soon belong to the Cathedral of the Assumption, a colourful, 
five-domed Orthodox church inspired by the fanciful design of the 
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Church of the Spilt Blood in St. Petersburg. Even with this architec-
tural connection to the imperial capital, the tell-tale signs of Omsk’s 
transitional state could be seen everywhere, particularly in the bustling 
railway station filled with weary settlers from European Russia passing 
through to unknown destinations.

The arrival of the bishop represented an opportunity to spread Rus-
sian culture across the endless steppe. In conversations leading up to 
the formation of the diocese, the task of missionizing the local Muslim 
population occupied a position of importance on the agenda of church 
leaders. The Orthodox Church believed that nomadic Kazakhs were 
Muslim in name only and therefore a fertile field for the spread of 
Christianity. However, the flood of Orthodox settlers appearing at the 
railway station had made another option possible: the Christianization 
of the land instantaneously through demographic transformation. The 
conversion of the local indigenous population, while still considered 
an admirable and noble pursuit, now occupied a secondary position  
to the primary purpose of the diocese: attending to the religious needs 
of the Russian settlers who now called Siberia home. The appearance of 
these settlers altered the priorities of local diocesan officials and offered 
activists in the Orthodox Church a new cause to trumpet.

People of the Steppe

Russia’s political engagement with Siberia began in the sixteenth cen-
tury as the wealthy and well-connected Stroganov family tasked  Ermak 
Timofeevich and his band of Cossack mercenaries to explore the rich 
resources, particularly furs, of Siberia. At the beginning of the eight-
eenth century, the state established the first section of the Siberian 
line, a string of forts along the Irtysh River: Omsk (1716), Semipalat-
insk (1718), Ust-Kamenogorsk (1719), and Pavlodar (1720).3 Cossacks, 
groups of peasant-soldiers who provided military service for the tsarist 
regime in exchange for privileges, constructed and lived in these forts, 
from which they assumed the task of safeguarding Russian economic 
interests against the Kalmyks, who regularly staged incursions into this 
territory. Until 1809, the Bashkir Cossacks, who were Muslim, con-
stituted a section of the Cossack guard serving to protect the empire. 
Eventually, the state replaced the Bashkir Cossacks with the Siberian 
Cossack Host, composed mainly of Orthodox Christians but still in-
cluding a small number of Muslims.4 Cossacks were, in essence, the first 
“Russian” settlers in the region as the state granted them large tracts of 
lands in perpetuity to encourage them to develop agricultural commu-
nities.5 By the early twentieth century, Cossack communities continued 
to make up a distinctive portion of the parishioners in Omsk diocese. 
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Despite the presence of Cossacks, Russia primarily explored and ex-
ploited Siberia, instead of subduing it through intensive colonization.6

In addition to the Cossacks, exiles – both criminal and political –  
composed a significant portion of the non-indigenous population. By 
1744, Russia ceased to rely on the death penalty, thereby solidifying  
Siberia’s purpose as the primary site in the empire for the banishment of 
criminals and those imperial subjects that the state deemed politically 
suspect.7 In the nineteenth century, the tsarist regime used Siberia as a 
dumping ground for groups like the Decembrists and members of the 
Petrashevsky Circle – most famously Fyodor Dostoyevsky, who spent 
time in an Omsk prison during his exile. Although the state stopped 
shipping criminals to Siberia in the early twentieth century, political  
offenders still received this punishment, with Bolshevik luminaries 
such as Vladimir Lenin and Joseph Stalin serving sentences in the 
region.8

The local population also grew, in part, through the exile and exo-
dus of religious dissenters and sectarians from European Russia. Perse-
cuted for refusing to accept the changes initiated by Patriarch Nikon in 
the second half of the seventeenth century, Old Believers fled to Siberia, 
where they could practise what they viewed as authentic Orthodoxy 
out of the state’s reach. This established a large population of Siberian 
Old Believers who lived, worked, and prayed in their own commu-
nities. In the territory that would become Omsk diocese, many Old  
Believers chose to live off the beaten track – for instance, near the Altai 
Mountains.9 Beginning in the eighteenth and extending into the nine-
teenth century, the state exiled apostates from the Orthodox Church, 
banishing members of so-called heretical groups such as the Skoptsy 
and Doukhobors to the region. On the one hand, state officials viewed 
dissenter and sectarian settlers as exemplifying strong “colonizing abil-
ities” such as “industriousness, thrift, and sobriety.” Yet, they also char-
acterized the presence of these groups as dangerous to Orthodoxy in 
the region.10 As long as Russian Orthodox settlement remained under-
developed, this contradiction existed without causing much concern.

Finally, the emancipation of the serfs in 1861 increased the num-
ber of peasants moving to western Siberia as colonists. Freed from the 
bondage of serfdom, some peasants decided to take advantage of the 
vast tracts of land in Siberia, following the Great Moscow highway 
(trakt), which, impressively, stretched from the Urals to Irkutsk. With-
out a government program supporting resettlement at the time, most 
settlers arrived as samovol’tsy, or people without permission from the 
state to relocate.11

All these groups were lumped into the category of old residents (also 
known as starozhily or Sibiriaki), a term used by state officials, priests, 
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1.1 A group of escaped Siberian convicts. Library of Congress, LOT 13251-2, no. 25.

ethnographers, and anthropologists to describe the “Russian” popula-
tion that lived in Siberia before the new contingent of settlers flooded 
the region during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.12 
Even though this category of people lacked an official definition, the 
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term was nonetheless imbued with meaning. By the mid-nineteenth 
century, some members of the local Russian population of old residents 
had developed a strong regional identity. Siberian-born intellectuals ar-
gued for the territory’s administrative and economic autonomy from  
imperial Russia as they categorized and recorded the unique history of 
Siberia and its inhabitants.13 Among the general population and Siberian- 
born priests, the political aspect of this identity was less pronounced; 
however, many secular officials, church workers, and members of the 
intelligentsia, from both Siberia and European Russia, claimed that 
cultural differences existed between the old residents and the new 
 settlers.14 For Siberian-born peasants, the separation of the old residents 
from Russia had produced a distinct group of people that preserved 
true Russianness, unlike the new settlers from European Russia.15

In contrast, many state officials argued that this separation had caused 
the degradation of the old residents and that Siberia required a transfu-
sion of real Russian culture through the colonization of peasants from 
European Russia. The lay chief procurator of the Holy Synod, Konstantin 
Pobedonostsev, expressed disappointment with the attitude of old resi-
dents toward the local parish, the fulfilment of Orthodox religious rites, 
and Orthodox holidays.16 Even as local Omsk priests praised the old resi-
dents for not joining sectarian groups, they ruminated on how this group 
of people “regard[ed] the whole church with a coldness that is incompre-
hensible to a Russian.”17 One state official blamed their attitudes on the 
difficulties of early pioneering life in Siberia, arguing that old residents, 
surrounded by “half-wild inorodtsy,” had to engage in a struggle with 
nature instead of contemplating spiritual matters, which contributed to 
their isolation from the Orthodox faith.18 A British traveller elaborated on 
this idea, proposing that the old residents’ separation from the Orthodox  
Church, in combination with their strong ties to the physical world,  
produced a faith that spiritualized nature.19

These lands, of course, were not empty before the arrival of the Rus-
sian settlers. In the territory that would become Omsk diocese, the ma-
jority of the population in the southern provinces of Akmolinsk and 
Semipalatinsk belonged to Kazakh tribes. According to the 1897 em-
pire-wide census, the Kazakh population in this region stood at over 
a million people, with Tatars constituting the second-largest group. 
Smaller populations of Sarts, Bashkir, and Chuvash also lived in the re-
gion.20 Economically, the Kazakhs relied primarily on livestock breed-
ing, which their nomadic lifestyle supported, as they migrated between 
their summer and winter camps.21 The Russian state considered the 
Kazakhs to be inorodtsy – a legal category of administration applied 
to specific groups, especially in the eastern part of the empire, “whose 
social structures were sufficiently ‘alien’ to the Russian model.”22 Since 
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inorodtsy were considered to belong to a lower rung of the civilizational 
ladder, the legal rights bestowed upon them by the state were limited.23

Orthodoxy and Empire

The institutional structure of the Orthodox Church developed slowly 
after Ermak’s initial expedition. In 1621, the first archbishop of  Siberia, 
Kiprian (Starorusenkov), arrived in his diocesan capital of Tobol’sk. 
Unimpressed by the spiritual state of his diocese, Kiprian and his suc-
cessors worked diligently to establish Orthodox religious practices 
meaningful to local inhabitants and to Christianize the landscape 
through the building of churches.24 Both techniques – the invention of a 
locally based Orthodox tradition and the conquering of space through 
church building – served important functions as the church moved into 
pockets of the empire that were politically under Russian control, but 
culturally and demographically separated from the imperial centre.25

The conversion of local indigenous populations presented another 
option for Christianizing land on the imperial periphery. In the case of 
Siberia, the church and state’s commitment to converting the local peo-
ples to Russian Orthodoxy shifted over the course of three centuries. In 
the early eighteenth century, under Peter the Great, the Russian state 
actively pursued the idea of Christianizing the population, even send-
ing Ukrainian missionaries to Siberia to establish churches and monas-
teries as well as perform mass conversions.26 The state also encouraged 
missionaries to translate the Bible into local languages and to live in 
close proximity to their potential converts.27 By the mid-eighteenth 
century, Catherine the Great would undo many of Peter’s initiatives, 
choosing to weaken missionary activity by confiscating church lands 
in Siberia and rescinding many of the benefits offered to indigenous 
converts.28

To address the multi-confessional reality of her empire, Catherine re-
lied on a policy of religious toleration. This approached influenced the 
development of Islam on the Kazakh steppe. Instead of supporting the 
conversion of the Kazakhs to Orthodoxy, she encouraged the standard-
ization of Islam among the Kazakhs by supporting the proliferation of 
mosques and Islamic schools under the administration of neighbouring 
clerics of Tatar origin.29 In this case, the state viewed Islam as a tool 
to help “transform Kazakhs into imperial subjects” by using approved 
imams to develop Islamic institutions, which would place the nomadic 
Kazakhs on the road toward a sedentary lifestyle.30 The Orenburg Mus-
lim Spiritual Assembly, created by the tsarist regime to administer the 
spiritual lives of Muslims within the empire, provided supervision 
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over the faith of the Kazakhs, thereby allowing for the incorporation of 
this population into an institution linked to the imperial centre.

By the mid-nineteenth century, the state started to take seriously the 
integration of the steppe into the empire, which included exploring the 
idea of supporting Orthodox missionary work among the Kazakhs.31 
Religious and secular officials argued that, compared to Muslims in 
Turkestan, Kazakhs showed the least amount of “fanaticism.” The 
scarcity of mosques and clerics in the provinces of Akmolinsk and 
Semipalatinsk confirmed for Russian state and church officials that the 
Kazakhs held their religion in little regard, which energized the idea 
of conducting missionary work on the steppe.32 In the 1860s, the state 
removed administrative control over the religious life of the Kazakhs 
from the Orenburg Muslim Spiritual Assembly as a way of weaken-
ing the influence of both the Tatars and Islam.33 Two decades later, the 
Orthodox Church started a mission to the Kazakhs in Tomsk diocese; 
another mission opened in Tobol’sk in the 1890s. In 1895, missionary 
posts established in the provinces of Akmolinsk and Semipalatinsk 
were joined to form the Kazakh mission in Omsk diocese, which would 
continue to operate until the end of the empire.34

Siberian bishops also expressed interest in missionary work among 
the Kazakhs and other inorodtsy populations. In 1885, secular officials 
joined the bishops of Irkutsk, Enisei, Tomsk, and Kamchatka in a con-
versation on church and state cooperation, particularly in the area of 
missionary activity in Siberia.35 The Irkutsk Council, chaired by Arch-
bishop Veniamin (Blagonravov) of Irkutsk diocese, explored the task 
of spreading Christianity among the indigenous peoples of Siberia and 
strengthening local Orthodox parishes. Veniamin was well versed in 
missionary work in Siberia, having worked for three decades in the 
Transbaikal region to Christianize the Buriats, who practised shaman-
ism and Lamaism.36 To reinforce this work among the Buriats, at the 
council Veniamin proposed the establishment of the Transbaikal dio-
cese with Chita as its diocesan capital.37

The issue of missionary work among the Kazakhs also appeared on 
the agenda of the council. Bishop Vladimir (Petrov) of Tomsk argued 
that the provinces of Akmolinsk and Semipalatinsk formed a vast, un-
touched mission field for the Orthodox faith. The hundreds of thou-
sands of Kazakhs that inhabited this land, insisted Bishop Vladimir, 
were only nominally Muslim. To ensure that these potential converts 
received the attention that they deserved from the Orthodox Church, 
he supported the opening of a new diocese in western Siberia.38

In addition to exploring proselytism, the council provided an op-
portunity for the bishops to discuss candidly the problems they 
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encountered in Orthodox Siberian communities. They shared that be-
cause of the vastness of the dioceses, parishioners remained without 
proper diocesan oversight, which left them vulnerable to the teachings 
of schismatics and sectarians. In the case of Semipalatinsk, only eleven 
churches existed in the province, which provided little supervision over 
the Orthodox population. The influence of secular officials at the meet-
ing can be discerned in the suggestion that Russian Orthodox settlers 
would be needed to secure Russia’s border with China in the eastern 
part of the province.39

By the end of the Irkutsk gathering the bishops requested the es-
tablishment of two dioceses, Omsk and Transbaikal, from the Holy 
Synod.40 The Holy Synod agreed with this assessment, approving the 
opening of these dioceses at the beginning of 1887. Pobedonostsev also 
responded enthusiastically to the agenda promoted by Siberian bish-
ops, referring to this meeting as “an important event in the history of 
the national [otechestvennaia] church.”41 Pobedonostsev even informed 
Tsar Alexander III of this council in a short letter describing the event.42 
As a strong believer in a symbiotic church-state relationship, Pobedon-
ostsev supported the church’s work in Siberia.

Not everyone viewed this decision as a positive development, how-
ever. Tobol’sk diocesan officials appeared sceptical of the conclusions 
drawn by the Irkutsk Council, questioning why Omsk should become 
its own independent diocese. They argued that if the primary purpose 
of the proposed new diocese was to spread Christianity among the in-
orodtsy, then a vicar bishopric based in Omsk should suffice.43 The fi-
nancial cost of establishing a diocese was onerous; in contrast, a vicar 
bishopric was an inexpensive way of testing the waters and confirming 
if the region required another diocese. Such a circumspect response by 
Tobol’sk officials hints that they still viewed conversion as the church’s 
primary goal in Siberia and did not foresee the monumental change on 
the horizon with the building of the Trans-Siberian Railway.

Launching State Aspirations

As the church contemplated its role in Siberia, the state engaged in 
rethinking the economic and political future of the region. For centu-
ries, the state had understood Siberia as a source of resources, as well 
as a buffer zone between European Russia and its Asian neighbours. 
During the course of the nineteenth century this approach changed as 
the state slowly began to imagine Siberia as a region in which Russia 
could flex its imperial muscles. Especially after the humiliation of the 
Crimean War, the Russian state refocused its attention on geopolitical 
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matters in the region, particularly its competition with the British in 
Central and East Asia.44

By the early 1880s, soon after his inauguration, Tsar Alexander III 
expressed his desire for Siberia to be integrated into the empire.45 One 
suggestion that garnered attention was the building of a railway into 
Siberia. Sergei Witte, one of the architects of Russia’s railway policy, 
identified Siberia’s physical isolation from European Russia as an im-
portant factor in its economic and cultural separation from the rest of 
the empire: only a railway could bridge these worlds and offer Siberia 
the “access to Russian life” necessary “to bring about those very con-
ditions of existence and development that are prevalent in the other 
parts of Russia.”46 State officials spent years discussing this proposal, 
ultimately deciding to begin construction on the Trans-Siberian in 1891.

To reflect this shift in the state’s agenda, Alexander III chose Asia 
as the stage for his heir’s introduction into state life. The epic 1890–1 
trip of Tsarevich Nicholas to Egypt, India, Japan, and through Russia’s 
eastern empire symbolized the significance of this region for the future 
of the empire. To prepare the young tsarevich for his journey, Pobe-
donostsev wrote a letter to the future tsar describing the Orthodox 
landscape as well as the religious and secular personnel he would en-
counter during his journey through Siberia. Although Pobedonostsev 
had never personally set foot in the region, he wrote with authority, 
likely relying on reports, personal correspondence, and gossip circu-
lating through the imperial bureaucracy to educate the tsarevich.47 The 
letter, written a month before Alexander III announced the project to 
construct the Trans-Siberian Railway, provides a snapshot of Siberia  
on the brink of its great transformation. Over the next two decades, 
two themes identified by Pobedonostsev would only grow in impor-
tance: the shortage of churches in the region and the religious diversity 
of the population.

Pobedonostsev’s letter illustrates his conservative views on the is-
sue of religious toleration. Highly critical of the state’s legitimization of 
non-Orthodox faiths, Pobedonostsev offered the example of the Kazakh 
steppe to demonstrate the harmfulness of this practice for the tsarevich. 
According to Pobedonostsev, the population of the steppe had followed 
no religion “except crude shamanism”; yet instead of promoting Ortho-
doxy, the state had purposely connected the Kazakhs to “the centre of 
Islam in Russia,” a clear reference to the placement of the Kazakhs un-
der the control of the Orenburg Muslim Spiritual Assembly.48 By placing 
these populations under the administration of a non-Orthodox religious 
leadership, Pobedonostsev argued, secular officials acted in ways that 
were contrary to the interests of the church and the state.
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Russian settlers appeared only briefly in Pobedonostsev’s letter. He 
described to the tsarevich how migrants in the Far East, who had es-
tablished settlements during the mid-nineteenth century, were now in 
a state of spiritual decay. He argued that without churches and reli-
gious supervision these settlements had become “wild” and “morally 
undisciplined.” To guard against such moral and cultural disintegra-
tion, settlers must have access to churches. Problematically, Pobedon-
ostsev shared, funds were not available to accomplish this goal.49 This 
dilemma would come to define Russian colonization in Siberia as the 
church and state agreed that church building was essential for the de-
velopment of the region but struggled logistically and financially to or-
ganize and undertake such work on a large scale.

Orthodox Colonization

The opening of the Trans-Siberian Railway, one of the greatest projects 
undertaken by the imperial Russian state, transformed the region. As 
one British magazine rhapsodized, “The Trans-Siberian Railway is in-
tended to create a new Siberia ... [Soon] people will realise with as-
tonishment what this railway means.”50 The railway, which by 1916 
linked Moscow with Vladivostok, allowed for unprecedented access 
to the region. Natural resources, products, and people could now be 
moved between European Russia and Siberia with relative ease. For 
American officials, this development elevated Russia to the status of a 
serious economic rival. They expressed awe and apprehension at both 
the building of the railway and the agricultural potential of Siberia, as 
the cultivation of new lands posed a threat to the United States’ posi-
tion within global grain markets.51

Agriculture, Russian officials believed, would be the driving force of 
economic growth, the engine that would transform Siberia from an Asi-
atic wasteland into a recognizable oasis of Russian civilization. Travel-
lers viewing the steppe for the first time commented on the vastness 
of this under-cultivated land. One British journalist called the steppe 
region “the future granary of the whole Russian Empire, and not of 
that Empire alone.”52 Morgan Philip Price, a future member of the Brit-
ish Parliament and a tag-along on a Royal Geographical Society trip to  
Siberia and Central Asia in the early twentieth century, described west-
ern Siberia as remarkably similar to “entering the western prairies of 
Canada,” another region of great agricultural promise.53 John Foster 
Fraser, a British travel writer touring through Siberia, compared the 
southern steppes to “a billiard table” as he mused on the flatness of 
the land that lay before his eyes.54 While these flatlands did not inspire 
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Fraser to poetic ruminations, the agricultural richness of the region was 
clear to those who touched its soil.

Even with so much potential, the Russian state was slow to open 
this region to mass migration. In the case of the Kazakh steppe, de-
spite the integration of this territory into the administrative structure of 
the empire in the mid-nineteenth century, the tsarist regime remained 
apprehensive of allowing intensive settlement.55 A general mistrust of 
the mass movement of peasants, in addition to the issue of how much 
land the Kazakhs required for their nomadic lifestyle, posed signifi-
cant stumbling blocks.56 Despite these obstacles, by the late nineteenth 
 century, tsarist officials began to encourage colonization through the 
Resettlement Act of 1889, which opened Siberia (and other parts of the 
empire with free land) to migrants. In 1891, the state allowed pioneers 
to settle on the Kazakh steppe on land deemed to be in excess of the 
amount required to maintain Kazakh herds in an attempt to encourage 
both resettlement and the introduction of a sedentary lifestyle among 
this group. Such legislative changes transformed these lands through 
intensive colonization.

Peasants in European Russia took advantage of the new opportuni-
ties created by legislation and the construction of the Trans-Siberian 
Railway. With the average peasant land holdings shrinking significantly 

1.2 Settlers arriving from European Russia on the Trans-Siberian Railway. 
Library of Congress, LOT 9917.
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from the 1860s, land hunger became the norm in many parts of the 
empire west of the Ural Mountains.57 The famine of 1891–2 in parts of 
European Russia increased the pressure to find new outlets for agri-
cultural development. Over the course of twenty years (from 1891 to 
1910) more than 3 million peasants migrated to Siberia.58 The territories 
within the dioceses of Omsk and Tomsk in western Siberia received a 
disproportionally large number of settlers compared to other areas.59 
In the case of Akmolinsk, only 5 per cent of the population engaged 
in sedentary farming in 1893; seventeen years later, that number had 
increased to 45 per cent.60 By the beginning of the twentieth century, the 
share of Siberian land under the plough had increased from 10,800,000 
to 18,900,000 acres. Peasants from European Russia had transformed 
Siberia into fields of wheat.61

The majority of these peasants left from a mixture of Russian, 
Ukrainian, and Belarussian provinces: Kiev, Mogilev, Orël, Chernigov, 
Tambov, Voronezh, Ekaterinoslav, Kharkov, Poltava, and Kursk.62 The 
issue of nationality and demographics, however, was complicated. 
Tsarist officials tended not to record the nationality of the population; 
rather they preserved the settlers’ provinces of origin, which pro-
vides clues but does not confirm the background of the migrants.63 
The 1897 empire-wide census, which categorized inhabitants by lan-
guage, gives some indication of the diversity hidden within the cate-
gory of “Russian settler.” According to the 1897 census, the number of 
Ukrainian-speakers in the province of Akmolinsk was 7.5 per cent and 
the number of Russian-speakers was 25.6 per cent.64 The province of 
Semipalatinsk had a small population of Ukrainian-speakers (only 0.5 
per cent) compared to 9.2 per cent native Russian-speakers. The num-
ber of Belarussians in these territories was small, with a population of 
only 114 people in Semipalatinsk and 246 in Akmolinsk. In fact, the 
Mordovian population was larger, with 392 inhabitants in Semipalat-
insk and 8,546 in Akmolinsk.65 By 1917, the percentage of Ukrainians in 
Akmolinsk had increased significantly to 29.5 per cent, while the Rus-
sian population stood at 27.2 per cent. A similar trend unfolded in the 
province of Semipalatinsk as the population of Ukrainians increased to 
8.1 per cent and the Russian population reached 13.7 per cent.66 Unfor-
tunately, numbers for the Belarussian population are not available for 
this later period.

Although men typically outnumbered women in many villages, gen-
der disparity was not overly pronounced. In the case of migration to 
western Siberia, many peasants moved as a family unit.67 This stood 
in contrast to the early nineteenth-century Cossacks settlements on 
the steppe, in which the absence of a robust female population led to 
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intermarriage with the Kazakhs.68 These intermarriages, along with 
other factors, led state officials to critique the Cossacks as inadequate 
representatives of Russian civilization who, instead of Russifying the 
Kazakhs, had acclimatized to Kazakh culture.69 The new wave of set-
tlers would interact closely with Kazakhs; however, marriage between 
these groups happened less frequently.70

Upon arriving in Siberia, migrants joined or established new villages. 
Similar to rural communities in European Russia, local inhabitants 
formed a village assembly, which offered a local form of government.71 
The type of land tenure that would be followed was one of the major 
issues that the village assembly had to adjudicate, with most deciding 
to form a commune, although not all practised repartition.72 Particu-
larly in villages with inhabitants from different regions of the empire, 
establishing functioning local governance through the village assembly 
proved to be a difficult task. In settlers’ former villages, a combination 
of tradition and kinship networks shaped decision-making, providing 
a sense of belonging and an “entitlement to the protection and benefits 
of the community.”73 In Siberia, it was often a struggle to establish this 
rapport in new villages.

Settlers also struggled to establish the basic necessities of life in their 
new homes. One priest described “a terrible picture of poverty: hungry, 
almost naked, dirty children sitting like gypsies pressed together in a 
cold almost dark dugout” when he visited a new settlement.74 The gov-
ernor general of the steppe, Maksim Taube, reported that settlers lived 
in unsanitary conditions; unclean drinking water, along with damp and 
crowded living conditions, created health concerns in these new vil-
lages. Access especially to clean, drinkable water on the steppe posed 
a significant problem for settlers – a situation recognized by many of 
the state officials passing through Siberia.75 Poor harvests often com-
pounded an already difficult situation for these pioneers, and many re-
lied on state loans to survive. The first winter proved especially harsh, 
as settlers struggled with diseases such as malaria and scurvy, which 
caused a high mortality rate.76 One settler, Serapion Shulgin, wrote of 
how scurvy had ravaged his village, making death a part of daily life 
and leaving children orphaned. Since the village was located thirty-two 
kilometres away from the parish church, the dead were buried without 
a funeral service. When the priest arrived, he performed the funerals 
without charging a fee, visited people in the community, and offered 
comfort to the orphans left behind.77

Shulgin’s description of settler life offers insight into settlers’ early 
struggles and how their presence transformed the local landscape. 
Originally from Perm, in 1890 Shulgin moved to Akmolinsk province 
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with his father after a theft, a bad harvest, and the death of his mother 
changed his family’s fortunes. Unlike many of the people who under-
took this journey, Shulgin was literate, having completed a number of 
years of school; he would eventually find work as a teacher in Siberia. 
Assigned to the village of Kumdy-kul, Shulgin and his father, along 
with the other villagers, struggled with early crop failures caused by 
dry weather and the tyranny of grasshoppers. In 1894, the settlers de-
cided that they did not want to live in a village with a Kazakh name; 
choosing instead to commemorate the wedding of Tsar Nicholas II, 
they changed the name to Novo-Nikol’skoe.78

Interactions with their new Kazakh neighbours brought up poten-
tial issues for colonization. At least initially, some Kazakhs appeared 
to welcome or at least tolerate the settlers as long as they had enough 
land. According to a land surveyor in Semirech’e, a neighbouring prov-
ince just south of Semipalatinsk, the old residents mocked the newly 
arrived settlers for their agricultural aspirations and predicted tense 
relations between these new arrivals and the Kazakhs. The opposite 
proved to be the case. The settlers established functioning farms with 
irrigation ditches that utilized the latest agricultural equipment and 
opened a bazaar, which the Kazakhs frequented to sell their goods.79

Even with the circulation of stories depicting positive relations be-
tween settlers and the Kazakhs, it was clear that colonization con-
strained the Kazakhs’ traditional way of life. With the growth of the 
settler population, Kazakhs often found that access to their traditional 
migratory routes and pasturelands for their cattle was restricted by the 
settlers’ crops, causing tensions and disputes between the groups.80 The 
peasants also recognized the influence of demographics on the dynam-
ics of this relationship. As one group of settlers stated to a tsarist official, 
“the power of the Kazakhs lessened” as more Russians settled on the 
land.81 The demographic transformation in Akmolinsk was particularly 
staggering, as shown through the change in the religious composition 
of the province’s population. In 1897, the Orthodox population (pri-
marily people of Slavic descent) was 232,401; by 1911, it had increased 
to 831,899 people. Semipalatinsk province experienced a more subdued 
growth in Orthodox settlement, increasing approximately 2.5 times 
from 67,620 to 183,490 during the same period. The share of Muslims 
(primarily Kazakhs) decreased from 64.3 to 38.1 per cent in Akmolinsk 
and 89.8 to 80.8 per cent in Semipalatinsk.82 Not surprisingly, these 
changes in population were accompanied by the intensification of con-
flict and competition over land and resources.

Although Russian state officials encouraged this transformation, they 
expressed apprehension that settlers, who were primarily uneducated 
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or undereducated peasants, could act as ambassadors of civilization 
and progress. While some tsarist elites viewed these peasants “as super 
colonist[s] blessed with admirable pioneer qualities, an instinct for set-
tling new places and a knack for interacting with and influencing native 
peoples,” in other circles the arrival of large waves of peasant-settlers 
to Siberia caused grave concerns as to whether this population could 
serve as bearers of Russian culture and promote Siberia’s integration 
into the metropole.83 Instead of representing the superiority of Russian 
culture, religion, and nationality, settlers served as a reminder of Rus-
sia’s economic and social backwardness and the disputed nature of a 
“unified” Russian identity.84 For members of both sides involved di-
rectly in the state planning of colonization, it became clear that simply 
having peasants plough the land would not “make the territory truly 
integrated.”85 A strong argument emerged for the state to reinforce set-
tlers’ Russian identity by supporting their religious life.

An Unofficial Settler Diocese

The opening of a new diocese in Omsk provided hope that settlers 
would not live outside the supervision of the Russian Orthodox Church. 
The first issue of Omsk’s diocesan journal, published at the beginning 
of 1898, painted a vivid picture of the local clergy’s aspirations for this 
territory. The opening of the diocese, attributed to the grace of both God 
and the tsar, laid the grounds for the transformation of this Siberian 
steppe from a land dominated by exiles and Muslims into a flourishing 
field of Orthodox parishes filled with settlers from European Russia.86

Yet, building Orthodox life in the territory proved difficult. Arriving 
in a settler parish provoked a visceral emotional reaction from priests. 
Omsk priests often used the term “deprived” (lishat’) to capture the 
plight of settlers without access to a church: deprived of comfort, of 
community prayer (obshchestvennaia molitva), of hearing the bells call 
them to church, and of fulfilling their duties as Orthodox believers.87  
Father Tikhon Korystin, the son of a peasant and newly assigned to a 
parish in the Atbasar district, wrote of his despair at witnessing peas-
ants living without churches, vegetables, or kvas (a traditional fermented 
drink), and in houses without roofs. Another young priest assigned to 
a settler village described how the shocking poverty, the isolation, and 
the unforgiving climate of Siberia produced a “terrible impression.” He 
conveyed the heartfelt reaction of parishioners, who despite – or per-
haps because of – these conditions, “met [him] with tears of joy.”88

Despite these frontier conditions, Omsk replicated the same admin-
istrative structure as every other Russian diocese in the empire. The 
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bishop held the highest position and resided in the diocesan capital. He 
had the responsibility of approving the opening of new parishes and 
providing spiritual guidance for the laity of his diocese. Administering 
and governing the clergy, however, constituted his principal duty. The 
bishop had the authority and duty to ordain clergymen, appoint them 
to parishes, and look after their welfare. He also punished clergymen 
who had committed moral offences.89 The church consistory worked 
closely with the bishop, providing him with information about the 
functioning of the diocese and resolutions that the bishop could accept, 
reject, or amend. Two main bodies helped the bishop administer the 
diocese: the district board (dukhovnoe pravlenie) and the ecclesiastical 
deanery (blagochinie).

While the institutional structure of Omsk diocese was not unique, 
a number of characteristics made it difficult to build and administer 
Orthodox life in this territory. A revolving door of bishops in the young 
diocese created leadership woes. In the span of twenty-two years, eight 
different men held this title. According to church rules, bishops should 
hold their offices until death; however, by the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury, this practice had ceased to be the norm. Instead, the Holy Synod 
and chief procurator frequently advanced to better posts those bishops 
who performed their duties well. Some viewed this change as posi-
tive, since it rewarded those who showed real promise, while others 
were critical of it for breaking canon law and harming the relationship 
between bishops and clergymen.90 In many ways this reflected simi-
lar changes that had taken place among governors in the empire, as a 
greater emphasis on merit, specialization, and expertise determined the 
trajectory of their careers.91

The situation in Omsk diocese illustrates both the costs and, to a 
much lesser extent, the benefits of such a system. By the reign of Nicho-
las II, the average tenure for an Orthodox bishop in any one diocese was 
5.5 years.92 On average, Omsk bishops served in their position for 2.75 
years. With such a limited tenure, it would be unreasonable for even 
an experienced bishop in an established diocese to fully grasp the reli-
gious problems and spiritual geographies of his territory. The men sent 
to serve as bishop of Omsk reflected that diocese’s junior position in 
the empire; it was a place to prove one’s worth and move on, hence the 
high level of turnover. The bishopric of Omsk might be geographically 
close to the centre of the empire, but it was far removed from the em-
pire’s political capital of St. Petersburg and spiritual capital of Moscow. 
Yet the dioceses exhibiting the most undesirable traits also tended to be 
those most desperately in need of outstanding leadership, and Omsk 
was no exception. A few of the men appointed to Omsk demonstrated 
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exceptional leadership qualities; however, almost every bishop was un-
proven when he arrived.93

Complicating matters further, unlike most European dioceses in 
which secular and religious authority coincided with civil administra-
tive boundaries, the territory of Omsk diocese overlapped with four 
provinces – Tomsk, Tobol’sk, Akmolinsk, and Semipalatinsk – and hence 
interacted with four appointed governors.94 The governors of Akmo-
linsk and Semipalatinsk reported to the governor general of the steppe, 
who wielded ultimate authority over the provinces of Semipalatinsk, 
Akmolimsk, and Semirech’e.95 Therefore, the bishop of Omsk interacted 
with five secular officials, all of whom had their own opinions on how 
civil and religious life should be organized and governed. The draw-
backs of shared authority would become apparent to all sides during the 
early twentieth century. Governor Andrei Stankevich emphasized the 
complexities of this division as it related to attempts to address religious 
issues in Tobol’sk province, as certain administrative districts were split 
between the dioceses of Tobol’sk and Omsk. In his 1912 annual report, 
Stankevich raised his discomfort with the current system. He argued 
that the religious and ethnic diversity of the province, combined with 
the presence of settlers, required centralized and strong directives from 
the church. To alleviate this issue, he recommended that two districts 
historically associated with Tobol’sk diocese be returned to its adminis-
trative control.96 This change, however, was never implemented.

As a young settler diocese, Omsk suffered from a shortage of 
churches, priests, and parishes. In his 1902 report to the Holy Synod, 
Bishop Sergii (Petrov) acknowledged that the number of churches 
required by the arrival of new settlers would only grow in years to 
come.97 He was right: ten years later, the flood of settlers into Omsk 
continued to stretch the diocese’s resources to the brink, as Bishop  
Andronik (Nikol’skii) concluded that parishioners could not afford to 
construct their own churches.98 The chief procurator’s reports provide a 
glimpse into the state of parishes in the diocese. In 1895, the diocese had 
14 archpriests, 210 priests, 49 deacons, 221 cantors, 168 parish churches, 
and 226 prayer houses and chapels serving approximately 505,887 
Orthodox parishioners.99 By 1914, the diocese’s Orthodox population 
had almost tripled, reaching 1,477,067 souls, with 519 priests, 129 dea-
cons, and 434 cantors serving this population.100 The number of parish 
churches in the diocese had grown to 429 and the number of prayer 
houses and chapels to 302.101 Despite this growth, it was extremely dif-
ficult for many parishioners to interact with a priest. In 1914, the ratio 
of parishioners to priests in the diocese stood at 2,845:1; in comparison, 
the ratio was 1,921:1 in European Russia during this period.102
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This shortage of priests was noticed by settlers on the ground. The 
parishioners of Pokrovskoe in Tiukalinsk district waited nearly ten 
years for a priest to be appointed to their parish. Desperate for help, 
they appealed to Empress Maria Feodorovna with a petition in which 
they explicitly self-identified as settlers: “We settlers [pereselentsy] ar-
rived in Siberia in the year of 1892, settled on a state allotment ... and 
like Orthodox Christians first started to work on building a church.” 
They had even built a home for a priest as they were “eager to fulfil 
the duty of the Orthodox faith.” Without a priest, they had to travel a 

1.3 Priests travelling to visit Siberian villages. Aziatskaia Rossiia, vol. 1 
(St. Petersburg, 1914), 491.
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great distance to attend Sunday services and to perform every rite; this 
hardship, they complained, caused difficulties in their spiritual life.103

The vastness of the territory, the terrible roads, and the brutal weather 
of Siberia also contributed to the struggles of the diocese. The unpre-
dictability of the weather made it difficult to travel, especially in winter, 
when clear skies could turn instantaneously into a snowstorm. Only 
three convenient transportation routes existed – the railway, the Irtysh 
River, and the Great Siberian road – and most parishes could not be ac-
cessed along those paths. The most important factor, however, was the 
expansiveness of the diocese. Religious officials writing about Omsk 
accurately deployed the term “vast” (obshirnyi) in their descriptions. In 
comparison to European Russia, Siberian dioceses were massive. Omsk 
diocese was over a million square kilometres, or almost twice the size of 
France. To offer a comparison, the dioceses of Riazan, Poltava, and Kiev 
spanned approximately 36,992, 43,379, and 44,730 square kilometres, 
respectively.104 Even the diocese of Perm was only 291,760 square kilo-
metres in size. The territory of Akmolinsk province alone occupied 
594,673 square kilometres of territory.105

This problem of distance influenced the work of the deans as they 
performed the important task of supervising multiple parishes. They 
submitted reports on the state of their districts to the bishop and those 
reports helped to shape the administrative decisions undertaken in the 
diocese. On the imperial periphery, deans struggled with this task of 
collecting the necessary information for the consistory, as they had to 
complete their duties as priests and travel great distances to make their 
visitations to parishes under their jurisdiction.106 In Omsk diocese, this 
was simply unfeasible. In 1904, only 27 dean districts existed, mean-
ing that 27 men had the duty of supervising 293 parish churches; the 
situation only worsened as settlement reached a feverish pitch in the 
post-1905 environment. Some deans travelled over a thousand kilo-
metres by horse to make the rounds of their parishes. Such onerous 
travel to visit only five to ten churches taxed the deans’ energy and 
limited their ability to undertake such journeys regularly.107

Settler migration altered the spatial distribution of the population, 
which resulted in new parishes being opened and old parishes being re-
configured. For over twenty years, Omsk diocese was in a constant state 
of fluctuation. For instance, in the district of Omsk, ten parishes existed 
in 1900; by 1914, thirty-six had been established.108 Keeping apprised of 
religious needs within the diocese was impossible, even for the bishop. 
In 1913, Bishop Andronik requested that deans submit a report and a 
map depicting the distribution of parishes in their present deaneries 
and their future configurations. The collection of this information by 
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Andronik likely stemmed from his growing frustration with the chaos 
caused by colonization for the church.109 With the population of the 
diocese rapidly increasing, anticipating the necessary reorganization of 
the diocese’s spatial configuration proved difficult to achieve.

•
The Orthodox Church initially prepared for a different type of future in 
Siberia. Still operating under the assumption that Orthodox missions 
to the inorodtsy formed their primary duty, Siberian diocesan officials 
focused their resources and attention on the indigenous populations. 
Omsk diocese was born out of this mindset, yet this would not be its 
destiny. Over the next two decades, the trials and tribulations of settlers 
would dominate Omsk’s story as local leaders struggled to adapt to the 
realities of colonization, which brought millions of Orthodox settlers 
under their supervision.



Chapter Two

Churches as a National Project

In 1913, during Pentecost, one of the most important feasts of the 
 Orthodox liturgical calendar, the Russian Orthodox Church asked pa-
rishioners from across the empire to donate money for the building of 
churches, schools, and homes for priests in Siberia. In a sermon de-
livered to encourage such donations, Archpriest Ioann Vostorgov de-
scribed how the movement of settlers to the far reaches of the empire 
strengthened the state’s borders and attached Siberia culturally to Rus-
sia. Settlers performing these essential tasks put their souls at risk by 
moving to a region without churches to care for their spiritual develop-
ment. Although the Holy Synod and the state both played significant 
roles in addressing this need, Vostorgov called on “believing Russian 
people” (veruiushchie russkie liudi) to help their fellow Orthodox Chris-
tians maintain a fellowship with God. The sacrifices of settlers – namely, 
moving their families to Siberia – and of donors – sharing their financial 
resources – created a deep spiritual bond that united them into a people 
of the church.1

For nearly twenty years, state and church officials used the ban-
ner of Orthodoxy to elicit financial support from the public for settler 
churches in Siberia through the Emperor Alexander III Fund. Patrons 
from all walks of life, ranging from esteemed figures within the state ap-
paratus and the Russian Orthodox Church to ordinary people without 
rank or title, donated to this cause. To engender support from the Rus-
sian  Orthodox public, the fund not only pulled at donors’ heartstrings 
through the image of a pitiful Russian settler alone on the harsh steppe 
without the comfort of the church, it also presented the resettlement of 
Siberia as an imperial project worthy of prayers and financial support. 
Such an appeal invited all Orthodox believers to envision themselves 
as a part of the expanding empire that would benefit the Russian peas-
antry through the opening of new lands and serve the interests of God 
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and the state by spreading Orthodox Christianity and Russian nation-
ality beyond the Ural Mountains.2 The Emperor Alexander III Fund 
communicated this shift in the state’s approach to colonization and 
provided an opportunity for Orthodox believers in European Russia to 
support their pioneering brethren as they served the empire.

State officials performed an essential role in pushing the agenda of 
the Emperor Alexander III Fund as they carried out their duties associ-
ated with peasant resettlement and the agricultural development of the 
region. By the early twentieth century, many state officials believed that 
only lands ploughed by Russian Orthodox believers would be truly in-
tegrated into the empire.3 For these secular figures, the fostering of re-
ligious life among settlers would advance the cultural transformation 
of Siberia; similar to agriculture, industry, and resource extraction, they 
believed that the Russian Orthodox faith could serve as a conduit for 
bringing European values to the region. Yet religion performed a dis-
tinctive role in this process, as a consensus existed among the upper 
echelon of state officialdom that without religious roots in the plant-
ing of European culture, the colonial enterprise would falter. In many 
ways this emphasis on religion was strongly correlated with a belief 
that settlers would be culturally unreliable without the support of the 
institutional church.

Among church officials, this project also had strong ideological over-
tones. Vostorgov, who helped to administer the fund and publicize the 
plight of Orthodox settlers, portrayed this program of colonization as a 
sort of manifest destiny in which Russia was bound to plant Christian-
ity in Asia.4 While this idea of Russia’s special Christianizing mission 
to Asia had been articulated in a variety of forms for much of the nine-
teenth century, the vision of Orthodox peasants as the chosen people 
fated to fulfil this destiny was new.5 It communicated a belief in the 
colonizing abilities of the Russian peasantry with help from the church, 
state, and the Orthodox nation.

The Emperor Alexander III Fund

In European Russia, the building of parish churches and schools con-
stituted a primarily local and regional affair. Church construction was 
locally initiated, with villages deciding on their own accord to petition 
the church consistory for permission to build. The decision then lay 
with diocesan officials, who considered whether a “need” existed for 
a new church. They determined this based on the criteria of “distance, 
size and disrepair” of the parish church.6 If the petition met the con-
sistory’s criteria, and the community had the resources necessary to 
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support it, then it would grant permission to build. Typically, the state 
only involved itself in providing wood from state lands or a salary for 
the clergy in cases where the “benefits package” offered by parishion-
ers was meagre.7 Although financial support for the building of local 
churches could (and did) come from external donors, church building 
in European Russia was largely a local undertaking and commitment.

These rules applied even in the far reaches of Siberia. To build a par-
ish church, settlers had to petition the consistory for permission, show-
ing both community support and the financial means for completing 
the project.8 Undertaking this responsibility restricted the number of 
churches established in Siberia as many communities lacked the pop-
ulation density necessary to support a parish. Church shortages in  
Siberia began to concern officials in St. Petersburg; in his 1885 report, 
Konstantin Pobedonostsev, the chief procurator, raised this issue. Tsar 
Alexander III responded with a suggestion: “Need to turn the attention 
of donors [zhertvovateli] to this: here one can really donate with bene-
fit.”9 However, the tsar’s suggestion – at least initially – did not inspire 
any specific initiatives.

Under his son, Nicholas II, Alexander’s vision of connecting benefac-
tors with impoverished Siberian spiritual communities would become 
state policy. Unlike his father, Nicholas II could draw on his personal 
experiences in Siberia. During the tsarevich’s 1890–1 trip, churches were 
often sites of interaction between Nicholas and the local population. In 
Omsk, for instance, the ringing of church bells announced the arrival of 
the tsarevich along the Om River. After being greeted by the governor 
general of the steppe, Nicholas was whisked through a crowd of peo-
ple to the Church of the Prophet Elijah, where the city’s clergy awaited 
him.10 Such scenes happened throughout his journey, as Nicholas vis-
ited countless churches, attended services, and interacted with the local 
Orthodox clergy. That churches were included in the pageantry of the 
tsarevich’s trip hints at the symbolism Nicholas would later place at 
the centre of his coronation and reign – what Richard Wortman has de-
scribed as the “unspoken and invisible spiritual bond” that, according 
to Nicholas, connected the tsar with the Russian people.11 Nicholas’s 
own strong belief in this bond made him view the meagre number of 
churches for local worshippers and the impoverished state of their in-
teriors with sympathy. At one small parish church outside of Omsk, the 
tsarevich made a donation to help, an act he repeated at other churches 
as he travelled across Siberia.12

Nicholas II carried memories of these crude, pitiful churches back to 
St. Petersburg, where he allowed them to shape how he approached 
his duties as the chairman of the Siberian Railway Committee. At a 
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meeting of the committee in 1893, Nicholas advocated for the building 
of churches along the new railway, showing that he placed this issue at 
the top of his list of priorities.13 Initially, it was proposed to use lefto-
ver funds from the building of the railway to finance this endeavour; 
however, in April 1894, with the approval of his father, the tsarevich be-
gan a fund to collect donations for this cause with the Siberian Railway 
Committee serving as the financial distribution channel. After the tsar’s 
death later that year, the project was named the Emperor Alexander 
III Fund. Russia’s imperial subjects would now have the opportunity 
to honour the late tsar by building churches, schools, and homes for 
clergy in Siberia.

The fund also supported the cause of Orthodoxy through the collec-
tion of money for mobile churches, or church wagons (vagon-tserkov’), 
that travelled along the Trans-Siberian line, bringing comfort to the vil-
lages located along the railway. On 11 July 1896, according to his di-
ary, Nicholas II attended the consecration of one of these railway cars, 
which he described as “beautifully equipped.”14 Transforming a train 
carriage into a church was no easy feat; Orthodox churches, by design, 
should evoke God’s universe by unifying heaven and earth. With their 
arched windows and cross-topped bell towers that called worshipers 
to divine services, these carriages were easily distinguished from other 
railcars. Inside, they were decorated with wooden panels, chandeliers, 
and iconostases.15 Travelling priests had everything necessary for con-
ducting services along the world’s longest railway.

The task of managing the Emperor Alexander III Fund fell to Anatolii 
Kulomzin.16 Kulomzin, who has been described as “among the greatest 
of [European] colonizers,” was a sensible man with provincial noble 
roots and a Calvinist mother.17 Through his work as the administrative 
secretary of the Committee of Ministers (1883–1902) and as the chair-
man of the Preparatory Commission of the Siberian Railway (under 
the umbrella of the Siberian Railway Committee), Kulomzin shaped 
 Russia’s engagement in the region. The scope of Kulomzin’s work in 
the region is astonishing. His responsibilities included the develop-
ment of Siberia’s economy and the facilitation of peasant resettlement. 
His guiding hand touched most of the policies aimed at assisting in 
the colonization of Siberia – a task understood by many in the upper 
echelons of the Russian state as essential to the empire’s political and 
economic standing among its competitors.

Like many other enlightened European bureaucrats of the nine-
teenth century working in an imperial borderland, Kulomzin viewed 
the building of churches as a prerequisite to transforming lands viewed 
as “foreign” and “barbaric” into cultural extensions of the empire. His 
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approach reflected European notions of the civilizing force of Christian-
ity; according to this view, churches formed a pillar of cultured society, 
moulding the population through a firm set of moral values. In the case 
of the British Empire, Anglican leaders and many conservative state of-
ficials, like their counterparts in Russia, assigned religious institutions 
the role of sustaining the cultural values of the imperial centre in their 
colonial outposts.18 While many European state officials continued to 
rely on religious rhetoric to justify their empire, financial support for 
overseas bishoprics waned in the late nineteenth century, particularly 
in the British colonies.19 In contrast, the Russian state initially left parish 
building primarily in the hands of the church and only later engaged in 
a systematic program to support the development of this institutional 
structure in Siberia, allotting not only attention but also financial re-
sources to this cause.20

Kulomzin believed that the inaccessibility of church life along the 
Trans-Siberian Railway estranged Russians from civilization and that 
this serious threat had to be addressed with the full power of the state.21 
The stakes were high, as the absence of Orthodox churches could dis-
rupt the goals of colonization, especially with large populations of 
Muslims and Buddhists in the region. He expressed joy at the plant-
ing of churches in places like Petropavlovsk, one of the main towns of 
Akmolinsk province, where the surrounding population was predom-
inantly Muslim.22 This province often occupied Kulomzin’s thoughts, 
since he viewed the steppe as a region in desperate need of attention. 
In an 1898 communication with Vladimir Sabler, the deputy to the 
Holy Synod’s chief procurator, Kulomzin discussed how the build-
ing of churches and schools could be used to promote state interests; 
he described Russian villages as Christian oases in a land of Muslim  
Kazakhs. Saving the souls of Kazakhs was not Kulomzin’s goal; in-
stead, these churches would create an Orthodox bulwark by addressing 
settlers’ spiritual needs.23

Transforming towns along the Trans-Siberian Railway into bastions 
of Orthodoxy became part of the duties of the Siberian Railway Com-
mittee as it facilitated settler migration to the region. With financing 
from the Emperor Alexander III Fund, Kulomzin’s commission co-
ordinated the distribution of funds and the building of over twenty 
churches down the rail line from Chelyabinsk to Khabarovsk. While the 
railway had transformed places like Petropavlovsk, Isil-kul, and Tatarsk 
from outlying villages into places of trade and commerce, churches re-
fashioned them into spiritual centres.24 As settlements expanded north 
and south of the railway, the commission followed these inroads by 
building churches and schools in newly formed rural parishes. Western 
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2.1 A church built by the Emperor Alexander III Fund in Tomsk province. 
Sibirskie tserkvi i shkoly (St. Petersburg: Gos. tip., 1904), 43.
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Siberia received greater attention than the eastern portion, with over a 
hundred new churches compared to fifty-three.25 Under Kulomzin’s di-
rection, the state published detailed descriptions of these new churches 
constructed through the Emperor Alexander III Fund. Maps included 
in these books visually confirmed the transformation of the territory 
surrounding the railway into spaces of Orthodoxy.26

Patrons of the Fund

In St. Petersburg, donations toward the building of Siberian churches 
could be made at the offices of the Committee of Ministers at Mariin-
skii Palace, located across the Moika Canal from St. Isaac’s Cathedral. 
The doors of the palace were open to donors each afternoon.27 Patrons 
could also visit other designated sites at the provincial and district lev-
els to contribute financially.28 By the late nineteenth century, appealing 
to the general public to support causes of importance to the state and 
the Russian Orthodox Church was commonplace. For instance, finan-
cial contributions poured in from the public for the Slavs in the Balkan 
Peninsula and for the wounded soldiers of the Russo-Turkish War of 
1877–8.29 The Holy Synod also approved a yearly collection on Palm 
Sunday, in specific churches, for the Orthodox Palestine Society, which 
supported Orthodoxy in the Holy Lands.30 Catastrophic events, such 
as the 1891–2 famine in European Russia, also acquainted the general 
public with the needs of their fellow imperial subjects, driving home 
a spirit of communal responsibility that manifested itself in a flurry of 
charity work.31 Such initiatives expanded in tandem with the growth 
of social problems in the empire, capturing the attention of Russian 
society. Overall, however, charity work remained an underdeveloped 
sphere of civic engagement as the state continued to regulate and limit 
independent activities of this nature.32 In the case of the Emperor Alex-
ander III Fund, the state, and later the church, maintained control over 
how money was solicited and spent.

The involvement of famous religious figures provided significant 
publicity for the fund. Father John of Kronstadt, a deeply pious and 
beloved archpriest in the parish of Kronstadt, near St. Petersburg, who 
often facilitated the movement of money and goods from benefactors 
to needy churches across the empire,33 supported the construction of 
churches in Siberia. Father John had the distinction of making the first 
donation (200 rubles) to the fund in 1894. Ten years later, he was still col-
lecting donations for the cause, sending 6,000 rubles to build a church in 
the name of Saint Simeon the Receiver of God (Simeon  Bogopriimets), 
in a Siberian village described as a place “where Orthodox peasants, 
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encircled by dissenter hermitages, do not have the opportunity to sat-
isfy their spiritual needs for want of a church.”34

He was not the only religious figure to contribute donations: clergy 
from all over the empire collected money for building churches, in-
cluding the ecclesiastical council of the famous Solovetskii monas-
tery, which gave 3,000 rubles.35 Some of these donations were given 
to mark special occasions in the royal family. For example, the bishop 
of Arkhangelsk gave the fund 5,000 rubles to build a church in honour 
of the birth of Tsarevich Alexei.36 Priests also acted as intermediaries 
between donors and representatives of the fund. In one notable case, 
a dean from the diocese of St. Petersburg and Novgorod convinced a 
merchant to donate 4,000 rubles to the cause. After his donation, the 
merchant’s wife had him committed to a hospital for the insane; she 
challenged the donation, threatening legal action if the money was not 
returned. The dean insisted to Kulomzin that the merchant made the 
donation when he was of “sound mind.”37 Likely, Kulomzin returned 
the funds to the wife.

Undoubtedly, the royal family’s patronage raised awareness of this 
cause and made charitable giving to Siberia fashionable. Nicholas II de-
scribed the fund as being of personal importance to him: “The question 
of building churches in Siberia, particularly in new settlements, is very 
close to my heart.”38 The tsar donated bells, vestments for the clergy, 
and complete silver sets of church equipment; he also gave financial 
support to assist in the building of the Cathedral of the Assumption 
in Omsk.39 Other Romanovs expressed their own interest in Siberia 
through charity. Nicholas’s mother, Dowager Empress Maria Feodor-
ovna, helped to decorate churches in towns transformed by coloniza-
tion such as Petropavlovsk in Omsk diocese.40 Grand Duke Mikhail 
Aleksandrovich, the youngest son of Alexander III and successor to the 
throne after Nicholas’s abdication, also gave to the fund on many occa-
sions, helping provide priests with vestments.41

The Village Herald newspaper kept its readers abreast of the dona-
tions for the construction of Siberian churches and provided updates 
on resettlement opportunities in the empire. This newspaper, started 
by state officials in 1881 as a way to communicate directly with the 
peasantry, included short write-ups on the work of the Emperor Al-
exander III Fund.42 People from a variety of walks of life made dona-
tions, and they likely enjoyed having their names and the amount they 
donated published in the Village Herald. The newspaper listed dona-
tions not only from governors and others in the upper echelon of the 
provincial administration, but also from ordinary people without ti-
tle or position who donated small amounts to the cause, from 2 to 10 
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rubles. Parishioners, priests, archpriests, deans, and consistories were 
also listed as donors.43 A merchant from Tula left a little over 5,500 ru-
bles to the cause in his will, while various St. Petersburg merchants 
donated 15,000 rubles in 1901.44 Not everyone wanted their generosity 
to be known, as anonymous donations were viewed as more pious by 
 Orthodox believers. Over the years, many people donated without of-
ficial recognition – for instance, one anonymous philanthropist contrib-
uted the sum of 10,000 rubles. The fund also became a way to honour 
the dead, as the relatives of N.M. Sakharov gave the fund 2,000 rubles 
in his memory.45 In his will, Major General I.F. Tereshchenko left the 
interest on his million-ruble estate to be spent on the construction of 
churches in Siberia.46

Although the evidence is admittedly scant, peasants did read and 
respond to these articles. In 1894, a man from European Russia sent 
a letter to the Siberian Railway Committee in which he described 

2.2 A church built through the Emperor Alexander III Fund in Akmolinsk 
province. Sibirskie tserkvi i shkoly (St. Petersburg: Gos. tip., 1904), 47.
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shedding “tears of joy” while reading an article about the committee’s 
work building churches and schools in the province of Tobol’sk. In his 
letter, which is filled with heartfelt references to the monarchy, the man 
self-identified as a Russian (russkii), a loyal subject (vernopoddannyi), 
and a peasant (krest’ianin). He explained to the committee the impor-
tance of Orthodox churches and schools for peasants in Russia, espe-
cially for “the affirmation of the Orthodox faith and the joining of the 
Russian kingdom with our great Russian monarch, the Lord’s anointed 
Alexander III.” To express his commitment to the project, he asked the 
committee to accept an icon from him and then closed the letter by 
promising to pray for this “important and good work.”47 As the let-
ter shows, by publicizing this project in Siberia, the Siberian Railway 
Committee captured the imagination of peasants in European Russia, 
who could relate to the essential role of churches and schools in their 
own lives and who viewed Orthodoxy as a unifying force in the empire 
under a benevolent tsar.

The sources also hint at the active role performed by women in this 
endeavour. In late imperial Russia, Orthodox women, particularly 
those coming from the upper echelons of society, were inspired by their 
faith to engage in charity work.48 In the case of the fund, women from 
secular and clerical families left instructions in their wills for money 
to be donated to the fund. In 1917, the Emperor Alexander III Fund 
received the 16,800-ruble estate of a deacon’s daughter. That same year, 
the daughter of a collegiate councillor left 5,000 rubles in her will to 
build a three-altar church in a remote part of Siberia. She requested that 
the main altar be consecrated in honour of the Nativity of the Theot-
okos, the right one in the name of St. Nicholas, and the left in honour of 
the martyrs Adrian and Natalia.49

Donors left little indications of their own personal motivations for 
contributing money to this cause. Those receiving the funds, however, 
readily ascribed to donors their own reasons for this generosity. In the 
case of Poltavskoe, a village sixty-eight kilometres from Petropavlovsk 
bursting with the sounds of the Ukrainian language spoken by settlers 
from Poltava and Chernigov, the Emperor Alexander III Fund helped 
to build a Russian school for more than three hundred children. To the 
great regret of the local district supervisor of church schools, informa-
tion about the donors’ identities was not provided. Nonetheless, he felt 
confident about their motivations, calling them “people with zeal, feel-
ing sorry for faraway settlers, sheltered in the unpopulated and wild 
steppe of unfriendly Asia.”50 Nearly ten years later, a description of this 
parish showed that these donors had indeed helped build a thriving 
spiritual community.51
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The cachet enjoyed by those belonging to the category of “settlers 
in Siberia” was not lost on enterprising local priests. In 1899, a sermon 
was published pleading for money to help build a new church in the 
village of Mogil’no-Posel’skii in the district of Tara. This appeal for 
support referred to the parishioners as settlers from European Russia –  
even though they had been living in the region for over thirty years. 
It played up both their poverty and the foreignness of their surround-
ings by portraying the pain of their separation from their homeland 
and their struggle to build a new life. The sermon, printed in Moscow, 
appealed to readers to send financial aid to a postal station in Tobol’sk 
province to the committee for church building.52

By providing an opportunity for people to channel their feelings of 
patriotism and spiritual belief, the Emperor Alexander III Fund built 
national awareness of the Russian state’s imperial designs and fostered 
a sense of connection with the fate of the settlers planting Russian cul-
ture on the frontier. Over the course of twelve years (1893–1905), the 
fund collected more than 2 million rubles, the vast majority of which 
arrived from the donations made by the general public. The state only 
contributed 275,000 rubles to the cause.53 Using these donations, the 
Siberian Railway Committee built over 200 churches and over 180 
schools.54 To commemorate donors’ generosity, the Siberian Railway 
Committee introduced a special medallion (zheton). Depending on the 
amount they donated, patrons of the fund received either a gold or sil-
ver medallion that attached to a watch chain. Donations higher than 
10 rubles received the silver and those more generous souls who gave 
over 50 rubles recieved the gold. The oval-shaped medallions featured 
a silver cross bordered by the inscription “For churches and schools in 
Siberia.” These medallions appeared to be popular as the committee 
fielded donations from across the empire accompanied with requests 
for the keepsake.55 The committee also produced a lapel pin recogniz-
ing those who had assisted in the building process or had provided 
either materials or money amounting to more than 3,000 rubles.56 The 
list of people receiving this honour illustrates secular and religious 
officials’ commitment to the cause, as pre-eminent members of both 
worlds received acknowledgment for their work.57

A New Partnership

With the closure of the Siberian Railway Committee in December 1905, 
the Holy Synod gained control over the Emperor Alexander III Fund. It 
was not, however, until 1907 that the Holy Synod publicized its acqui-
sition and began fundraising for the cause of church building in Siberia. 
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It publicly appealed to Russian Orthodox believers to once again sup-
port church building in Siberia:

Let’s come to the aid of our brethren by blood and faith, not leaving them 
without support in satisfying the most sacred and primary need of a 
Christian ... Let’s come to aid them in educating their children in the spirit 
of the Christian faith and in learning the rudiments of necessary worldly 
knowledge. What could be more sacred than this field of charity: an op-
portunity to deliver religious comfort and enlightenment to the toilers – 
the settlers! Good people, bring offerings according to your means for this 
holy work.58

This appeal restarted the fund and initiated the direct involvement of 
the Holy Synod in the task of Siberian colonization.

To help move money, supplies, and building expertise, the Holy 
Synod partnered with the Main Administration of Land Management 
and Agriculture (Glavnoe upravlenie zemleustroistva i zemledeliia, 
or GUZiZ). GUZiZ tasked another institution under its authority, the  
Resettlement Administration, with incorporating the religious needs of 
settlers into the plans for colonization. Officials working in these agen-
cies relied on “technocratic knowledge” and “forms of scientized state 
intervention” to tackle the issue of agricultural development in a way 
that would combine state interests with a concern for solving the land 
crisis among the peasantry.59 Settling peasants in the eastern part of 
the empire provided not only the state with a bulwark against the in-
cursions of aggrandizing neighbours and a labour force to exploit the 
resource-rich lands of Siberia and the Far East, it also provided settlers 
with the prospect of a better life, since they now had access to land.

In Siberia, the state aspired to administer the resettlement in an or-
derly fashion, recognizing that migrants experienced an overwhelm-
ing change as they left their homes and relatives.60 Railway subsidies, 
surveyors to divide the land, road construction, access to doctors, and 
instructions to aid in agriculture and irrigation were a few examples 
of the areas in which the state worked to ease the settlers’ transition 
to a new life.61 The building of churches and schools would be added 
to this long list of activities. Yet, the Resettlement Administration also 
recognized the contribution the clergy could make to its work. At times, 
state officials relied on priests to collect the information necessary for 
guiding official policy. They viewed parish priests as one of the most 
“cultured elements” of the village and therefore their best guide to 
local life.62 In this era characterized by a growing reliance on statisti-
cal analysis in policymaking, the data and ethnographic descriptions 
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produced by clergymen helped the state to categorize many aspects of 
village life.63

For nearly ten years, beginning in 1908, the Resettlement Administra-
tion and the Holy Synod pooled their resources and expertise to build 
churches and schools and to support the clergy in settler communities 
under the banner of the Emperor Alexander III Fund. This cooperation 
showed that both parties recognized the need to address the enormous 
religious challenges created by the settler movement through the es-
tablishment and strengthening of the Orthodox Church, an institution 
understood to be essential to the successful building of Russian com-
munities.64 To help coordinate this joint action, the chief procurator es-
tablished a new council: the Holy Synod Special Council on Satisfying 
the Religious Needs of Settlers (henceforth, the Holy Synod Special 
Council).65 The first meeting took place at the beginning of February 
1908 under the chairmanship of Senator A.P. Rogovich and with the 
participation of key religious and secular representatives, including 
the bishop of Tomsk, the governors of Tobol’sk and Tomsk, Archpriest 
Vostorgov, and representatives from the Resettlement Administration 
and the bureaucracy of the Holy Synod. At the meeting, participants 
discussed how to create a general plan to build churches, assign priests, 
and establish schools in new settlements, and to collect information on 
the conditions of Siberian religious need.66 Fulfilling the annual plans 
produced by this council required the collaboration of Resettlement 
Administration officials with various governors, the Holy Synod, the 
chief procurator, bishops, church bureaucrats, and priests.

The involvement of the state in the construction of Orthodox 
churches in Siberian settler parishes created a dilemma. While Ortho-
dox peasants constituted the majority of settlers, other groups, includ-
ing Catholics and Lutherans, relocated to the region and encountered 
the same issue of spiritual dislocation. An exchange in the summer of 
1910 between Aleksandr Krivoshein, the head of GUZiZ, and Petr Stol-
ypin, the prime minister of Russia and the head of the Ministry of Inter-
nal Affairs (MVD), illustrates the struggle state officials faced when it 
came to treating other faiths fairly while still supporting the Orthodox 
Church’s dominant position in the empire. As Paul Werth has shown, 
during this period the Russian state fumbled as it attempted to concep-
tualize and legislate religious freedom after 1905.67 Krivoshein reported 
to the MVD that Catholic settlers from Mogilev, Minsk, Vitebsk, Vilnius, 
and Grodno bombarded the local resettlement officials and the Catholic 
archbishop of St. Petersburg with petitions for help establishing their re-
ligious communities.68 Like their Orthodox counterparts, these settlers 
lacked the finances to construct churches and support their clergy. In 
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light of GUZiZ’s mandate to promote the religious needs of settlers as a 
means to support their cultural welfare, Krivoshein asked the MVD for 
help in funding priests for Catholic settler villages as there was a limit 
to the amount of funding the Resettlement Administration could issue 
for such a cause.69 Stolypin responded by acknowledging the useful-
ness of supporting the religious life of non-Orthodox settlers, but em-
phasized the necessity of following the current laws, which provided 
greater support to the Orthodox Church as it still occupied a privileged 
position in the empire.70 Ultimately, the Resettlement Administration 
would help to build seven Catholic churches in three different Sibe-
rian provinces. It also assisted in sending Catholic priests and Lutheran 
ministers to settler communities in the region.71

Despite a willingness to offer limited assistance to other recognized 
faiths in the empire, the Resettlement Administration promoted the 
establishment of Orthodox communities as essential to its work in  
Siberia. In a 1914 publication exploring colonization in Asiatic Russia, 
the Resettlement Administration explicitly communicated the marriage 
between Russian imperial conquest and the establishment of Orthodox 
churches in Siberia:

Where the golden cross of the Orthodox Church shines, [that is the place 
where] Russian Christian culture has firmly settled. Where there is a priest 
and a church for the labouring Russian people to pour out their grief and 
gain faith and consolation, [that is the place where] all the difficult condi-
tions of this new life in new places will not break the spiritual forces of the 
Russian peasant, full of patience and hope. The building everywhere of 
God’s Orthodox churches serves as a banner for the continuous conquest 
of taiga and steppes by the mighty Russian culture. And each new church 
is an absolute living witness to the peaceful victory of Russian labour and 
civilization in vast and inhospitable Siberia.72

Although churches had been considered a symbol of Russian conquest 
for centuries, this emphasis on Russian Orthodox settlers as a necessary 
component of Russia’s cultural imperialism showed a distinct shift in 
attitude on the part of state officials. This reflected a change that was 
felt in other parts of the empire. In the Caucasus, for example, after re-
lying on sectarian settlers to establish a Russian presence for two-thirds 
of the nineteenth century, state officials now strongly favoured the set-
tlement of Russian Orthodox peasants in the region.73

As the Duma, Russia’s first elected legislative body, debated a bill 
to allocate a million rubles to strengthen the Emperor Alexander III 
Fund in 1914, this support of the Resettlement Administration was 
on full display.74 The head of the Resettlement Administration, Grig-
orii Glinka, explained to Duma representatives the importance of this 
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2.3 General design for a three-hundred-person wooden Orthodox church for 
settler parishes. Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Tomskoi oblasti f.239, op.1, d.1170, l.1.
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act for the success of colonization. He supplied three primary reasons 
why the Duma should approve this bill. First, the settlers requested the 
construction of churches and the opening of parishes; they shed tears, 
according to Glinka, when their requests were denied.75 In the event 
that these peasants’ tears failed to move the representatives, Glinka 
provided an economic justification: building these structures anchored 
peasants in the region. Since peasants could not personally bear the 
costs of building churches, and the noble class, which helped to build 
thousands of churches in European Russia, did not exist in Siberia, the 
state must step in to help. Finally, Glinka presented a historical argu-
ment for such support: the state helped build churches and monasteries 
when the centre of Orthodoxy moved from Kiev to Moscow and then 
again to St. Petersburg. Also, the state had funded the building of many 
churches in Siberia and, therefore, the allocation of more funds was in 
keeping with tradition.76

If his speech had failed to inspire Duma representatives, Glinka 
welcomed them to disregard his arguments and look into their hearts 
for the answer.77 A million-rouble contribution, he emphasized to the 
Duma, was not necessary because the settlers were weak in their faith 
and chose to spend community resources on other projects; rather, by 
the time settlers could afford to build their own churches, a generation 
would have grown up “in mental sorrow and darkness.” He ended 
his speech by returning to the self-defined needs of settlers. Glinka 
asked the Duma “to satisfy this popular need [narodnaia nuzhda] ... 
of our resettled peasantry.”78 As this speech shows, the Resettlement 
 Administration was not only involved in planning and coordinating the 
Emperor Alexander III Fund, but also strongly supported the program.

System of Assistance

The Holy Synod and the Resettlement Administration recognized the 
limited resources available to manage the religious needs of settler com-
munities. It was not feasible for them to undertake all the associated 
construction costs, and therefore they decided to institute a system of 
assistance and loans to aid local communities. In 1912, an article in the 
Village Herald described how the state envisioned this system.79 Written 
in the form of a story, the article, entitled “How Siberian settlers receive 
money for building churches and schools,” focused on an unnamed 
village of settlers from Pskov, Smolensk, and Mogilev provinces. The 
story’s didactic tone shows an effort by officials to educate Siberian set-
tlers in the bureaucratic process of obtaining a loan or support from 
the treasury. Its existence hints at the fact that state officials struggled 
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to communicate to settlers the bureaucratic process by which church 
building would occur.

The story began with the initial arrival of the peasants. After ex-
pending tremendous energy tilling the land and building homes dur-
ing the spring and summer months, settlers began to contemplate the 
idea of constructing their own church. In this new environment, these 
settlers had no idea how to achieve their goal and asking their neigh-
bours only furthered their confusion. They knew that only the bishop 
could appoint a priest, that the treasury paid his salary, and that they 
must provide the priest with a house, but they did not know how to 
set this process in motion. In the midst of their confusion, the peasants 
approached the village elder for advice. Mitrii, the elder, did not know 
the answer, but he had a son in St. Petersburg who was serving in the 
military as a guard and who could find out the proper procedure from 
the Resettlement Administration.80

The son replied quickly to his father’s enquiry. His letter described 
the process by which this village could achieve its dream of building a 
church. This description was meant to provide real settlers in Siberia 
with the tools to begin a similar journey for themselves. The letter also 
captured how secular and religious officials envisioned this bureau-
cratic web would function. But despite the desire to pursue an orderly 
and streamlined resettlement, as Mitrii’s son’s instructions indicated, 
the process was anything but straightforward. To start, the peasants 
needed to contact their local bishop about the possibility of opening 
a parish and having a priest appointed whose salary would be paid 
for by the Holy Synod. Every year the local bishop would provide the 
local resettlement official with a list of the places that had the greatest 
need for a church on the basis of population. Yet the settlers could not 
rely solely on the bishop to act as an intercessor with secular officials; 
they should also contact the head of resettlement through his subordi-
nates on the ground to express their desire for a church. In other words, 
the village should petition both secular and religious officials. If their 
neighbours also lacked a church, the treasury might be able to help; 
however, if a church already existed in a neighbouring village, then the 
treasury would not provide funds.

Two options existed if the authorities chose to support the village’s 
aspiration for a church. If the village was poor, the treasury would pro-
vide financial support that did not have to be paid back (bezvozratnyi). 
If the village had financial resources, the treasury would provide a loan 
(ssuda) to be paid back in ten years. Of the two options, villages that 
chose to accept a loan would receive the funds in an easy and timely 
manner. The treasury also did not charge interest on the money. Another 
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option suggested by Mitrii’s son was the purchase of a portable church. 
These churches cost 250 rubles and arrived with everything necessary 
for services, including an altar and a folding iconostasis (ikonostas sklad-
noi).81 After careful consideration, the villagers decided, given the fact 
that a large church stood twenty-two kilometres away, that they would 
build a school and a prayer house at a cost of 4,000 rubles, which would 
cover the hiring of a teacher and the periodic engagement of a priest. 
They requested the sum of 2,000 rubles from the treasury. After the 
delivery of the loan, this village built a prayer house and a school. A 
bright future lay ahead.

Although this process was rarely so straightforward, the Holy Synod 
and the Resettlement Administration managed to fulfil the dreams 
of settlers in villages from Orenburg to Vladivostok as well as in the 
Caucasus. As Table 2.1 shows, the budget dedicated to building Ortho-
doxy in Siberia increased during the early twentieth century, with the  
Resettlement Administration providing the majority of the capital.  
Using these funds, the Holy Synod Special Council helped to open 172 
new parishes and provided funding for the construction of 95 churches, 
28 prayer houses, and 81 clergy homes in 1909–10.82 The next year, the 
Holy Synod Special Council opened 152 parishes, built 82 churches and 
prayer houses, 39 homes for clergy, and 46 church-parish schools.83

Ioann Vostorgov: Orthodox Colonizer

To better decide which settlements should receive funds, the Holy Synod 
and the Resettlement Administration received detailed reports on the 
state of religious life in Siberia and the future needs of settlers from 
Archpriest Ioann Vostorgov. Vostorgov was not an ordinary Orthodox 
priest; he was a complicated and controversial man with a strong pres-
ence in late imperial Russia. From the outset, Vostorgov’s life was inter-
twined with the empire. Born to a clerical family in the North Caucasus 
(Kuban province), Vostorgov had first-hand knowledge of Russian 

Table 2.1 Funding for the Emperor Alexander III Fund

Year Holy Synod
Resettlement 
Administration Total in rubles

1910 216,000 185,000 401,000
1911 340,000 185,000 525,000
1912 450,000 670,000 1,120,000
1913 343,000 757,000 1,100,000

Information from Aziatskaia Rossiia, vol. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1914), 239.
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colonization. Many of the issues that appeared in Siberia – the reset-
tlement of peasants, the establishment of new religious communities, 
sectarianism, missionary work among non-Russian populations – he 
first encountered in the Caucasus. Vostorgov developed his knowledge 
of these issues by witnessing the day-to-day lives and concerns of new 
settlers; through this experience, he also formulated ideas about the 
roles that settlers could perform for the empire. At the turn of the twen-
tieth century, during a speech welcoming the minister of agriculture 
and state properties to a village in the Caucasus, Vostorgov extolled the 
virtue of caring for the spiritual lives of newly settled Russian peasants. 
If they were to “serve the Russian cause,” Vostorgov emphasized, they 
would need land and churches to succeed.84

Vostorgov’s journey from the imperial periphery to Moscow, the 
Russian Empire’s spiritual capital, shows the possibilities available to 
talented clergymen. After starting his career in Stavropol diocese, he 
moved to the South Caucasus, eventually serving under the author-
ity of the exarch of Georgia, Archbishop Vladimir (Bogoiavlenskii).  
Vostorgov solidified his professional rise by gaining a reputation as a 
capable liaison between the borderlands and the imperial centre. He 
regularly received assignments directly from the Holy Synod to inves-
tigate issues of significance on the imperial periphery and beyond. In 
1901, the Holy Synod sent him to the Persian city of Urmia to inspect 
a newly established Orthodox mission.85 At the beginning of 1905, 
Vostorgov reported to the chief procurator on his inspection of parish 
schools in Stavropol’ diocese; by August of that year, the Holy Synod 
dispatched him to survey church schools and to inspect the local dioce-
san school councils in seven Siberian dioceses.86 The following year he 
was transferred out of the Caucasus to the diocese of Moscow, where 
he was reunited with Vladimir who had become the metropolitan of 
Moscow.

In 1908, the Holy Synod Special Council again assigned Vostorgov 
to travel through Siberia, only this time to gather information on the 
condition of church schools and missionary needs.87 Instead of simply 
requesting reports from local bishops, the Holy Synod decided that 
Vostorgov should be its representative on the ground in Siberia, keep-
ing it abreast of the religious implications of colonization. This choice 
speaks to the level of trust that the Holy Synod and the chief procu-
rator had in Vostorgov’s interpretation of the local dynamics in Sibe-
ria. Over the next five years, Vostorgov would embark on annual trips 
to eastern Russia as part of these duties. In 1909, he added parts of 
East Asia to his normal Siberian itinerary – namely, Japan, Korea, and 
China, where he engaged with local Orthodox leaders and assessed the 
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missionary conditions on the ground. He submitted reports on these 
travels to the Holy Synod and the Resettlement Administration, help-
ing these institutions to formulate and operationalize plans for church 
building, the assignment of priests, and the establishment of schools in 
new settlements.88

Through his engagement with Siberia and East Asia, he furthered 
developed his understanding of Russia’s destiny as a great Christian 
empire. On his 1909 official visit to Vladivostok, Vostorgov explored 
this idea in a speech titled “Russia and the East.” In it Vostorgov be-
gan by paying tribute to the gravity of his host city’s name – Vlad-
ivostok, which means “ruler of the East.”89 After his journey through 
China, Japan, and Korea, Vostorgov told his audience that he remained 
firmly convinced of the significance of this region and of Russia’s role 
within it. Drawing heavily on biblical history and the idea of the Israel-
ites as God’s chosen people, Vostorgov proclaimed the Russian people 
as inheritors of this mantle. He argued that Russia, as a result of its 
geographic position astride two different civilizations – European and 
Asian – as well as its historic calling, had a decisive role to perform in 
bringing Christianity to the region.90

According to Vostorgov, Russian Orthodox settlers had an essential 
role to perform in fulfilling this destiny. He firmly expressed his be-
lief that the settlement of Russians in this territory was part of God’s 
plan for the salvation of the region; Asia had spent too long in dark-
ness. According to Vostorgov, God had chosen the Russian people, 
like the apostles, to bring the Gospel to this untapped region.91 For 
Vostorgov, the hundreds of thousands of Russian settlers arriving an-
nually in Siberia and the Far East automatically carried Christianity to 
the region. Settlers simply had to arrive; untrained in the vocation of 
preaching God’s word, they would not engage in active ministry, but 
their spiritual lives would nonetheless inspire their neighbours. Even 
though settlers arrived in Siberia for their own private reasons, escap-
ing poverty and crowded lands, Vostorgov argued that God still used 
them for “his holy will.”92

In addition to transforming the religious map of the world, Vostor-
gov had more pragmatic reasons for encouraging the settlement of 
Russian Orthodox peasants in Siberia. Like state officials, Vostorgov 
viewed Russia’s neighbours suspiciously. Convinced that the nations 
on the country’s Asian border had designs on Siberia to ease the stress 
resulting from their own growing populations, Vostorgov emphasized 
the fundamental necessity of filling Siberia with Russian Orthodox set-
tlers.93 Land, according to Vostorgov, was the commodity that would 
protect Russia’s imperial greatness. Without it, the Russian state could 
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not use Siberia and the Far East as a safety valve for unrest in European 
Russia, as the growing peasant population struggled to find enough 
land. And with enemies lurking around the edges of the empire ready 
to take the land, Russia had to control these territories.94 Yet, the ene-
mies standing on the border with Russia could one day be brothers in 
Christ. Vostorgov argued that if Russia “stands with Christ and with 
the cross, then the East, accepting Christ, would meet with us as broth-
ers.”95 Vostorgov, therefore, understood the Christianization of Asia as 

2.4 Orthodox church in a settler parish in Tomsk province. Aziatskaia Rossiia, 
vol. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1914), 490.
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a crucial step toward securing Russia’s place politically, in addition to 
promoting peace in this volatile region.

The images and themes presented by Vostorgov in his sermons and 
speeches reflected the conservative branch of the Orthodox Church that 
embraced Orthodox patriotism, particularly after the Great Reforms.96 
These patriotic Orthodox men, as John Strickland describes, used “im-
ages, rituals, and events” to communicate and project a view of Russia 
and its empire that was captured in the term “Holy Rus.” According to 
Strickland, Holy Rus was

not a romantic “myth” describing people alienated from the state and the 
intelligentsia ... It was rather a model or “icon” of what the Russian people 
themselves must become. It was an instrument for shaping the increas-
ingly multireligious and secularized empire into a national community 
that would better serve the missionary goals of the Church.97

This idea of Holy Rus found expression in the image of Orthodox  
Russia as the “New Israel.” Vostorgov encouraged the public to under-
stand Orthodox Russians as God’s chosen people who would spread 
salvation to all nations by carrying Orthodoxy to the far reaches of the 
empire. By fulfilling its destiny, Russia would simultaneously secure 
its porous borders, particularly in the eastern part of the empire, and 
provide a base for missionary work beyond these boundaries.

A New Approach to Fundraising

With Vostorgov travelling through the empire promoting the cause of 
resettlement in Siberia, the Holy Synod and the Resettlement Admin-
istration searched for new revenue streams for the Emperor Alexander 
III Fund. Already by 1902, donations were less than expected, a devel-
opment that caused concern among those administering the money.98 
The idea of establishing a collection during the Orthodox feast calendar 
for settler churches and schools had occurred to the Holy Synod in the 
summer of 1908; two years later, the Holy Synod Special Council offi-
cially appealed to Orthodox believers to provide financial support for 
this cause through a targeted collection that would occur during Pente-
cost.99 For five years, the Orthodox Church held church collections for 
the fund across the empire. Despite Russia’s participation in the First 
World War, in 1915 the Holy Synod decided to extend this collection for 
another five years. Indeed, it even expanded the donation drive by add-
ing another major feast day, the Intercession of the Theotokos (Pokrova 
Presviatoi Bogoroditsy).100
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The Holy Synod Special Council consciously modelled its fundrais-
ing efforts on other successful collections, particularly those of the trus-
teeship of Empress Maria Aleksandrovna and the Red Cross during 
the Russo-Japanese War. These initiatives had benefited from the use 
of local commissioners to facilitate the collection of funds and the Holy 
Synod tried to replicate the same system. Religious leaders expressed 
confidence that volunteers could be found in many towns, cities, and 
even larger villages.101 Each volunteer would receive a certificate from 
the Resettlement Administration empowering them to act as a com-
missioner in a specific church.102 Men and women from a variety of 
professions, including journalists, state bureaucrats, and teachers, vol-
unteered to solicit funds in churches.103

The Resettlement Administration took a leading role in drawing 
attention to this cause. Glinka requested that the editors of Russia’s 
largest newspapers publicize the collection.104 An undated document 
produced by the Resettlement Administration showed the narrative 
that state officials used to promote this cause. It emphasized the sac-
rifices of the settlers who left their homes for new agricultural oppor-
tunities “in the severe Siberian taiga and the Kazakh steppe.” These 
settlers required support; even the hundreds of new parishes estab-
lished through the efforts of the Resettlement Administration and the 
Holy Synod hardly sufficed in addressing the spiritual needs of the 
millions of Russian Orthodox settlers crossing the Urals. In light of 
this grave situation, it was necessary to collect donations through an 
empire-wide appeal for funds. This appeal, however, was not only 
about settlers and their needs – it was also about asking ordinary  
Russians to support “the holy work” of “strengthening faith and 
knowledge” in the empire. The Resettlement Administration empha-
sized the role of settlers in securing Russia’s borders and creating a 
distinctly Russian cultural space: a role they could only fulfil under 
the guidance of churches and schools.105

To secure a successful fundraising effort, the Holy Synod Special 
Council communicated clearly with local churches on how to ap-
proach and present the collection, including providing sermons in the 
pages of the journal Church News that could be read at both evening 
and morning liturgies. The Holy Synod Special Council emphasized 
that the collection for settlers should happen separately from the gen-
eral church collection and that it should not only occur during the lit-
urgy on Pentecost, but also at the evening service on the eve of the 
celebration. A prayer to explain the significance of the collection for 
supporting Orthodox believers in Siberia should be given directly be-
fore the collection.
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These published sermons illuminated the efforts of church officials 
to employ themes that might resonate with Orthodox believers. The 
sermon for the evening service provided a picture of resettlement that 
appealed to parishioners’ sense of obligation to their fellow believers, 
to God, and to the state by weaving together themes of sacrifice, duty, 
and the Russian spirit. It emphasized the sacrifices of the settlers, forced 
out of their homeland by land hunger, who towed their families and 
worldly possessions across the empire to break virgin land in Siberia. 
This sermon reminded Orthodox parishioners that without more peo-
ple moving to these sparsely populated territories, Russia could lose 
parts of its kingdom to “enemy invasion.”106 It argued that Orthodox 
believers in European Russia had an obligation to support their “broth-
ers by faith and blood” who travelled to the ends of the empire to serve 
the church and the state by securing and Christianizing the land.107

The sermon also emphasized that while the state took care of the ba-
sic physiological needs of settlers, Orthodox believers must have the 
opportunity to satiate their spiritual hunger. Indeed, this constituted 
one of the main obstacles for settlers who ventured into the wilds of 
Siberia:

They arrive in this faraway place and there is no church, no liturgy and no 
priest ... Think of how great the grief of the settlers must be. And in that 
grief, many of them live for years: not knowing the ringing of the bell, not 
knowing of the holy holiday, not hearing the liturgy, not baptizing their 
children.108

The sermon ended with an appeal for Orthodox believers to fulfil 
their duty by donating money that would be used to build churches in  
Siberia. To emphasize the collective nature of the endeavour, the priest 
should remind the congregation that the Russian Orthodox Church, the 
state, and the Russian people (russkii narod) stood united in this cause 
of assisting settlers. By evoking a national commitment to the imperial 
borderlands, this sermon invited believers to participate in building an 
Orthodox empire.

These collections did not end with the abdication of Tsar Nicho-
las II. In 1917, the Holy Synod publicized the upcoming May collec-
tion with a supplement in Church News.109 Neither did the war or the 
tsar’s abdication undermine the partnership between the Resettlement  
Administration and the Holy Synod. Even with the start of the war, the 
Holy Synod Special Council continued to prepare plans for addressing 
the religious needs of settlers. As late as 1916, the council sent a tele-
gram to Siberian dioceses enquiring about the number of new parishes 
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they needed and whether they required candidates from the Pastoral 
Courses in Moscow, a program run by the Orthodox Church for train-
ing priests to serve in Siberian parishes.110 In 1917, four days after Nich-
olas II stepped down from the throne, the Holy Synod Special Council 
detailed its plan for the year. This plan, however, was substantially less 
ambitious than in previous years, since it proposed only thirty-seven 
new parishes beyond the Urals and five in the Caucasus. It agreed to a 
number of temporary measures, which included increasing the number 
of travelling priests by eight: the dioceses of Enisei, Turkestan, Omsk, 
and Irkutsk received these appointments.111 This commitment to estab-
lishing Orthodoxy in Siberia in spite of such challenging political con-
ditions demonstrates how both church and state officials viewed their 
collaboration as a long-term project.

•
For nearly twenty years, the Emperor Alexander III Fund encouraged 
Russian Orthodox believers to participate in the state’s national pro-
ject of building an Orthodox empire. Led by Russia’s royal family, the 
fund appealed to the general public for financial support by touting 
the image of the settler who served the interest of God and the tsar  
in the far reaches of the empire. This image held a strong appeal as 
priests, merchants, bureaucrats, aristocrats, peasants, and others con-
tributed funds to the building of churches and schools in Siberia. By 
appealing directly to the Russian Orthodox people as a national group, 
the church and state emphasized the exclusive role played by Russian 
Orthodox believers in the building of the empire.



Chapter Three

Parishes under Construction

In the summer of 1916, as the First World War raged on the Western 
Front, Pavel Kirichenko, a church elder in the village of Antonovskoe, 
engaged in his own battle against Bishop Sil’vestr (Ol’shevskii) of 
Omsk diocese. In August, Kirichenko dispatched an ornate petition to 
Grigorii Glinka, the director of the Resettlement Administration, pro-
testing the closure of the local parish by the bishop; the following month 
he appealed directly to Prime Minister Boris Stürmer. In these petitions, 
Kirichenko employed evocative images to convince secular leaders of 
the moral and social costs of this parish closure. He spoke of the hypoc-
risy of allowing men to die at the front “for their Orthodox faith” while 
their loved ones at home had nowhere to pray. Strongly hinting at the 
possibility of social unrest caused by growing rumours that the church 
was arbitrarily closing parishes in the countryside, Kirichenko showed 
a sophisticated understanding of the pressure points by which he might 
capture the attention of secular leaders.1

His petition, however, did not rely primarily on arguments depict-
ing peasants as soldiers worthy of reverence or as revolutionaries 
in the making. Rather, he skilfully deployed the trope of “settler” to 
argue his case, even though the village had been established almost 
twenty years before by a group of peasants from the province of 
Poltava.2 Appealing to Glinka as someone who cared personally about 
the building of Orthodox life in settler villages, Kirichenko presented 
Antonovskoe as a healthy spiritual community that had funded its 
own prayer house.3 To Stürmer, Kirichenko communicated that he rep-
resented a group of settlers “suffering in distant Siberia for [their] faith 
and [their] affection for [their] church.” He pleaded for help to alle-
viate their “intolerable grief” as they had been deprived of spiritual 
comfort.4 As Kirichenko’s petitions demonstrate, the notion of the 
Siberian “settler” had developed a robust meaning, conveying the sac-
rifices of the peasantry who had established new communities in this 
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colonial environment. They viewed their migration as encouraged and 
legitimated by the state and this meant that the state was therefore 
responsible for their needs.5 When those needs were unsatisfied, set-
tlers readily reminded state and church officials of this identity and 
communicated their religious expectations.

Planting Parishes in Siberia

Peasant petitions, state reports, and church documents emphasized 
the need for establishing the basic elements of parish life in Siberia. 
Settlers persistently communicated to state and church officials that 
their religious communities performed an essential role in their adap-
tation to Siberia. Without access to churches and priests, settlers 
worried about the spiritual compromises that would befall the next 
generation. This was about saving souls, but not exclusively. Under 
colonization, the parish also reinforced settlers’ roots as they arrived 
in their new homeland and planted an institution capable of support-
ing Russian culture. Parishes offered an accessible and familiar struc-
ture for peasants to replicate the village culture of European Russia in 
Siberia, allowing them to maintain their traditions in the face of the 
hardship and instability caused by the loss of their former commu-
nities, while encouraging them to adapt to their new environmental 
and social circumstances. As one of the few widespread organizing 
units in the countryside of western Siberia, the state and the church 
understood the parish, with a priest providing leadership, as both a 
stabilizing influence and a conduit for the dissemination of knowledge 
and the nurturing of peasant religious and cultural life. Especially in 
a region without the institutional presence of the zemstvo (elected 
assemblies established to provide local governance), the parish per-
formed an essential role in organizing local communities.6

This notion that the parish could serve as an important institution for 
shaping the peasantry was not invented in the borderlands of the Russian 
Empire. The 1860s parish reforms, undertaken by the Holy Synod, had 
aspired to “revitalize the parish” as a way of addressing the material 
needs of the clergy and of “generat[ing] popular support and financing 
for charity and schools.”7 These reforms promoted the parish as a site of 
local engagement (albeit with limited legal and fiscal powers). Although 
by the late nineteenth century, the parish had not lived up to this aspira-
tion (pressing church officials to consider new reforms) it still performed 
a significant role in organizing village life in European Russia.8

Through the Emperor Alexander III Fund, state and church offi-
cials showed a commitment to helping settlers establish parishes. This 
keen interest in planting parishes could be interpreted as paternalism. 
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Indeed, state officials often engaged in metaphorical hand-wringing 
while writing about poor, hapless, and sorrowful settlers unable to 
build churches without assistance from the state.9 Clergymen and  tsarist 
officials often imagined themselves at the centre of the story of coloni-
zation,  managing peasants they considered unable to organize life on 
their own. These officials touted their role in establishing churches and 
supporting proper Orthodox practice through the Emperor Alexander 
III Fund. Unquestionably, this fund helped parishes without easy access 
to capital. It also supported the penetration of the state and church 
into rural Siberia, connecting the settlers symbolically, culturally, and 
bureaucratically with the imperial centre.

Parishioners in settler communities, however, hardly waited for a 
benevolent state to provide for them. They actively engaged in creat-
ing, nurturing, and defining their own faith communities, often decid-
ing for themselves what constituted an essential practice within their 
own understanding of Orthodoxy. While not every village adopted 
an activist approach or showed a strong commitment to the Orthodox 
Church, on the whole, settlers acted as if parishes mattered in the devel-
opment of their communities. As few settler villages had deep enough 
pockets to pay the required costs of building churches and providing 

3.1 Siberian village church in the diocese of Omsk. Omsk State Museum of 
History and Regional Studies, Omk 4052.46.
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material support for the clergy, especially right after their arrival, they 
often relied on financial support from the state or the Holy Synod. In 
response to this reality, a hybrid system was created in Siberia, a sort of 
sliding scale according to which some parishes received full financial 
support from the Emperor Alexander III Fund for construction costs, 
others received partial support, and some parishioners paid the costs 
fully out of their own pockets.10 For settlers, talking with local diocesan 
authorities and representatives of the imperial centre about this issue 
reinforced their connection to the empire’s broader colonizing efforts.

Aspirations, Expectations, and Anxieties

The tsarist state managed to convince millions of people to move to 
Siberia; it could not, however, force them to stay. In his 1909 annual 
report, the governor general of the steppe, E.O. Shmit, emphasized 
that the Russian people would only recognize the Kazakh steppe as 
their homeland if they found a church and school when they arrived.11 
For Russian settlers, encountering an endless horizon without a bell 
tower in sight caused a sense of alienation from their environment. The 
minister of agriculture and state properties, Alexei Ermolov, recalled 
how during his 1895 visit through the region, settlers quickly turned 
the conversation to the question of constructing churches and schools, 
with many appealing to him personally in hopes of receiving building 
funds from the state. He identified churches and schools as two essen-
tial institutions to guarantee that these settlers established roots in their 
new homeland.12

Return migration (obratnoe pereselenie) caused headaches for resettle-
ment administrators, who often watched time, effort, and money fade 
into the western horizon as settlers travelled back to European Russia. 
According to Prime Minister Petr Stolypin and Aleksandr Krivoshein, 
the causes of return migration were complex and individualized. These 
officials seemed at pains to emphasize that much return migration 
was caused by settlers moving outside of the state-supported resettle-
ment program.13 Others blamed unprepared resettlement officials for 
not distributing land allotments in a timely fashion.14 Admittedly, the 
category of “return migration” was confusing, as it included not only 
those who returned to European Russia but also those who relocated 
to a different province in Siberia.15 According to the numbers provided 
for Akmolinsk province, in 1911 approximately 13.6 per cent of settlers 
participated in return migration, with the majority of them moving 
back to their province of origin and the remaining continuing on to 
another resettlement village in the Far East.16
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These numbers were sufficient to cause apprehension among repre-
sentatives of church and state. Aleksandr Tregubov, a young priest with 
long black hair and an intense gaze, decided to take up the cause of 
migration when he served as a delegate to the Third State Duma for 
Kiev province. He proposed that the causes of return migration were 
two-fold: crop failure and the absence of churches. Upon his return 
from a visit to the Kazakh steppe, Tregubov claimed that poor harvests, 
which had driven settlers to Siberia in the first place, also pushed them 
back to Russia. In the summer of 1909, he recorded that struggles with 
crops, especially on the steppe, caused intense suffering for pioneers 
as early frost destroyed their fields in the northern part of Akmolinsk 
province, while the southern districts experienced drought, guarantee-
ing another year of poor harvests.17 Crop failure was not, however, the 
only reason for return migration. Tregubov claimed that settlers’ pow-
erlessness to practise their faith contributed to their decision to return 
to Russia. In settlers’ minds, according to Tregubov, to live as Christians 
entailed having a church and school: without these institutions, they 
would rather live in European Russia.18

While Tregubov’s interpretation of return migration reflected his 
own biased understanding of the peasantry, he was not mistaken in 
his claim that settlers expected churches and schools in Siberia. Settlers 
frequently petitioned church and secular leaders for help establishing 
their religious life. In a petition to the governor of Tobol’sk, a group 
of settlers pointed out that in their former homeland they had devel-
oped the habit of praying to God in a church and that they expected 
to be allowed to continue this tradition in Siberia.19 In another peti-
tion, settlers emphasized that “in Russia” they had attended services 
on Sundays and holidays; without a church in their new village, they 
now spent these times in low spirits (unynie) and anguish (toska).20 
When a priest travelling through a resettlement region asked peasants 
if they preferred European Russia to Siberia, many said they appre-
ciated the agricultural land of Siberia, although they acknowledged 
that the region had one major problem. In the words of one respond-
ent, “Everything is great ... but here is our sorrow: we do not have our 
own church of God; [we] don’t have our own priest ... Here we live as 
non-Christians.”21 These concerns reached the desk of Chief Procurator 
Konstantin Pobedonostsev, who recorded in his 1902 annual report 
that settlers expected to find the basic elements of parish life, as in 
European Russia.22 For Orthodox peasants, attending church services 
on major holidays, burying their dead in consecrated cemeteries, and 
having access to a priest for the performance of religious rites was of 
the utmost importance.
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Settlers cited obstacles to the fulfilment of Orthodox rites as  justifying 
state financial support for their religious communities. An application 
from parishioners in Tiukalinsk district for a retired priest to serve 
their village emphasized local barriers to the performance of rites and 
rituals. Twenty years earlier, these settlers had arrived from Riazan 
province. In their new Siberian homeland, the parish church proved 
difficult to access, as it was located ten kilometres away with the Om 
River running between the villages. In their petition, villagers wrote of 
their great sorrow when poor road conditions and ice floes prevented 
them from visiting the parish church for the Easter service. According 
to Orthodox tradition, Easter is preceded by forty-eight days of fasting, 
when believers abstain from meat, fish, eggs, and dairy products. At 
midnight, the priest performs the divine service, beginning with a pro-
cession of icons and crosses. The priest calls out, “Christ is risen!” and 
parishioners respond, “He is risen indeed!” After the service, parish-
ioners break their fast. Trapped on the other side of the river, these set-
tlers complained in their petition that they missed “meeting the Risen 
Christ” and had to return to their homes to break their fast with bread 
that was not blessed by the priest. Even on occasions when they could 
attend a service at the church, the atmosphere was hardly inviting. The 
small church was only able to hold approximately two hundred peo-
ple and those who could not fit had to stand “under the open sky.” 
While this situation might be acceptable in the summer, during the 
harsh Siberian winters, when peasants had time to attend church, such 
a practice endangered lives.23

Cemeteries appeared to be almost as important as churches in the 
eyes of Orthodox settlers. Soon after arriving in Siberia, settlers asked 
state and church officials for land to establish consecrated cemeteries. 
In a petition from one village assembly, the request was justified with an 
obvious, but telling, claim that they were “mortal people” and  therefore 
needed a place to bury their dead.24 Another petition from a different 
village stated bluntly: “We arrived from Russia five months ago and 
still our settlement does not have a sanctified Christian cemetery.”25 In 
one particular case, a village petitioned to open its own cemetery; in 
support of this application, the parish priest sent a letter to the bishop 
of Omsk in which he identified the villagers as mostly poor settlers who 
had recently arrived from Russia in the spring. After only a few months 
of living in Siberia, access to a cemetery appeared to be a top priority 
for the community.

To open an Orthodox cemetery, communities needed permission 
from religious officials. Distance from the parish church constituted an 
acceptable reason to apply for permission, and many petitions listed this 
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condition as their justification. Priests could not consecrate cemeteries 
without consent from the consistory, a lesson one dean learned after he 
was fined ten rubles and threatened with dismissal for consecrating a 
cemetery without obtaining the necessary permits.26 Cemeteries had to 
abide by state regulations, which dictated their distance from the vil-
lage and the quality of the soil necessary for the burial ground.27

Parishioners’ implacability on the subject of graveyards meant that 
this issue often reached the agenda of the Omsk consistory. In one 
case, Father Semeon Belmosov struggled with parishioners over this 
issue, even going as far as reporting to the consistory the desire of 
locals at the station of Zaborovskoe for a cemetery while cautioning 
against the approval of their petition. As the station stood merely six-
teen kilometres along a postal road from the parish church and had a 
small population, Belmosov recognized that it did not meet the con-
sistory’s criteria. Despite this knowledge, pressure from parishioners 
at Zaborovskoe station must have forced Belmosov to submit their 
request to the consistory; perhaps he hoped that a rejection would 
finally settle the matter.28

As the case of the village of Fominskii illustrates, official rejection 
did not necessarily deter settlers from pursuing their goal of having a 
cemetery. Parishioners in Fominskii, who hailed exclusively from the 
same district in Chernigov province, quickly petitioned the consistory 
for a graveyard.29 The consistory denied this request as the village of 
Novosel’e – in the same parish and only three kilometres away along 
an easily travelled road – already had a cemetery.30 After the consis-
tory rejected their petition, these settlers attempted to find alternative 
means by which to achieve their objective of having a consecrated 
cemetery. They invited Ioann Goloshubin, a priest who was raised 
in Siberia, to their village under the pretext of having him bless their 
homes for a community festival. After his arrival, different members 
of the community pressured him to bless the site of the proposed cem-
etery. Without permission from the consistory, Goloshubin could not 
perform this act. According to Goloshubin, the peasants confronted 
him with harsh words when he refused to bend to their will. On a 
later visit to the village, Goloshubin had an exchange with the church 
elder over this issue. The elder bluntly told Goloshubin that “we will 
bury the dead in our cemetery,” to which Goloshubin responded, “You 
don’t have the right because you haven’t received permission from 
a diocesan official.” The elder was not convinced by Goloshubin’s 
argument, insisting that “we wish to bury [our dead] and we will not 
ask anyone.” To end the conversation, Goloshubin used his trump 
card in this relationship, stating that he would refuse to conduct any 
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funeral services if this village disobeyed the rules of the consistory.31 
In another case, settlers began to bury their dead in a plot of land that 
Goloshubin had blessed for a prospective grain storage building. He 
reported this activity to the consistory; in the end, those peasants who 
participated had to pay a fine and spend twenty-four hours in jail.32 
These types of exchanges illustrate the expectations settlers brought 
to Siberia and the tensions that arose when local priests could not (or 
would not) satisfy them.

Isolation from Orthodoxy

As the church struggled to address settlers’ aspirations, tens of thou-
sands of Orthodox believers continued to pour into the borders of 
Omsk diocese annually. Physically separated from the Orthodox 
Church, settlers spoke of the vulnerability and sorrow this isolation 
caused in their communities. As one petition stated, “we live in the 
half-wild country of Siberia [k poludikoi strane Sibiri] where every 
non-Orthodox [inoverets] seeks to blaspheme [porugat’] the Orthodox 
faith.”33 In their application for a church, a village in the district of 
Omsk emphasized the fact that it was located “on the Kazakh steppe, 
far away from Orthodox villages.”34 In a letter to his parents in Poltava 
province, a newly arrived settler wrote that, despite the difficult emo-
tions of leaving their loved ones behind, his family had settled safely 
in Tomsk province. While prayer had comforted him after this pain-
ful departure, he expressed concern that in their new home his family 
lived too far away from the church.35

Without access to a church and regular interaction with a priest, 
settlers worried that their faith would be in danger. As one petition 
described, “Among our villagers, there is already a coolness toward 
religion, a decline in morals.” Within this lamentable environment, 
Baptists had already converted four families to their faith. This could 
have been avoided, according to the petition, with the intervention of 
a priest. Without spiritual guidance, these settlers felt as if they were 
“left to the mercy of fate.”36 Community leaders often expressed con-
cern that isolation from the Orthodox Church could result in people 
searching for religious alternatives. One group of settlers, surrounded 
by Baptists and Old Believers, wrote of not wanting “to lose [their] 
good Orthodox faith” in this sea of temptation.37 Settlers generally 
feared that their communities might succumb to the proselytism of 
other faiths or religious indifference, not outright atheism, reflecting 
the prevalence of religious belief and practice in rural communities 
during the twilight of imperial Russia.
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This fear of apostacy and religious indifference had a strong gener-
ational component. After the disruption of resettlement, parents wor-
ried about losing their children to alien values in Siberia. This concern 
reflected a larger trend in the empire, as during the late nineteenth 
century priests and parishioners in European Russia also expressed 
disquiet with the moral state of the younger generation. Especially in 
central Russia, as industrial growth lured young adults to the cities, vil-
lage leaders worried about the influence this urban environment might 
have on vulnerable young peasants.38 In many ways, migration and 
urbanization shared similar social consequences as they uprooted tra-
ditional communities and forced peasants to consciously consider the  
elements of communal life that were meaningful to their existence.

In their petitions to state and church officials, settlers often empha-
sized trouble with their youth, lamenting that their children were 
growing up without the influence of the faith. Over the course of four 
years, believers in Kokchetav district delivered multiple petitions to 
church officials emphasizing their anxiety in relation to the younger 
generation.39 One petition identified the influence of sectarians and 
dissenters living within the community as a factor threatening to pull 
their children away from the Orthodox Church. A spiritual leader 
(dukhovnyi nastavnik), they insisted, would protect their children from 
moral degeneration.40 To respond to this concern, the Omsk consistory 
assigned a priest and a cantor to the village.41

Local clergy strongly encouraged action to address the religious 
commitment among the next generation. At the 1902 diocesan con-
gress, Omsk clergymen considered how, in light of the diocese’s grow-
ing population, they could support the religious development of their 
Orthodox parishioners, especially the youth. This meeting recognized 
that licentious behaviour occurred not only among adults, but also 
among adolescent and school-aged children (who apparently behaved  
especially badly at evening parties). The consistory expressed the gravity 
of the situation by comparing this struggle against drunkenness with 
the church’s battle with sectarians and schismatics.42 It appears that 
they made little progress, for ten years later Dean Mikhail Goloshubin 
engaged other priests in a discussion on the recent directive of the Omsk 
diocesan consistory for dealing with so-called hooliganism among 
rural youth.43 This group of local priests decided to undertake six spe-
cific measures to prevent such immorality, including encouraging the 
youth to participate in religious services through congregational sing-
ing, opening parish temperance societies, forming a study group for 
energetic parishioners who wish to help the clergy attend to this issue, 
and teaching the youth about God’s law.44
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While this theme of impiety among the youth appeared frequently 
in European Russia, Omsk clergymen argued this problem was caused 
by colonization. A landscape without churches, the clergy argued, 
produced young people without any spiritual and moral foundation. 
Father Mikhail Mefod’ev claimed that children born in Siberia to settler 
families had little understanding of their faith; they could not perform 
simple religious tasks like making the sign of the cross or praying prop-
erly. He also portrayed young people as refusing to show deference 
to the clergy and displaying a disrespectful attitude toward their par-
ents.45 In his report on the religious conditions in the district of Omsk, 
Father Nikolai Lebedev claimed the youth of Omsk diocese showed 
an “absolute indifference to faith” – this in contrast to their parents, 
who managed to preserve a deep love for the services and rituals of the 
Orthodox Church even though their visits to the parish church were 
infrequent.46 One missionary priest summarized the crisis this caused 
for the diocese:

The younger generation do not have a conception of a true Christian 
 upbringing. They have grown up without a strong or palpable connection 
with the church. This makes them completely unreliable for the  Orthodox 
Church. This generation, as one can observe in settlements with sectar-
ians, quickly and almost without any emotional hesitation, without the 
heavy torment and the kind of suffering usually linked with changing 
faiths, abandons the Orthodox faith. The youth do not value the Orthodox 
faith because they do not know it.47

For these priests, colonization allowed the youth to grow up disasso-
ciated from the Orthodox faith. This left them susceptible to the influ-
ence of alternative forms of belief or even revolutionary thought, which 
was seeping into communities, both rural and urban, in late imperial 
Russia. The Holy Synod also recognized the looming consequences 
for colonization if accessibility to churches and schools for settlers did 
not improve. Without churches and schools, the Holy Synod argued, 
the next generation in Siberia would grow up without “instruction in 
the law of Christ and without the light of knowledge.”48 This image 
of peasants growing spiritually wild without the intervention of the 
church appeared frequently in religious publications; it was used to 
emphasize to Orthodox clergymen and believers the importance of the 
church’s efforts in the region.

This topic also appeared on the agenda of the top secular officials in 
the region. Governor A.N. Neverov of Akmolinsk identified excessive 
drinking among the youth as one of the many factors contributing to 
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hooliganism in his province. He insisted that this problem could only 
be solved if the province had more parishes, priests, schools, and librar-
ies to teach religious values to young people.49 In the same year, Shmit 
expressed his great anxiety that youth hooliganism would spread in 
both urban and rural communities on the steppe. As he described the 
situation, “Almost everywhere can be observed complete disrespect 
toward elders, toward immediate superiors, wholesale drunkenness, 
senseless knife fighting, such wanton, groundless damage of anoth-
er’s property and other mischief.”50 For Shmit, a combination of the 
region’s large, open spaces, an absence of local authority, and the low 
moral standing of old residents and some of the new migrants contrib-
uted to this issue.

Improvised Sacred Spaces

Under these conditions, priests had to find creative solutions in an effort 
to build a rich religious environment. In some cases, priests requested a 
portable antimins, which is a decorated cloth necessary for the celebra-
tion of the Eucharist, from the diocesan consistory. Armed with a porta-
ble antimins, priests could perform the liturgy anywhere, an important 
consideration when serving parishioners who could not travel to the 
parish church on Sundays. One priest, for example, requested a port-
able antimins to serve parishioners located a great distance (forty to 
sixty kilometres) from the parish church.51 In villages without a church 
or a chapel, a portable antimins allowed priests to perform religious 
services in schools and even private homes. In a parish in the district of 
Omsk, settlers attended the liturgy in a consecrated two-room school 
with an altar in honour of the Dormition of the Mother of God.52

At times, the holding of liturgies, funerals, and other religious 
events in schools raised questions of appropriateness and sanitation. 
In one village in the district of Omsk, local state officials expressed 
their concern with the use of a shared space for religious services and 
in so doing initiated a discussion on how to regulate the church’s use 
of the school building. Especially concerning was the holding of funer-
als, which entailed placing the body of the deceased in the school; 
this practice potentially endangered students, who could be exposed 
to infectious diseases. The Omsk consistory, recognizing the dangers 
inherent in this practice, placed four conditions on the use of schools 
for funerals, including that relatives should keep the deceased body 
at home and not at the school and that funerals had to be celebrated 
on weekends.53
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While a portable antimins allowed the priest to bring the liturgy 
to isolated villages, not everyone viewed the conversion of secular 
buildings into places of worship as acceptable. Evgenii Krylov, a priest 
originally from the province of Penza, questioned the appropriateness 
of performing the liturgy in the same places where drinking, carous-
ing, and dancing had taken place. He argued that the sanctity of the 
Eucharist had historically demanded a holy physical space:

Since ancient times, Christians of all denominations sought to build a spe-
cial building for the performance of the sacrament of the Holy Eucharist, 
not like a building for dwelling.54

Krylov feared that with a portable antimins, the notion of the church as 
a sacred space would lose “all significance.” Although Krylov did not 
directly mention the Russian Baptists, most likely this group crossed 
his mind, as they often used private homes for their worship services.

Holding services in a portable tent-church also emerged as a solution 
for creating temporary sacred space. Although Siberian parishes had 
relied on this compromise since the 1870s in places such as Tomsk dio-
cese,55 this solution caught the imagination of state officials involved 
in resettlement, who pushed for its adoption in territories where the 
church struggled to keep abreast of the growing population.56 A factory 
owned by Ivan Zheverzheev, a merchant in St. Petersburg specializing 
in brocade items for parishes in the imperial capital, produced these 
easy-to-assemble portable churches. They were contained in two suit-
cases and cost between 250 and 270 rubles – a far cry from the thou-
sands of rubles necessary to construct a church.57 While hardly an ideal 
setting for a service, parishioners worked with the priest to create a 
more familiar atmosphere by having female parishioners contribute 
embroidered sewing to decorate the tent-church.58

The Rhythm of Settler Orthodox Life

Colonization required not only compromises with regards to religious 
space in parishes; it also shaped the way in which rites were prac-
tised. The realities of pioneering uncoupled the sacraments from the 
normal peasant life cycle. Similar to settlers in Australia, migrants to 
Siberia placed a great emphasis on rites and rituals performed by the 
clergy.59 Yet, religious services like funerals, marriages, and baptisms 
could not always coincide with the practicalities of burial, cohabi-
tation, and birth in settler villages. Priests, stretched thin across the 
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land, struggled to perform basic rites in a timely manner.60 This sit-
uation was hardly unique to Siberia; on the Canadian Prairies, for 
instance, Ukrainian settlers in the early twentieth century would often 
visit Catholic or Protestant clergy for christenings, burials, marriage, 
and confession as they had arrived in Canada without priests of their 
own.61 In Siberia, rites and rituals were often delayed because of dis-
tance from the parish church and lack of access to a priest. For cer-
tain rites, Orthodox parishioners met these delays with indifference, 
whereas the absence of other rituals caused consternation and frustra-
tion within the community.

The adaption of burial rituals to local conditions, for instance, did 
not appear to raise any concerns for the settler population. Instead of 
waiting for the priest to arrive to perform the funeral service, settlers 
simply buried their dead and held the service at a later date, without 
the body. Under normal conditions, the casket remains open during 
the service, as the body is blessed with holy water, and a prayer is read 
over the body and placed in the hands of the deceased. At the end of 
the ceremony the priest sings, “Come brethren, let’s give the last kiss to 
the dead.” During a funeral in absentia (zaochnoe otpevanie), the priest 
performed the same service, except without a body. This type of burial 
was not new to Siberia, as from the eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth 
century peasants often were buried without a proper funeral.62 Priests 
in Omsk diocese, however, expressed their discomfort with this prac-
tice, arguing that such ceremonies had no foundation in church doc-
trine. Ioann Goloshubin contended that the physical body constituted 
an integral part of an Orthodox funeral; without the body, he argued, 
the ceremony was almost comical. Despite these objections, parish-
ioners, both settlers and old residents, participated in this ceremony 
without hesitation.63 Church officials expressed concern that by toler-
ating this behaviour, they might encourage settlers to start bypassing 
church funerals altogether. A decree from the consistory reminded the 
clergy that it was contrary to the laws of both the church and the state 
for parishioners to bury their dead without a proper funeral service 
performed by a priest. Only in the most extreme cases would the con-
sistory permit burials in absentia.64

Marriage was another important religious rite that settlers tended 
not to reference in their petitions to church and state officials. In Siberia, 
 villagers could live for months or even years without seeing a priest; 
the cycle of life continued – people often lived together before marriage, 
and presumably had children before a priest could sanctify the mar-
riage. Complicating matters further, marriages were restricted by both 
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the agricultural and church calendars. Farmers rarely married during 
the height of the agricultural season and Orthodox believers were not 
permitted to marry during major religious feasts.65 Instead of waiting, 
settlers simply lived together. But while settlers showed indifference 
to this issue, state and church officials expressed concern. Governor 
General Shmit referred to this practice of civil cohabitation (grazhdan-
skoe sozhitel’stvo) in his 1909 report as he discussed the lamentable state 
of religious life on the steppe.66 The Holy Synod also communicated 
its fear that settlers would form the habit of substituting cohabitation 
for sanctified marriage.67 Such a substitution occurred in other spaces 
of colonization – for example, in the wilds of Lower Canada, where in 
the early nineteenth century the Catholic Church struggled to convince 
parishioners to practise the sacrament of marriage.68

While sanctified marriages could wait, the baptism of infants as 
well as communion and confession for the sick and elderly, accord-
ing to settlers, could not. Settler petitions strongly communicated 
to church and state officials that these two practices mattered. They 
regularly complained to authorities that the sick and elderly in their 
communities died without partaking of communion and confession 
because of their distance from a parish church.69 Perhaps even more 
troubling, children died on the steppe without baptism, a point 
emphasized by clergy, settlers, and state officials.70 The governor 
of Semipalatinsk reported with concern that on his travels he met 
children as old as three who had not yet been baptized.71 Although 
settler petitions listed these sacraments to justify the opening of a 
parish, the building of a church, or the assignment of a priest, they 
did not elaborate on the importance of these rites for their communi-
ties. Scholars can provide some insight into their meaning. Christine 
Worobec has shown how Russian and Ukrainian peasants in European 
Russia considered death to be a serious moment in the lives of not 
only individuals, but also of the broader community. Those close to 
death were expected to prepare themselves through confession and 
communion.72 Facing death unprepared had consequences: peasants 
believed “the dead sometimes remained in the world of the living, 
haunting them and causing calamities to befall them.” Unbaptized 
babies were included in this category; peasants believed their souls 
took the form of malicious water nymphs.73 Therefore, even though 
infant baptism was an Orthodox sacrament performed by priests 
and bishops, which conferred full church membership, its meaning 
within the peasant community extended far beyond that more nar-
row theological reading.74
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Parishes Worthy of the Empire

In essence, the Emperor Alexander III Fund was supposed to help 
reduce these types of religious compromises and adaptations by sup-
porting the establishment of parish life. Through the fund, religious 
and secular authorities engaged in a concerted effort to address these 
issues by establishing functioning parishes as quickly as possible fol-
lowing resettlement. This fund allowed for hundreds of prayer houses, 
schools, and homes for the clergy to be built in the diocese of Omsk.

Typically, a parish church could hold between 300 and 500 people, 
although some larger villages had churches capable of holding 700 wor-
shipers.75 And yet, as settler parishes tended to have between 1,300 and 
10,000 parishioners, these spaces could not accommodate everyone.76 
In some places, parishioners, with help from the fund, built prayer 
houses instead of churches, which were much simpler to construct, but 
often resembled uninspired rectangular school buildings.

3.2 A settler family in Omsk diocese. Omsk State Museum of History and 
Regional Studies, Omk 4052.47.
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State-supported church building unfolded systematically, com-
plete with maps, reports, plans, protocols, and proposals to coordi-
nate and supervise the process. Church building under the Emperor 
Alexander III Fund could be considered under the umbrella of what 
Willard Sunderland has termed “correct colonization,” by which the 
state organized resettlement on the basis of “scientific principles.”77 
Through church building, the state entered directly into local parishes, 
connecting these religious communities to the broader state project of 
integrating the land culturally and economically into the empire. The 
marshalling of the state’s financial and bureaucratic resources to build 
churches in Siberia allowed the process to unfold quickly, across a vast 
space and with an intensity that could only be achieved in a modern-
izing empire. Nonetheless, these efforts often fell short, creating frus-
trations, not only for state and church officials, but for settlers as well.

From the beginning, the Emperor Alexander III Fund emphasized 
the building of both churches and schools. The Orthodox Church sup-
ported this approach, encouraging the construction of both institutions 
since it was believed that connecting religion and education provided 
new settlements with a strong foundation for educating and civilizing 

3.3 A settler prayer house in Akmolinsk province. Aziatskaia Rossiia, vol. 1 
(St. Petersburg, 1914), 470.
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the next generation. In the eyes of church officials, education sustained 
and perpetuated the faith; religious education, after all, was mandatory 
in the empire’s school curriculum. Settlers supported the opening of 
schools, often petitioning state and church officials for one to be estab-
lished in their village. According to Governor General Shmit, in 1909 
he received 253 petitions from settlers to open schools in the province 
of Akmolinsk.78 In one petition to open an independent parish, settlers 
indicated that they happily sent their children to the village school to 
learn about the Orthodox faith.79

During the second half of the nineteenth century, access to basic 
education spread in European Russia; Siberia, however, still lagged 
behind. The flood of settlers pouring over the Ural Mountains only 
worsened this situation. Without the zemstvo, responsibility for 
primary education was assigned to the Ministry of Education, the 
Ministry of State Properties, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and the 
Orthodox Church.80 Out of these four entities, the Orthodox Church 
had, from 1884 onward, more schools (although fewer students) than 
the other ministries in western Siberia.81 In the late nineteenth century, 
the Orthodox Church undertook an active role in establishing primary 
schools in the region; in 1884, only 61 parish schools existed in Tobol’sk 
province, and by 1914, 590 schools served the youth of that province.82 
The Omsk consistory, with help from the Emperor Alexander III Fund, 
opened new schools throughout the early twentieth century. In 1910, 
210 primary parish schools welcomed 10,710 students in the diocese. 
Most of these schools were co-ed, with only 6 exclusively for boys and 
14 for girls. However, more boys attended school than girls, as the 
female student population constituted only a third of the overall pop-
ulation of students enrolled.83

The fanfare that accompanied the opening of one parish school illus-
trates the importance of access to education for settlers and the degree to 
which schools symbolized the planting of Orthodoxy in local commu-
nities. In 1902, a new one-room parish school opened in a village in the 
district of Tara, constructed with money from the Emperor Alexander III 
Fund. To commemorate the occasion, the villagers celebrated the Divine 
Liturgy and then participated in a procession – complete with banners, 
icons, and a public prayer – that started in the church and ended in the 
school. The local priest reflected on the meaning of this event: “Who 
could contemplate ten years ago that in this dark corner of Siberia, 
remote from enlightenment ... encircled by ignorance and dissenters ... 
would be built a church of God and a school, a nursery of piety and 
morals?” The priest continued to emphasize how the work of the church 
and the school complemented each other: “The church teaches us to 
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pray to God [and] the school explains to children the significance and 
characteristics of prayer.”84 From the church’s perspective, schools per-
formed the function of providing peasants with the knowledge needed 
to teach children the basic tenets of the Orthodox faith and morals.85 
Also, if they knew how to read, these young parishioners could learn 
and study the Orthodox tradition in a way not available to their over-
whelmingly illiterate parents. Father Venetskii claimed that two-thirds 
of the young people he met on one of his pastoral trips were literate and 
that many had a copy of the Gospel or the Bible in their homes.86

At these types of celebrations, the clergy typically acknowledged the role 
of the state in the construction process. In the settler village of Borisovka, 
located eighty-seven kilometres outside of Omsk, peasants filled the 
church to witness the consecration by Bishop Grigorii.87 The church had 
been built through the Emperor Alexander III Fund and the contributions 
of parishioners. During the service, the bishop gave communion to all the 
children, and afterward he delivered an edifying sermon on the comfort 
offered by the church to settlers. In the sermon, Bishop Grigorii acknowl-
edged the role of the state in providing funds for the church and support-
ing settlers in creating their new community on the steppe:

In this faraway place, where you found a second homeland [rodina],  
the government came to your aid: it helped not only in your farm but 
also looked after your soul, [and] built for you and your children this 
beautiful church.88

By reminding parishioners of their indebtedness to the state, the bishop 
communicated that the church represented a symbolic connection tying 
the community to the imperial centre.

Bureaucrats associated with the fund understood that the construc-
tion of churches and schools served not only a symbolic function in 
these communities; it could also be used as a teaching tool for shaping 
building practices in Omsk diocese, particularly when it came to adapt-
ing to the conditions of the local environment. In the steppe region, 
where forests were scarce, it was difficult for settlers to build traditional 
churches and homes from wood. Along the railway line in the districts 
of Omsk and Petropavlovsk settlers could find birch forests but no 
coniferous trees, which made better construction materials. Settlers 
made the best out of these circumstances, building homes from wattle, 
brick, and birch. These materials, however, were inadequate for more 
substantial structures like churches. In these cases, settler communities 
had to buy pinewood from state-owned timber yards, which received 
timber from Perm, Tobol’sk, Semipalatinsk, and the Altai Mountains.89
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In this environment, the Siberian Railway Committee used the build-
ing of churches through the fund to teach settlers the techniques of 
building with air-dried bricks. The committee  hoped that by witnessing 
the superior quality of this method, the settlers would then use it in the 
building of their own homes.90 Omsk diocesan officials also recognized 
the importance of teaching settlers how to build in their new environ-
ments. To accommodate areas without access to forests, diocesan offi-
cials requested brochures from a Moscow engineer describing how to 
build cheap but fireproof dwellings using bricks. The engineer fulfilled 
the request, adding in a note that he hoped this technique would be use-
ful and, in return, perhaps they would pray for him. Kliment Skal’skii, 
the organizer of this endeavour and also the editor of the Omsk Diocesan 
News, requested permission from the bishop to distribute these bro-
chures through local churches to help the settler population.91

The construction of a church was a community affair, with the build-
ing committee comprised of the local priest, a supervisor, and repre-
sentatives elected from among the parishioners.92 In European Russia, 
parishes would hire local engineers and architects to help in the build-
ing process.93 This proved difficult in Omsk diocese. For example, 
Tobol’sk and Tomsk provinces had only one engineer and one architect 
on staff; Semipalatinsk also had only one member of each profession 
working for the province, as well as a military engineer and a resettle-
ment architect. These men were in charge of construction throughout 
the province. They gave advice and monitored the extensive construc-
tion unfolding in conjunction with colonization and the development 
of the region. As the diocese did not have its own architect and local 
building committees could not find people to hire for this task, the job of 
supervising construction sites often fell to those employed by the prov-
ince. Building sites for churches supported by the Emperor Alexander 
III Fund could be located a hundred kilometres from each other, which 
made the duties of the engineer and the architect extremely difficult.94 
On several occasions, the governor of Semipalatinsk reported on the 
headaches caused by an absence of building knowledge in the region. 
While small school buildings were simple enough in their design not to 
require specialized knowledge, the construction of churches demanded 
supervision by people with the necessary technical skills who could 
guide settlers in their work. The governor complained that without the 
help of an architect, the churches were not built properly; yet he could 
not afford to distract his engineer and architect from other necessary 
building projects.95

The Siberian Railway Committee attempted to address this  shortage 
of expertise by sending its own engineer to monitor those building 
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sites receiving money from the fund. In 1900, Sergei Shilkin under-
took a gruelling journey through the provinces of Akmolinsk and 
Enisei (present-day Krasnoyarsk). Travelling most likely by horse 
and carriage between villages and then by rail between the dioce-
san capitals of Omsk and Krasnoyarsk, Shilkin covered a stagger-
ing 5,200 kilometres in order to report back to the Siberian Railway 
Committee on the state of church building in seventy villages. In his 
report, he indicated very little of his general impressions as he trav-
elled from village to village, though he did introduce his journey with 
the following pessimistic words: “Scattered among the vast Kazakh 
steppe, the settler villages of Akmolinsk province stand in the most 
unfavourable conditions, by their remoteness and isolation from 
churches.”96 He carried out his duties, noting the poverty and mate-
rial shortages, as well as the hurried and haphazard techniques, that 
plagued church construction. This was not his first time travelling 
through the backwaters of Siberia, battling both the elements and the 
primitive road conditions on the front lines of the empire. Shilkin had 
also visited outposts in the provinces of Tobol’sk and Tomsk, where 
he performed the same duties in settler villages of supervising the 
building of churches, houses for clergy, and schools financed by the 
Emperor Alexander III Fund.97

In light of the complications afflicting the building process, the issue 
of whether Omsk diocese required a diocesan architect was raised at 
several diocesan congresses. At the 1905 congress, deputies contended 
that the diocese lacked the necessary funds to create such a position and 
instead recommended that clergy purchase a book of church-building 
plans published by the Holy Synod.98 With the appointment of Bishop 
Gavriil (Golosov), this issue received more attention. Disappointed 
by the unattractive churches he had surveyed on his trips through the 
 diocese, Gavriil recommended to the 1909 congress that an architect be 
appointed.99 For Gavriil, churches must be inspiring – an emotion, he 
lamented, that was absent from his heart when he attended services 
in settler parish churches. In 1916, the issue of whether Omsk diocese 
needed an architect remained controversial. Despite the congress once 
again voting not to create such a position, a “builder” raised the issue in 
the pages of the Omsk Diocesan News. The author reminded readers that 
the diocese was still young and that many churches, schools, and clergy 
homes needed to be built. Problems occurred when no one on the local 
 church-building committee understood the intricacies of construction, 
which led to the churches being built improperly.100 The author argued 
that an architect could provide expertise unavailable locally, which 
would help the building process to run smoothly.
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Poorly constructed churches, however, still fulfilled their purpose 
of offering a place for parishioners to worship and carry out their 
religious duties as Orthodox believers. The village of Poltavskoe in 
the district of Omsk illustrates how a church could simultaneously 
represent both the hope and piety of local believers and the failure of 
the building enterprise. This village was inhabited by settlers from 
Poltava and Chernigov provinces and surrounded by villages filled 
with other  settlers from European Russia. Even though parishioners 
received funds from the Emperor Alexander III Fund, the construc-
tion of their church was beset by problems. While proper plans were 
used, proper materials were not. The builders used pine planks from 
a former railway bridge that had seen better days, and the build-
ing lacked a proper foundation. Homes for the clergymen fared 
no better, showing a  similar level of carelessness as the church  – 
indeed, the cantor’s house had already collapsed and was deemed 
unsalvageable.101

Despite all the drama associated with construction in Poltavskoe, 
Bishop Sergii gave permission for the church to be consecrated. 
Parishioners gathered for the Divine Liturgy, along with the local 
clergy. The priest chose the book of Kings for his sermon and spoke 
to the congregation about God’s kindness to King Solomon during his 
temple-building efforts. This contradiction – of glorifying an almighty 
God in a shabby church – did not go unnoticed. As one observer of the 
event put it,

During the consecration of the church of God, among parishioners pre-
vailed the following dual feeling – on the one hand, a great joy that they 
finally live near a church of God and that they have the opportunity to 
attend services often without having to travel over fifty versts [53 kilo-
metres] to baptize their children and to perform the other Christian duties. 
On the other, [they experience] a hidden grief that too much inattention 
and carelessness of the builders is reflected in the structure of this church 
of God. As [they] gradually decorate the church, the latter feeling will be 
eliminated – but it will continue for a long time because as recent settlers, 
the parishioners are poor people.102

Given the many dreadful reviews of church building published by sec-
ular officials, it is likely that more parishioners throughout the diocese 
experienced such grief. Likely such buildings caused embarrassment 
for state officials, who sought to visually communicate the technical 
prowess of Russia’s colonization efforts through churches constructed 
under the Emperor Alexander III Fund.
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Unintended Consequences

This fund created the expectation that the state would provide financial 
support for the construction of churches in settler parishes. This expec-
tation, however, complicated settlers’ relationship to their churches. In 
his 1904 report, Bishop Mikhail (Ermakov) expressed concern to the 
Holy Synod over a phenomenon he noticed on both of his trips through 
the region. In places where the fund helped to build churches, Bishop 
Mikhail claimed that parishioners’ attitude toward the church was cold 
(kholodno). In those villages, parishioners refused to maintain and deco-
rate their churches, which traditionally was the duty of the community. 
Instead, parishioners responded, “We have a government church ... The 
treasury built the church, the treasury must repair and decorate it. Why 
would we spend money on someone else’s [church]?”103 According to 
Bishop Mikhail, this reaction stood in contrast to the attitude of parish-
ioners who had used their own funds or had support from donors to 
build a church. Ten years later, Bishop Andronik described the same 
attitude, commenting that settlers – Ukrainians in particular – showed 
indifference to repairing their churches by shouting “Let the treasury 
repair it” at local gatherings.104

Tsarist official T. Tarasov, who was involved with the fund before 
1905, elaborated on this phenomenon. He commented that settlers dif-
fered greatly in their willingness to participate in the building process 
and in their attitude toward caring for the local church, which appeared 
not to correlate with the economic welfare of the village or the province 
of origin of the settlers. Peasants from the same province could demon-
strate either enthusiasm or indifference to church repair. According to 
Tarasov, indifferent settlers understood the assistance they received 
from the state as payment for their participation in colonization and, 
therefore, as something they had a right to receive. Since peasants felt 
entitled to such support, they did not understand why they should 
use their own money to maintain the church, as this was the duty of 
the state. Similar to Bishop Mikhail, Tarasov identified the local priest 
as performing an important role in convincing settlers of their obliga-
tion to care for the parish church. He criticized priests for preferring 
to solicit money from outside sources, like the Emperor Alexander III 
Fund, instead of teaching the peasants of their “moral duty” to main-
tain their parish churches.105

It is difficult to assess, however, whether settlers perceived this as a 
widespread problem. Evidence does exist that settlers showed a strong 
sense of pride when they paid for their prayer houses and churches 
through their own communities.106 And the financial contribution of 
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parishioners in Siberia was significant. In many settler communities, 
parishioners supplemented contributions from the fund in the build-
ing of their local church.107 In villages without churches, parishioners 
often paid for the building of prayer houses as a substitute place of 
worship until a church could be constructed. For example, in one vil-
lage in the district of Pavlodar, settlers from the provinces of Chernigov, 
Samara, Riazan, Mogilev, and Poltava constructed a prayer house to 
hold services as they waited for an opportunity to build a church.108 
Many believers, therefore, did not wait for the state to provide financial 
support; instead they organized locally to address the spiritual needs 
of their communities.

•
Settlers arrived in Omsk diocese with the expectation that they would 
have access to the same religious life they had left behind in their 
homeland. For settlers, the church represented a continuation of their 
previous lives despite the change in location, environment, and neigh-
bours. They relied on the church to preserve their religious traditions 
and to integrate their children into the community’s moral economy. 
As settlers established their religious practices, they showed agency in 
deciding what had meaning for them as a community. In some cases, 
they showed a willingness to adapt certain religious rites in response 
to the local environment, while in others they demanded that secu-
lar and religious officials fulfil their self-defined religious aspirations. 
As both church and state officials recognized the stabilizing influence 

3.4 A settler village on the Kazakh steppe. Aziatskaia Rossiia, vol. 1 
(St. Petersburg, 1914), 547.
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of the parish, they were supportive of this cultural institution, which 
would simultaneously protect the souls of settlers and serve the aims 
of colonization.

The process of creating communities capable of representing and 
reproducing Orthodox culture, however, proved difficult. Even par-
ishes in European Russia had not lived up to the expectation that 
they would stimulate local initiative; in Omsk diocese, many parishes 
barely managed to provide the basic conditions for proper Orthodox 
practice. Nonetheless, the process of building churches and schools 
through the Emperor Alexander III Fund created a connection between 
St. Petersburg and villages in Siberia, with these structures serving as 
a physical reminder of this relationship. Even churches built through 
parishioners’ own funds contributed to the integration of these lands 
into the empire, as celebrations of the consecration of an Orthodox 
church seemed to confirm settlers’ ability to Russify “foreign” and 
“untamed” spaces.



Chapter Four

The Politics of Pastoring

In 1912, a public battle of wills erupted between the bishop of Omsk, 
Vladimir (Putiata), Archpriest Ioann Vostorgov, and members of 
Omsk’s diocesan clergy. The combatants traded barbs in official church 
publications, private letters, and internal church correspondence, 
accusing each other of slander and un-Christian behaviour. The fight 
hinged ostensibly on the graduates of the Pastoral Courses in Moscow, 
which opened in 1909, and the pernicious influence they were alleged 
to have on diocesan life in Omsk. These courses, organized and admin-
istered by Vostorgov, sanctioned by the Holy Synod, and based in 
Moscow, trained men for pastoral service in Siberian settler parishes. 
Lasting just over a year, this spat could easily be portrayed as a clash of 
egos initiated by Vladimir, a former aristocrat who as bishop provoked 
the local clergy into joining a personal vendetta, and reciprocated by 
Vostorgov, a polarizing archpriest with grand designs. Yet beneath 
the hyperbolic tone cultivated by these two larger-than-life figures lay 
deeper institutional, social, and cultural tensions in the church that 
were exacerbated by settler colonialism. The arrival of millions of set-
tlers intensified the problem of the recruitment of Orthodox clergy into 
Siberian parishes – a challenge that existed across the empire. This cri-
sis of numbers offered not only the opportunity for experimenting with 
alternative forms of training such as the Pastoral Courses in Moscow, 
but also for reconsidering the type of training necessary for Orthodox 
priests to address the growing complexities of their parishes. In Siberia, 
the notion that priests must not only embody pastoral attributes but 
also act as missionaries, took hold and inspired initiatives aimed at 
producing priests capable of forming a front line in the battle against 
sectarianism on the imperial periphery.

Across European empires, recruiting priests and ministers for colo-
nial churches proved to be a difficult task. The Church of England, for 
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instance, struggled to provide enough clergy for its churches in the 
British Empire – by 1925, only Newfoundland was self-sufficient when 
it came to producing local clergy. Although the Church of England man-
aged to engage some ministers from local populations, most colonial 
churches relied on clergymen born and trained in England to supply 
their parishes.1 Recruitment issues in colonial churches produced var-
iations on two responses: the recruitment and training of clergy in the 
imperial centre specifically for the empire, or the development of local 
infrastructure to train clergy in the imperial periphery. In the British 
case, both techniques were employed to address this problem of recruit-
ment during the nineteenth century.2 In the Russian Empire, the idea 
of training priests specifically for the imperial periphery only material-
ized in the early twentieth century in response to the pressures created 
by the agricultural resettlement then underway in Siberia. With only 
six seminaries to provide priests for twelve Siberian and Central Asian 
dioceses, a shortage of priests was inevitable.3 The establishment of the 
Pastoral Courses in Moscow offered a partial solution, by recruiting and 
training priests from outside of Russia’s traditional seminary structure.

Without clergy to perform services in newly constructed churches, 
to consecrate graveyards, and to protect parishioners against the teach-
ings of religious competitors, the cooperative parish-building work 
of secular and religious officials would be rendered meaningless. The 
Orthodox clergy had an essential role to perform in facilitating and 
guiding settlers’ adaptation in these new locations and in prevent-
ing them from losing the cultural identity thought to be embedded in 
their faith. Within ecclesiastical circles, a debate arose over the type of 
priest best suited for church work under the conditions of colonization: 
whether men from European Russia possessed special knowledge of 
the spiritual essence of settlers that a priest born, raised, and trained in 
Siberia might struggle to acquire. Such discussions were not confined 
to European Russia, as priests in Omsk diocese also ruminated in con-
versation with the imperial centre on the necessary characteristics of 
those men entrusted with the souls of Siberian Orthodox parishioners. 
These conversations demonstrated the struggle faced by the Orthodox 
Church when it came to responding not only to the disruption caused 
by colonization, but also to the opening of the clerical estate.

The Role of the Pastoral Priest

The 1840s marked the beginning of the pastoral care movement in which 
Russian Orthodox publicists encouraged an expanded understanding 
of the duties performed by priests. Instead of focusing primarily on 
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providing religious rites and preparing parishioners for the afterlife, 
priests were now charged with improving the earthly existence of their 
parishioners and with modeling pious living. These social roles added 
to the expectations placed on priests for service within their parishes. 
As Jennifer Hedda has highlighted, church scholars in the late nine-
teenth century started using the term “pastor” (pastyr’) as opposed 
to “priest” (sviashchennik) as a way of emphasizing this “new way of 
understanding the clergyman’s role and responsibilities.”4

Education, according to church leaders, was paramount in the pursuit 
of this task: priests should be well versed in both secular and religious 
matters and should devote their energy to the spiritual and material 
care of their flocks.5 Only seminary-educated clergymen could explain 
the tenets of the Orthodox faith, engage in polemical conversations with 
schismatic and sectarian groups, and provide an example for the woe-
fully undereducated peasantry to emulate. This emphasis on education 
mirrored not only a broader trend in Russian society, but also followed – 
albeit at a slower pace – developments in Western Europe in which, 
starting in the eighteenth century, Catholic and Protestant authorities 
showed a strong commitment to training priests and ministers for their 
vocation through access to seminary education.6 By the mid-nineteenth 
century, the Orthodox Church had achieved significant success in rais-
ing the educational levels of its clergy. Many dioceses could boast that 
over 90 per cent of their priests had graduated from a seminary.7

Before the Great Reforms of the 1860s, the clerical population 
belonged to a closed estate, meaning that only the sons and daughters 
of clergymen could be trained in clerical schools and only clerical sons 
could be ordained. These sons and daughters also married each other, 
thereby perpetuating the insularity of this community and securing the 
financial future of clerical families. Such a system produced a distinct 
clerical culture, which supported the world view of even those who 
left religious service to enter the secular world.8 Reforms to seminary 
education resulted in a slight opening of this closed clerical estate, as 
the sons and daughters of clergymen could now pursue careers out-
side of the church. Although members of other social groups could 
attend clerical schools, even as late as 1914 these groups constituted 
only 16 per cent of seminarians.9 This change was intended to improve 
the overall quality of the Orthodox clergy by providing opportunities 
for motivated individuals who desired to serve the church. Although 
clergymen’s sons still dominated the ranks of the empire’s clergy, rep-
resentatives from other estates also found their way into the fold.

Yet, opening the estate created new problems. Even with the seminar-
ies full of students, many sons of clergymen chose secular professions 
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instead of ordination.10 As statistics from 1911 show, approximately 
73 per cent of graduates from Russian seminaries decided against enter-
ing church service.11 This situation concerned church officials, who 
feared the “intellectual and moral” decline of Russia’s parish clergy as 
many of their best candidates for ordination opted to apply their talents 
outside of the church.12 Such an exodus also caused a shift from a cler-
ical surplus in the 1860s to a shortage by the early twentieth century.

A Portrait of Siberian Priests

Even before the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway, priests 
from European Russia had crossed the artificial boundary of the Ural 
Mountains to lead Orthodox flocks in Siberia. The surplus of clergy in 
European Russia created a scenario in which, by the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury, serving the church in the borderlands held an allure for men who 
struggled to find work in the imperial centre.13 For some, embracing 
activism on the periphery also allowed them to make a positive contri-
bution to society. The obituary for Father Shestakov, originally a teacher 
from the province of Kaluga in central Russia, illustrates these motiva-
tions. For this priest, Siberia offered the prospect of both a  permeant 
clerical position, which he could not find in his home  province, and a 
chance to bring God’s graces to the far ends of the earth. His eulogist, 
Father Aleksandrov, reminded readers of the atmosphere and ideals 
that permeated post-emancipation Russian society, reflecting on how 
Siberia offered an outlet to fulfil these aspirations:

In the 1860s, everywhere in print and in society could be heard talk that 
it was time to turn serious attention to this rich region of Russia; Sibe-
ria needed education people, intellectuals for connecting this region to 
the general cultural life of Russia. Educated representatives of the civil 
and church administration in Siberia zealously called to those from Rus-
sia desiring to serve the church and fatherland in the work of promoting 
 orderliness in the ecclesiastical and civil life of Siberia, which suffered from 
the weak development of the principles of churchness [tserkovnost’] and 
civic-mindedness [grazhdanstvennost’]. Many young people responded to 
this call with the fervent desire to bring their contribution of the light of 
knowledge and of good to dark and severe Siberia.14

With encouragement from state and church officials, Siberia became a 
place where able men could transform the local population through the 
strengthening of Russian culture. And whereas a posting in the boon-
docks had perhaps previously implied personal mediocrity, it could 
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now communicate the strength of one’s character and a commitment 
to being useful.15

The petitions of men like Father Shestakov to Siberian bishops for pas-
toral positions were welcomed in a region suffering from insufficient 
numbers of clergymen. Even before settlers flooded the region, Siberian 
seminaries simply could not produce enough priests.16 Exacerbating this 
problem, graduates of seminaries increasingly decided not to serve the 
church.17 For instance, out of thirty-nine graduates from Tobol’sk semi-
nary in 1844, twenty-five applied to enter into state service.18 In a region 
eternally desperate for well-educated secular officials, seminary grad-
uates had many alternative employment paths available to them. After 
intensive colonization started in the late nineteenth century, opportu-
nities in the secular world proliferated, which worsened the church’s 
recruitment prospects. In places without a seminary, like Omsk, this 
shortage was acutely felt as diocesan officials struggled to convince 
graduates of Tomsk and Tobol’sk seminaries to join the priesthood in 
their diocese.19 At any given time, Omsk diocese had between fifteen and 
forty vacant priest positions. Desperate to find candidates, diocesan offi-
cials there attempted to poach seminary graduates from other dioceses 
in the empire through advertisements placed in diocesan journals.20

As Bishop Sergii noted in his report to the Holy Synod, the recruit-
ment of priests from other dioceses generated its own perils. Gathering 
information on applicants’ moral characters – including any serious 
transgressions – from their former superiors proved difficult. Bishop 
Sergii complained to the Holy Synod that countless times he only later 
learned that a newly appointed priest was fleeing from sins committed 
in European Russia. Hoping to start anew in faraway Siberia – where 
his indiscretions might remain hidden – the priest continued working in 
the church and escaped bearing responsibility for his actions. In many 
cases, these transgressions were eventually revealed, or, if the priest 
continued such behaviour in Siberia, new charges would be lodged. 
This was the reason, Bishop Sergii claimed, that he had to administer 
a disproportionately high number of punishments among the clergy 
despite the small clerical population of the diocese. The sins of Omsk 
priests resembled those across the empire: drunkenness, charging high 
fees for rites, and various acts of immorality.21

The moral character of newly arrived priests was not the only prob-
lem the bishops of Omsk faced as they dealt with clerical staffing. 
Most bishops highlighted two problems in their reports to the imperial 
 centre: that clergymen originated from different parts of the empire and 
that they were undereducated. Each of Omsk’s eight bishops expressed 
distress with the educational background of their clergy. In 1903, only 
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158 out of 314 priests had finished their seminary education.22 A few 
years later that number had declined, as according to Bishop Gavriil 
only 43 per cent of priests in Omsk diocese had graduated from a 
seminary.23 The remaining 57 per cent had a variety of educational 
experiences, ranging from self-taught to completing teaching college, 
and every option in between.24 Bishop Gavriil lamented the fact that 
many of the priests demonstrated lethargy when it came to bettering 
themselves through reading and studying, especially in the field of 
anti-sectarian missionary work. For Gavriil, these priests’ disinterest 
in anti-sectarian literature was of great concern, as they had to lead the 
struggle against the “enemies of Christianity” produced by religious 
pluralism.25 The expectation that priests would not only tend to their 
flocks but also actively engage in the struggle against sectarianism 
through self-education demonstrates the pressure placed on priests 
to perform greater duties, which would be quite difficult without the 
foundation of a seminary education.

This emphasis on education hid another significant division within 
the clerical population of Omsk diocese: priests’ social backgrounds. 
While over half of Omsk’s priests were from clerical families, at least 
25 per cent originated from other social backgrounds, which included 
merchants, townspeople, Cossacks, bureaucrats, peasants, and other 
groups. The remaining quarter of Omsk priests were from an undeter-
mined social background.26 Therefore, although men originating from 
the clerical estate still dominated the ranks of Omsk’s priests, peasants 
and other non-clerical social backgrounds were strongly represented 
in the diocese. This shows that in settler dioceses like Omsk, the closed 
ranks of the clerical estate had opened significantly.

A priest’s social background also influenced whether or not he had 
received a seminary education. People from outside the clerical estate 
tended not to have seminary training. They had a variety of other edu-
cational experiences, including from district, city, primary, or catechism 
schools, teacher training institutes, or the Pastoral Courses in Moscow.27 
Only a minority of priests from non-clerical backgrounds had com-
pleted any type of seminary education in the diocese. In contrast, most 
priests from a clerical background had some form of seminary training. 
Therefore, the division in seminary education also reflected a diver-
gence in social backgrounds, which likely added to tensions between 
the groups. Clergy from non-clerical backgrounds could not rely on 
their professional training nor did they have access to a family tradition 
of clerical work to provide guidance in their parish duties.

Finally, at least half of Omsk diocesan priests were educated (and 
likely born) in European Russia. Most of these men arrived from the 
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Volga and from provinces in central Russia. Fewer men originated from 
the western borderlands, the northwestern provinces, and the south of 
the empire.28 Such diversity in education, social backgrounds, and place 
of origin was unheard of in European Russia. In Siberia, this reality had 
implications for the development of clerical culture in the region.

A Seminary in Omsk

The absence of a seminary raised serious questions about the educa-
tional opportunities available to the sons of clergymen in Omsk diocese 
as these young men historically had represented the pool of labour from 
which the church could pull for its next generation of clergy. To receive 
an education, these men trained at either Tobol’sk or Tomsk seminaries, 
both of which were located over eight hundred kilometres away.29 This 
affected the local church’s ability to retain not only the labour of the 
sons of clergymen, but also their cultural experience of growing up in 
clerical families, which provided a comprehensive experiential learn-
ing environment in which to prepare them for church work.30

Solving this problem by building a local seminary had been on the 
diocesan agenda for years. At the 1899 diocesan congress, local clergy-
men unanimously agreed that Omsk diocese required a seminary, argu-
ing that its absence placed their sons’ education in a precarious position. 
They asked the bishop to petition the Holy Synod to financially support 
this project. Bishop Grigorii agreed to this request, adding “for a long 
time [I] have worried about this.”31 But despite the united position of 
the bishop and the clergy, little progress was made. In 1909, Bishop 
Gavriil approached the Holy Synod with a proposal to build a seminary 
in Omsk, going so far as to create a commission to organize the project. 
The resulting plans revealed the importance placed on establishing a 
seminary that was responsive to local needs. In particular, the commis-
sion stated that Omsk diocese required priests with missionary training 
to deal with sectarians, dissenters, and Kazakh Muslims. Despite these 
special needs, the commission supported the position that creating a 
normal type (normal’nyi tip) of seminary, with a few tweaks, would 
suffice. It provided the example of Kazan seminary to demonstrate 
the possibility of strengthening the missionary component of training 
while still maintaining the traditional seminary structure.32

In Omsk diocese, Kazakhs constituted the largest non-Orthodox and 
non-Russian population, and the proposed seminary would train mis-
sionaries to proselytize successfully among this group. To this end, the 
commission proposed that seminarians be taught the Kazakh language, 
along with enough Arabic that they could translate the most important 
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passages from the Koran. Not only must seminarians understand the 
Kazakh language, they also needed to be familiar with Kazakh social, 
cultural, and religious life through the study of the ethnography of the 
Kazakh people and the history and doctrine of Islam. By instilling a firm 
understanding of Islam, the seminary would prepare priests to convince 
the Kazakhs of that creed’s fallacy. Similarly, students were to be taught 
the doctrines of sectarian and schismatic groups to ready them for 
polemical debates.33 To make room on the schedule for these types of 
courses, Bishop Gavriil suggested either reducing the hours dedicated 
to the traditional subject of Latin, or indeed excluding it altogether.34

The Holy Synod expressed its support for the project and approved 
Gavriil’s request to establish a seminary, but it did not agree to provide 
full funding for the structure.35 This did not dampen Bishop Gavriil’s 
resolve. Through negotiations with the City Duma of Omsk, Gavriil 
managed to obtain a plot of land for free on which the seminary could 
be constructed.36 Gavriil also proposed that the clergy help to fund the 
seminary’s construction through a one-time fee. While not rejecting the 
idea outright, deputies at the 1909 diocesan congress noted the impos-
sibility of such an undertaking that year as the expense of building a 
candle factory and a diocesan women’s school had exhausted the local 
coffers.37 Also, the deputies did not have a mandate from the deanery 
councils to discuss this issue. It was agreed that a decision would be 
postponed until the seventh general diocesan congress. In the meantime, 
the clergy showed its reticence by asking the bishop to petition the Holy 
Synod once again to fund the construction of the seminary. The bishop 
responded to this resolution with the following words: “I am sorry that 
the deputies declined my energetic wish to open a seminary in Omsk.”38 
Bishop Gavriil had good reason to be upset; conditions applied to the 
land allocated by the Omsk Duma stipulated that building had to com-
mence within three years or else the consistory would lose the property. 
Gavriil pressured the clergy to speed up their local consultations and 
agree to contribute funds to the construction of the seminary.

The responses from the deanery councils communicated a deep sup-
port for improving the accessibility of education and an acknowledg-
ment that a better-educated clergy could address key problems within 
their diocese. Mikhail Orlov, the chairman of one deanery council as 
well as a diocesan missionary, emphasized how seminary training 
would allow Omsk clergy to respond properly to the Baptist leaders 
who had migrated to the steppe in recent years.39 Without educated and 
capable men, Orlov feared that the “false” propaganda of the Baptists 
and other sectarian groups would find fertile ground in the region’s 
towns and villages. Nonetheless, Omsk clergymen still maintained the 
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position that the Holy Synod should pay the full amount for the sem-
inary. Ksenofont Petrovskii, a dean of the district of steppe churches 
in Akmolinsk province, claimed that the coffers of the consistory were 
“becoming depleted” and he emphasized the difficulty of finding a 
new, local source of funds to pay for the seminary.40

This issue of finances was not resolved when the Romanov dynasty 
collapsed in 1917. Countless documents were exchanged over the 
years, but as the financial circumstances of the Holy Synod and the 
Russian state declined, particularly after the start of the First World 
War, it seemed less likely that Omsk would receive positive news that 
full funding was available for this project. In 1915, fed up with the Holy 
Synod’s foot-dragging and desperate to save the plot of land the city 
had allotted for the seminary, diocesan representatives petitioned the 
Holy Synod to allow the consistory to build a temporary wooden struc-
ture and open the seminary in a limited capacity. This request was 
denied by the centre, as such an act was viewed as being unproductive 
and a waste of money and materials. In 1916, diocesan officials received 
official word that construction would be postponed indefinitely until 
“a more favourable time.”41

The Pastoral Courses in Moscow

This foot-dragging on the part of the Holy Synod should not be inter-
preted as indifference by the church (or the state) to the issue of cleri-
cal training in Siberia. The recruitment of priests caused consternation 
among St. Petersburg’s church and secular elite. In 1908, the Holy 
Synod envisioned addressing this labour shortage by encouraging 
monks and other potential clerical candidates to serve in Siberia and 
the Far East. To promote this solution, the Holy Synod published a 
description in its journal Church News of the opportunities available 
for men with the stamina and fortitude necessary for working under 
the challenging conditions of colonization as itinerant priests per-
forming rites and rituals within a specific area. Since these were paid 
positions – including funds for travel – such men would not have to 
rely on parishioners for their daily bread.42 While the advertisement 
generated some interest, Chief Procurator Sergei Lukianov acknowl-
edged to Resettlement Administration officials that the applications 
would never produce enough candidates for the hundreds of parishes 
then waiting for a priest; European Russia could not fill its own empty 
clerical positions, let alone provide Siberia with the priests it needed.43 
Another option, however, had appeared on the agenda – the estab-
lishment of special courses to train priests for Siberia, to be based in  
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Moscow and administered by Vostorgov. To get such an initiative started, 
Lukianov enquired whether the Resettlement Administration would 
pick up half of the costs.44

State officials involved in colonization embraced the idea of creat-
ing such courses. After being directed by his boss, A.V. Krivoshein, to 
assist in this endeavour “without fail,” Grigorii Glinka entered into 
correspondence with Vostorgov to establish how the Resettlement 
Administration could support the courses and work to ensure that the 
Duma approved this budget line.45 The Resettlement Administration’s 
support for this plan arguably showed that its officials understood the 
presence of priests in the region to be integral to the success of coloni-
zation. In a draft GUZiZ report to the Council of Ministers, religious 
motivations appeared at the centre of the ministry’s argument in favour 
of Vostorgov’s courses; however, the tone of the document indicates 
that it was likely influenced by the Holy Synod. The report lamented 
that the lack of priests abandoned settlers to an unfamiliar environ-
ment, surrounded by “inorodtsy, Muslims, Buriarts, and even different 
sects,” without pastoral leadership and without church rites. Settlers 
continued to practise Orthodoxy, but not necessarily properly – for 
instance, officials witnessed an Easter celebration that included a pro-
cession and a service led by someone other than a priest. Such events, 
GUZiZ argued, threatened the purity (chistota) of Orthodoxy in the 
region, presumably by the embellishments or omissions that unsuper-
vised  services or rituals might produce.46 Providing priests for settler 
parishes therefore fulfilled the religious needs of settlers and protected 
the integrity of the Orthodox faith in this zone of colonization.

According to Vostorgov, the idea for the Pastoral Courses was born on 
his first trip to Siberia as he witnessed the difficulty of retaining clergy 
and populating parishes with strong, well-educated priests gifted in pas-
toral work. He proposed that the church approach teachers from parish 
schools with at least nine or ten years of experience for the opportunity 
of serving as priests in Siberia. Emphasizing candidates’ teaching back-
ground had two advantages, according to Vostorgov: experienced parish 
teachers had a well-developed mind and sense of self-discipline; and ten 
years of service allowed the teacher an opportunity to observe and study 
“the pastoral and spiritual life among the common people [narod].” In 
fact, Vostorgov viewed experience among the common people in areas 
such as missionary work, preaching (both “in the church setting and out-
side of it”), and leading church choirs as highly desirable traits.47 This 
elevation of practical experience over educational  credentials – most 
strikingly, seminary education was not required for enrolment in the 
courses – reflected Vostorgov’s position that the ability to communicate 
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and teach ordinary parishioners was the most important consideration 
when selecting priests. He aimed to find the hidden talent of imperial 
Russia by targeting capable  people who had a strong connection to the 
church, but who thus far had  limited opportunity to serve.

Vostorgov did not tout this initiative as a training institution for colo-
nial priests, yet neither did he present this plan as a temporary solution. 
In many ways, the early twentieth century was a transitional moment 
for the church as the system of clerical education and recruitment 
needed to evolve; however, a consensus on a new system had not coa-
lesced.48 While Vostorgov presented the Pastoral Courses as an easy way 
to address the crisis in Siberia, in reality it was a new training method 
aimed at producing priests competent in church doctrine who could 
also speak the language of the people and engage in serious missionary 
work in the face of a growing sectarian crisis. In essence, he wanted to 
train men who could address the conditions plaguing modern parishes.

To be eligible for the program, candidates had to agree to eight con-
ditions. These conditions revealed both what was required of the par-
ticipants and what they could anticipate from the courses. For example, 
participants were expected to pay their own way to Moscow: those 
needing financial assistance would receive only three kopecks per 
 kilometre to the nearest train station and the cost of a third-class ticket 
to Moscow. Once in the spiritual capital, participants would receive 
shelter, food, heat, light, and linens for free. There was also the pos-
sibility of a stipend for participants’ families of up to fifteen rubles a 
month. (It should be noted, however, that course administrators pre-
ferred unmarried men – this in sharp contrast to the general expecta-
tion that Orthodox parish priests be married.) In exchange, once they 
had completed the courses, participants were expected to travel to a 
diocese chosen by the Holy Synod to start their five years of service. 
To facilitate their travel beyond the Urals, graduates would receive a 
second-class ticket from their last place of service to the capital of their 
new Siberian diocese. From the treasury, they would receive a salary of 
between 300 and 600 rubles a year, and in most parishes, although not 
all, a home would be supplied for them.49

The first instalment of the courses lasted only four months, begin-
ning on 15 October 1909 and ending on 15 February 1910. This time 
frame proved too short, and the following year it was extended to 
eight months. Participants in the courses received training in theology, 
church sermons, church discipline and regulations, pastoring, the doc-
trines of sectarian and schismatic groups, church songs, basic hygiene, 
and church architecture.50 Although Vostorgov’s name dominated the 
press coverage of these courses, in reality an entire team of Orthodox 
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clergymen taught the Moscow participants, with Vostorgov’s individ-
ual efforts focused on theology, church sermons, church regulations, 
and practical leadership for pastors.51

The courses proved extremely popular. For the 1910–11 course, 
Vostorgov received over 2,000 applications from all over the empire. 
Only 177 representatives from 54 dioceses were admitted. Of those 
accepted, 27 were deacons, 32 were cantors, and 111 were teachers. The 
courses also admitted people from backgrounds often thought unlikely 
to produce a parish priest; these included a military officer, a doctor, 
a police officer from St. Petersburg, a bureaucrat, an official from a 
railway station, and even a former Old Believer. The majority of the 
participants – 159 – were “Russians,” a term that did not distinguish 
between Russian, Ukrainian, and Belarussian backgrounds. Other eth-
nic groups, however, also attended, with 18 participants from various 
groups, including 5 Chuvash, 2 Koreans, a Tatar, a Mordvin, a Zyrian, 
a Kazakh, a Cheremis, an Iakut, and a Moldavian, among others. Six of 
the “Russian” students also had knowledge of languages spoken by a 
minority group in the empire.52

State officials showed interest in evaluating Vostorgov’s initiative. In 
1911, Semen Bondar, an official in the MVD specializing in the study 
of the Baptists, filed a report on the Pastoral Courses in Moscow. As 
Vostorgov had left the city on one of his many trips, Bondar was unable 
to witness the powerful orator in action. His report was nonetheless 
filled with praise for Vostorgov’s methods of moulding students into 
priests with a missionary and pastoral focus. Indeed, these courses pre-
sented a new model for training priests as Vostorgov aspired to produce 
“zealots of pastoring.” In particular, Bondar appreciated that Vostorgov 
established a practicum for his students to develop their preaching 
skills. At the evening service on Saturday night and at the liturgy on 
Sunday morning, students preached in sixty Moscow churches. This 
type of practicum, Bondar noted approvingly, was also favoured by the 
Baptist Seminary in London.53

In addition to these events, Vostorgov had initiated evening gath-
erings called “popular missionary lecture halls.” At these gatherings, 
held during the week, students from the courses engaged with the 
congregation. For example, at Novospassky monastery, interlocutions 
(sobesedovanie) were held three times during the week. On Sundays and 
holidays, students conducted edifying readings; two days a week they 
led choir practices, which typically drew between 50 and 80   people. 
On average, attendance for the other nights garnered between 400 and 
500 people. According to Bondar, the audience consisted of people from 
the “lower classes.”54
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Bondar attended one of these interlocutions, in which three Moscow 
pupils preached to approximately five hundred people. Bondar 
described the course participants as speaking “simply and unpreten-
tiously and holding the lectern firmly and confidently.” He appeared 
impressed that such simple and enthusiastic words held the congrega-
tion’s attention. At these events, parishioners were encouraged between 
speakers to participate in worship through the singing of hymns. 
Vostorgov had a pamphlet published of the most common chants of the 
Orthodox Church, which cost five kopecks.55 The entire evening pro-
jected the values Vostorgov sought to cultivate in his priests: engage-
ment in worship and not simply the performance of rites. Bondar 
recognized that an essential quality of Vostorgov’s program was its 
training of priests who understood the lives of the common people and 
would be prepared for the hardship of service in Siberia. As he wrote, 
“[These participants] are people ... accustomed to living in an atmos-
phere of intense labour. Besides, the majority of them come from the 
common people, and know their life [and] their needs.”56 Bondar left 
this experience impressed by the educational system that Vostorgov 
had created. It differed so resolutely from the “soulless mechanism” 
of other spiritual schools that he proposed that it should be held three 
or four times a year as a “preaching school” under the tutelage of the 
metropolitan of Moscow. Such a development, argued Bondar, would 
“bring significant benefits to the Orthodox Church.”57

Despite Bondar’s recommendation, the Pastoral Courses in Moscow 
continued to serve only the settler communities in the eastern bor-
derlands of the empire. After completing the courses, priests received 
assignments to new parishes in Siberia. This proved to be a confusing 
time for graduates, as many priests remained uninformed about the 
characteristics of their parishes. One graduate, Ivan Mel’nichenko, wrote 
a note without an addressee in which he enquired about the state of his 
assigned parish. He had no idea, for instance, if his new parish had a 
church or a school; he also did not know how to get to his destination.58

This note landed on the desk of a bureaucrat at the Resettlement 
Administration in St. Petersburg, who was unable to answer such 
questions without help from local officials in Semipalatinsk. A telegram 
arrived in St. Petersburg from the province, providing the details that 
Mel’nichenko required.59 In less than two weeks from Mel’nichenko’s 
original letter, M. Chirkin, from St. Petersburg, had responded to the 
incognizant priest, relaying to him the most pertinent points. He was 
assigned to the village of Malorossiiskii (which was in the middle of 
nowhere, located approximately three hundred kilometres from the 
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far-flung city of Ust-Kamengorsk), and while the village had a school, 
the church and the home for the priest were still under construction. 
The parish was small, with only 1,385 parishioners of mainly Ukrainian 
descent. Chirkin also advised the priest on the route by which he would 
travel: he should catch the Trans-Siberian train from Moscow to Omsk, 
where he would board a steamship to Semipalatinsk, and he should 
present himself to the local officials upon arrival.60 They would, appar-
ently, look after the details of taking Mel’nichenko the rest of the way.

Training Missionary Priests

Vostorgov created courses not only to produce more priests for Siberia, 
but also to educate local clergymen in the fight against sectarianism. 
In 1912, the Holy Synod granted Vostorgov permission to lead two 
Pastoral Missionary Courses in the cities of Khabarovsk and Tobol’sk, 
in addition to his other Siberian duties scheduled for that summer. 
Although some Siberian dioceses had already organized short train-
ing events to educate the clergy on some of the key questions of faith 
at the heart of the battle against sectarianism, Vostorgov’s Pastoral 
Missionary Courses were substantial events in which participants gath-
ered for three weeks to learn how to fight against the propagation of 
sectarian and schismatic groups.61

The reaction to the courses was overwhelmingly positive. The gov-
ernor of Tobol’sk, Andrei Stankevich, praised this system of educating 
priests, reporting to St. Petersburg that it taught them more about sec-
tarianism than “any books [or] treatises.”62 The Holy Synod’s mission-
ary council applauded the courses and Vostorgov’s work, expressing 
the desire that more be organized for the next year.63 On the final day 
of the Tobol’sk courses, Bishop Aleksii (Molchanov) expressed his grat-
itude to Vostorgov. After thanking him for presiding over the courses, 
the bishop addressed the controversy surrounding the archpriest and 
his work in Siberia. In light of the “terrible anger and envy” directed 
toward Vostorgov’s activities in Siberia, Bishop Aleksii felt compelled 
to highlight how these initiatives had helped to alleviate some of the 
strain caused by colonization. He praised the archpriest for the comple-
mentary work of both sets of courses, which tackled key issues arising 
in Siberia. Bishop Aleksii ended his speech by assuring Vostorgov that 
he would have an honoured place in the history of the religious life of 
Russian settlers to Siberia.64 Despite his kind words praising Vostorgov’s 
diligent work in Siberia, Bishop Aleksii’s comments also acknowledged 
that not everyone viewed Vostorgov’s activities as uncontroversial.
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The Qualities of a Settler Priest

The “terrible anger” referenced by Bishop Aleksii flowed fiercely and 
publicly from the diocese of Omsk. During his brief tenure as Omsk 
bishop, Vladimir engaged in a concerted campaign to establish a local 
seminary and to stop the flow of graduates of the Pastoral Courses in 
Moscow (known as Vostorgovtsy) into his diocese. He challenged the 
suitability of recruits sent from these courses, contending that Omsk 
diocese would prosper if he could train priests locally. The bishop even 
placed the growth of sectarianism in Omsk squarely on the shoul-
ders of Vostorgov and his pupils. These men, complained the bishop, 
were completely unprepared for pastoral work and they corrupted 
the Orthodox population with their negative personal characteristics, 
which included “ignorance, crudeness, arrogance, non-recognition of 
authority, stubbornness, [and] especially self-interest.”65 With such men 
leading Orthodox flocks, argued Bishop Vladimir, Baptist preachers 
found fertile ground in the diocese. Bishop Vladimir claimed to have a 
stack of cases proving the disruption and harm caused by Vostorgov’s 
pupils. However, he directed his harshest judgement at Vostorgov, call-
ing him a half-educated archpriest who had done irreparable damage 
to the dioceses beyond the Urals by wasting tens of thousands of rubles 
on the Pastoral Courses in Moscow that could have been used to train 
clergy locally.66 Bishop Vladimir asked the Holy Synod to withdraw 
financial support from Vostorgov and the courses.67

An aristocrat by birth and a former member of the Preobrazhenskii 
Regiment, Bishop Vladimir had a keen intellect and a reverence for 
female company.68 Despite his association with the highest echelons of 
Russian society, including Tsar Nicholas II, Vladimir renounced the sec-
ular world in 1899 and entered the Kazan Theological Academy.69 After 
graduation, he received a position in the Russian Orthodox Church 
serving the Russian embassy in Rome, but his tenure was cut short by 
scandal. After engaging in similar salacious behaviour in the Russian 
embassy in Paris, Vladimir returned (or was returned) to Russia. In 
1907, he became the bishop of Kronstadt, a vicar bishopric under the 
authority of the metropolitan of St. Petersburg. Vladimir remained 
in this position for four years until his posting to Omsk in 1911. His 
career in Omsk was lively but short-lived: two years later, the Holy 
Synod transferred him to Polotsk as a vicar bishop. He would even-
tually land in Penza, where he was defrocked by the Holy Synod in 
1917. This development, however, did not end Vladimir’s career, as he 
started his own “Free People’s Church” and emerged as a favourite of 
the Bolshevik regime after joining the Renovationist movement.70
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It is difficult to pinpoint exactly when hostilities began between the 
two men. By the fall of 1911 Bishop Vladimir had submitted a complaint 
to the Holy Synod against the archpriest, citing Vostorgov’s interference 
in a diocesan matter pertaining to a graduate of the Pastoral Courses in 
Moscow, Ioann Kislovskii. Vladimir accused Vostorgov of flouting the 
power of the local diocese and breaking canonical law (one of Bishop 
Vladimir’s favourite accusations against Vostorgov) by personally pre-
senting Kislovskii’s petition to the Holy Synod.71 After revealing that 
Bishop Vladimir had declined to meet with him during his summer trip 
to Siberia, Vostorgov defended himself to the metropolitan of Moscow, 
Vladimir (Bogoiavlenskii), denying that he had communicated with the 
Holy Synod about Kislovskii’s dispute with Omsk diocesan authorities. 
Furthermore, he claimed that graduates from the program understood 
that his authority ended with their assignment to Siberia. He reminded 
the metropolitan that 286 men had completed the courses and none of 
them had broken the rules in their postings.72

The feud went public in 1912 with a speech given by Vostorgov to the 
graduates of the third Pastoral Courses in Moscow. The speech, pub-
lished in the Holy Synod’s widely read Supplement to the Church News, 
received its title – “Whom shall I send?” – from Isaiah 6:8, in which 
Isaiah answers God’s call to be a prophet. In the speech Vostorgov 
painted a dreary picture of Siberia. For Vostorgov, Siberia was a land 
without churches, devoid of the religious culture found in European 
Russia. It was also a place inhabited by criminals and political exiles, 
many of whom preached socialism and atheism. Finally, he presented 
Siberia as a region with a history of isolationism vis-à-vis Russia, which 
bred a local spirit of separatism.73

Vostorgov also noted that historically, Siberian parishes had developed 
with only a few churches spread out thinly over vast distances. This geo-
graphical reality had limited the contact between priests and their parish-
ioners, creating an environment in which parishioners only saw their 
priests during the performance of rites. While he acknowledged that per-
forming rites in such an environment was indeed a great feat, in reality 
Russian settlers could not live under such conditions as they needed to 
engage in a host of religious activities on a regular basis, such as the lit-
urgy, services for the dead, public and private prayer, Akafist hymns, reli-
gious conversations, and sermons. Siberia’s history of political instability 
demanded that settler parishes have strong leaders who could connect 
these pioneers to European Russia. According to Vostorgov, graduates 
from the Pastoral Courses in Moscow served this function well: they 
would carry their experiences of the spiritual history of Russia and of 
Orthodox piety to Siberia, helping the settlers to maintain these ties.74
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Vostorgov recognized that tensions between local clergy, church 
administrators, and the Moscow graduates would exist. Using the 
metaphor of scorpions, Vostorgov warned his students about the new 
environment and people they would encounter. Even local diocesan 
officials, according to Vostorgov, had the potential to sting the Moscow 
graduates: “Sometimes you will be stung poisonously [zhalit’ iadovito] 
even by church figures [tserkovnye deiateli] who themselves grew up 
and were educated in the old Siberian conditions of life.”75 Without 
providing any concrete evidence, he claimed that many local priests, 
while they did not themselves want to serve in settler parishes, would 
nonetheless be indignant if Moscow graduates received these assign-
ments. As well, the innovative training graduates received in church 
work would show the faultiness of local methods and would lead to 
“poisonous bites.” Reminding the graduates that their training had 
prepared them for this duty of serving settler parishes, Vostorgov 
encouraged them to view these tensions as another hardship that they 
should meekly endure.76

Vostorgov’s speech, in combination with Bishop Vladimir’s dislike 
of graduates from the courses, briefly opened a window for Omsk cler-
gymen to express publicly their grievances with this system. In real-
ity, the themes of Siberia and Siberian priests appeared sparingly in 
Vostorgov’s article. Yet, these small references to the Siberian clergy 
took on a life of their own, and their interpretation at the local level 
revealed deep-seated anger among Omsk priests toward the policies 
instituted in their diocese from the imperial centre. Public responses to 
Vostorgov’s article appeared in two places: an anonymous article by “a 
Siberian Priest” (who had arrived six years ago from European Russia) 
in the unofficial section of the Omsk Diocesan News as well as in the pro-
ceedings of the seventh Omsk diocesan congress. In these forums, the 
Omsk clergymen challenged Vostorgov’s conclusions on all fronts: from 
the ability of local clergy to work in settler parishes and the character-
istics of Vostorgov’s trainees to the legitimacy of the Pastoral Courses 
in Moscow. Strikingly, all three of Vostorgov’s detractors were priests 
originally from European Russia and two had confirmed clerical family 
backgrounds. These men’s responses appear to indicate a willingness 
among European Russian priests living in Siberia to adopt a Siberian 
regional identity when speaking to the imperial centre.

The clergymen in Omsk diocese interpreted this article as an attack 
on priests in Siberia in an official church publication. The local clergy 
expressed their disappointment at the thought that educated people 
in European Russia would base their impression of Siberia on this 
portrayal.77 Father Aleksandr Troitskii, originally from Tver province, 
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accused Vostorgov of slander (kleveta) against the clergy of Omsk and 
repeatedly called Vostorgov’s words “lies.”78 According to Father Ioann 
Vinogradov, a transplant to Omsk diocese from the province of Simbirsk 
(present-day Ulyanovsk), Vostorgov had gravely offended the Siberian 
clergy with his mockery of their work.79 These men wanted to set the 
record straight when it came to the graduates of the Pastoral Courses in 
Moscow and local religious conditions in Siberia.

The criticisms levelled at Vostorgov’s pupils can be divided into two 
categories: ability and attitude. In terms of ability, Omsk clergymen 
argued that fast-tracking these priests for Siberia left them untrained 
and unprepared to do the work of a parish priest. Omsk priests claimed 
that it was impossible to learn how to competently perform the liturgy 
and pastor parishioners in such a short period of time.80 Instead of 
sending highly prepared, well-educated, and innovative priests trained 
in homiletics, catechism, and missions to Siberia, as Vostorgov claimed, 
the graduates of these courses were ineffective teachers who did not 
know the rites of the Orthodox Church and had to be taught how to 
perform the liturgy by local priests.81

In terms of attitude, the Omsk clergymen claimed that Vostorgov’s 
priests displayed an arrogant disregard for diocesan authority. As one 
priest remarked,

For them, the local diocesan administration does not exist, because they 
consider themselves subject to the Holy Synod and their teacher, Vostor-
gov. Pride, unsociability, arrogance, roughness, and many other [traits] 
adorn the majority of alumni of the Moscow Pastoral [Courses].82

These priests also appeared not to care that they did not understand 
the spiritual regulations governing their position. Instead of follow-
ing the rules of the ecclesiastical administration (dukhovnoe vedomstvo), 
they simply used their own personal judgement (lichnoe usmotrenie). 
For example, Omsk priests accused the Vostorgovtsy of performing 
marriages without the proper documentation required by the consis-
tory.83 For the Omsk clergymen, the Vostorgovtsy’s lack of knowledge 
of Orthodox rites, combined with their arrogance and disrespect of 
local diocesan structures, should have disqualified them from being 
appointed to the position of parish priest.

Local priests further objected to Vostorgov’s negative presenta-
tion of the local clergy and the state of Russian Orthodoxy in Siberia. 
According to representatives of Omsk clergymen, by describing Siberia 
as a land “without churches,” Vostorgov created the impression that 
the local population lived without faith. They also accused Vostorgov 
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of planting in the minds of these graduates the idea that Siberian 
church figures might “sting” them, which “instigated his pupils against 
the native Siberian clergy.”84 Vostorgov’s trusted position meant that 
his students took these provocative images literally, arriving in Siberia 
with preconceived negative perceptions of local life and of the ability of 
local clergy. To challenge this picture, one priest from European Russia 
contended that the local clergy had not “stung” him upon his arrival 
and that most other European Russian clergymen had similarly posi-
tive experiences in the diocese.85

Omsk clergy also took offence at the portrayal of Siberia as the home 
of a separatist and revolutionary spirit that desired to free itself from the 
monarchy and from Russia. In reality, according to Father Vinogradov, 
it was in European Russia, not in Siberia, that a “terrible revolutionary 
fire” burned. Instead of being incited by the political teachings of the 
exiles, old residents reacted with laughter to their propaganda. In fact, 
Siberian priests witnessed the puzzlement (nedoumenie) of their parish-
ioners in the face of these ideas.86 Only local clergy, they argued, could 
understand the political mood among the local population – not priests 
trained in Moscow or an archpriest who only viewed Siberia from the 
“windows of railway cars and the deck of a steamship.”87 In the eyes 
of Siberian priests, the mood sensed most often in their parishes was 
patriotism and loyalty to the tsar.88

They also objected to how Vostorgov presented the Siberian laity as 
devoid of spiritual culture. To draw attention to the misleading rep-
resentation of Siberian religious life, one author noted that old residents 
showed a greater willingness to support their church and clergy with 
their own funds, in contrast to the settlers – Ukrainians in particular89 – 
who sometimes even converted to sects in order to avoid paying for 
parish life. This situation stood in sharp contrast to parishes of old res-
idents, who, despite “living without churches,” held firm to the faith 
of their ancestors in the face of sectarian preaching.90 These priests 
expressed concern over religious life in settler parishes, commenting 
that many had been “infected” (zarazhennyi) by sectarianism.91

Finally, the clergy of Omsk connected the existence of the Pastoral 
Courses in Moscow to the absence of a local seminary. At the seventh 
diocesan congress, the clergy requested that the bishop once again 
appeal to the Holy Synod to build a seminary in Omsk and to stop send-
ing priests trained in Moscow. They insisted that these priests  fostered 
“animosity and hatred” in the diocese.92 The courses, one priest argued, 
were not created to respond to the needs of Siberian parishioners; 
rather, they owed their formation to ego and politicking in European 
Russia.93 Instead of sending these people to Omsk diocese, members of 
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the local lower-ranked clergy should be promoted as they had proven 
to be better candidates for the priesthood.94 Local clergy, it was argued, 
had the added advantage of wanting to stay in Siberia, in contrast to 
the graduates from Moscow, who travelled to Siberia for material gain 
and would return to European Russia after their mandatory five-year 
terms had ended.95

In this tense atmosphere, Dmitrii Karneev, a graduate of the first 
Pastoral Courses in Moscow and a priest in the district of Pavlodar, 
wrote a defence of the Vostorgov-trained priests.96 In this article, which 
was submitted to the diocesan journal, Karneev admitted that he could 
not stop the barrage of slander thrown at Vostorgov, and despite his 
great loyalty to his mentor, he quickly moved on to assess the accu-
sations against the Moscow graduates. One of the main criticisms 
aimed at this group was their lack of experience and knowledge of reli-
gious rites. Karneev admitted that the first cohort of graduates could 
have been better trained; however, he argued that very few graduates 
showed the level of incompetence assigned to them. Admitting that a 
few might fall short of expectations, Karneev nonetheless questioned 
why the unpreparedness of a minority should taint the reputation of 
the majority. And he astutely raised the point that most Siberian priests 
had never met a graduate of Vostorgov’s courses, as the majority of 
priests in Omsk were not from the program.97

Karneev freely admitted that many men relocated to Siberia for the 
opportunity to improve their material circumstances. However, he 
accused all European clergymen, not just the Moscow graduates, of 
choosing Siberia to escape their impoverished lives. Karneev reminded 
readers that the author of the Omsk Diocesan News article also left his 
parish in European Russia six years earlier. If this author could accuse 
priests trained in Moscow of being motivated by “Siberian gold,” could 
the same accusation not be made against him? He proposed that those 
who had found “the good life” in Siberia were hostile to any new arriv-
als, viewing them as competitors. Criticism and hostility became their 
weapons against the new clergy who threatened their material liveli-
hoods. Karneev experienced this directly at the first deanery council 
he attended, where he had to endure abuse from local priests, who 
even refused to take his hand.98 These virulent attacks on the Moscow 
graduates, argued Karneev, created an inhospitable atmosphere for 
these men serving in Siberia. Instead of being judged by their actions, 
they were being judged by their origins. Under such difficult circum-
stances, graduates had a legitimate reason to want to leave Siberia, and 
yet they stayed, remaining committed to serving Siberian parishes in 
their adopted homeland.99 Karneev’s article, however, would not be 
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published. Word arrived from his dean that diocesan officials con-
sidered it “one-sided.” Instead, Karneev sent a copy of his defence to 
Vostorgov, thereby preserving it for the historical record.

At the beginning of April 1913, during his speech closing the fourth 
Pastoral Courses in Moscow, Vostorgov attempted to thaw relations with 
clergymen in Siberia. He acknowledged that his speech from last year’s 
graduation had been misinterpreted as a critique of the Siberian clergy. 
To clarify his position, Vostorgov warned this next batch of young priests 
not to enter their new dioceses in Siberia with pride or self-conceit. He 
praised Siberian priests for their commitment to their parishes and for 
the work they had achieved under such strenuous conditions. He called 
on the graduates to learn from the clergy living in Siberia who under-
stood the conditions and particularities of local life in the region, as these 
men had flourished in conditions that priests from European Russia sim-
ply could not comprehend. The speech gained wide circulation after it 
was published in the Supplement to the Church News in early May.100

Likely Vostorgov’s words reached the ears of the new bishop of Omsk 
before the article appeared in print. At the end of April, Bishop Andronik 
petitioned the Holy Synod for permission and funds to establish a 
short missionary course for July. In light of Bishop Andronik’s request, 
the Holy Synod assigned Vostorgov to hold his Pastoral Missionary 
Courses in Omsk, allocating 3,000 rubles to the event.101 One hundred 
and seventy Omsk clergymen, along with fifteen from Tobol’sk and 
fifty from the diocese of Tomsk, attended the courses for three weeks 
in July, which garnered coverage in local and national church publica-
tions. An article in the Omsk Diocesan News described Vostorgov’s final 
lecture as “produc[ing] a deep impression on the audience” through 
the lively way he presented the materials.102

At the end of the courses, an Omsk clergyman presented Vostorgov 
with an icon of the Mother of God (Bogomater’). An address deliv-
ered by the clergyman emphasized the difficult road ahead for the 
Russian Orthodox Church as it struggled with the enemy of sectari-
anism. According to the speaker, the growth of sectarianism in Omsk 
necessitated measures like the training of priests to engage in pastoral- 
missionary work. Vostorgov’s leadership in this area was much appre-
ciated, as the speaker acknowledged:

Believe, dear leader, that your words and instructions, speeches and 
 living example of pastoral zeal and missionary work will never be erased 
from our memory. In the far and neglected villages of our diocese, we 
will keep in mind everything that we learned in the courses under your 
leadership.103
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The speech made no mention of the tensions of the past and instead 
focused solely on fighting sectarianism in Siberia.

Despite the controversy surrounding the graduates, the Pastoral 
Courses in Moscow continued to be operated until the end of the 
empire. These men were strongly supported by state officials. Prime 
Minister Petr Stolypin, who met these priests on his journey across 
Siberia, wrote of the favourable impression that these graduates had 
made on him, describing them as demonstrating “deep faith” as they 
undertook their work with an ardent commitment.104 The governor 
of Semipalatinsk referred to the “selfless” and “useful” work per-
formed in his jurisdiction by these priests.105 Aleksandr Kologrivov, 
an MVD official who visited the Omsk region to investigate the 
growth of sectarianism, also spoke positively of these graduates, 
although he noted the negative view that diocesan officials had of 
them. Even though their fellow clergymen levelled criticisms against 
these priests, Kologrivov stated that parishioners liked these men and 
admired their “selflessness [and] readiness at any time to assist with 
good advice in spiritual and solely worldly matters.” He viewed these 
qualities as important for priests under modern conditions (sovremen-
nye usloviia) and he believed these men would help, not hinder, the 
state of Orthodoxy in the region.106

And yet, even with these words of praise, Vostorgov was abruptly 
removed as course administrator in 1913. His supporters blamed Chief 
Procurator Sabler for removing Vostorgov after pressure from “the Left 
in the Duma,” as that body was stalling the release of 53,000 rubles to 
pay for graduates’ travel expenses to Siberia.107 Aleksandr Tregubov 
reprehended his fellow Duma delegates for their critique of the Pastoral 
Courses in Moscow, pointing out that Siberian dioceses needed priests 
and that the majority of graduates from the program were good peo-
ple and fine priests.108 Even with Vostorgov’s exit, state administrators 
continued to support the courses. In 1915, GUZiZ officials expressed 
their support by calling the courses both “desirable and useful,” not-
ing that the approximately 560 candidates that had finished the pro-
gram only placed a small dent in the problem of clerical shortages in 
the borderlands.109 Aleksandr Naumov, who became the minister of 
agriculture in late 1915, described the continuation of these courses as 
“extremely necessary.”110 Even Siberian dioceses with seminaries could 
not solve their priest shortage; they, too, relied on the Pastoral Courses 
in Moscow to provide candidates to fill settler parishes. In 1916, the 
Holy Synod assigned sixty-three graduates to eleven dioceses.111

Even without control over the courses, Vostorgov continued to be 
intimately involved in the expansion of the church in Siberia until the 
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collapse of the empire, travelling to the region to monitor the spiritual 
needs of settlers for the Holy Synod.112

•
With the advent of colonization, dioceses in Siberia faced the deepening 
challenge of recruiting educated men to fill the vacant priest positions 
in their parishes. Palpable concern existed among the church elite that 
such vacancies would aid in the spread of sectarianism across Siberia, 
particularly in Omsk diocese, where Baptists had already demonstrated 
the effectiveness of their message in reaching Orthodox believers. 
With settlers arriving daily, action, not debate, was needed. Instead of 
encouraging local solutions – the most logical and traditional being the 
establishment of a seminary in Omsk diocese – the Holy Synod decided 
to support Vostorgov’s innovative yet unproven idea of training lower- 
ranked clergy, teachers, and others from diverse, non-clerical back-
grounds as special priests for settler parishes. Foregoing the traditional 
seminary curriculum, Vostorgov aspired to produce missionary pastors 
who could inspire and connect with their predominantly peasant audi-
ence. The Pastoral Courses in Moscow represented a new approach for 
recruiting and training the empire’s clergymen.

While it is doubtful that graduates of these courses were as incompe-
tent as the dissenting members of the Omsk clergy claimed, they none-
theless became a lightning rod for a general sense of discontentment 
among certain segments of the local clerical population who resented 
the imperial centre’s interference in local diocesan life. These factors 
encouraged the formation of a regional identity in protest against the 
imperial centre, even among priests originally from European Russia. 
However, the discord in the clerical ranks cannot be solely attributed to 
tensions between the centre and the periphery. With the weakening of 
the clerical estate in Siberia, the diversity of social backgrounds among 
Omsk’s clerical population contributed to these tensions as clergymen 
struggled to find unity within their own ranks.



Chapter Five

Living and Dying among Strangers

On 30 August 1914, Andrei Semenovich Soltanovskii died from the 
hardship of being a priest in Siberia.While that was not his official cause 
of death, Soltanovskii’s obituary in the Omsk Diocesan News neverthe-
less characterized his tenure as a priest in the district of Kokchetav as a 
 formidable experience. For this son of a deacon born across the empire in 
Bessarabia, it was not easy shepherding seven thousand parishioners liv-
ing in scattered villages over a span of fifty-three kilometres.1 According 
to his obituary, Soltanovskii’s spiritual talents had gone unrecognized in 
his homeland, and in 1900 he joined the great Siberian migration, trav-
elling to this “far away and cold” land. Soltanovskii struggled to adapt 
to “completely new conditions of life and work” as he cared for this 
sprawling parish, regularly rushing from village to village over rough 
terrain in severe weather to tend to the needs of his parishioners. In one 
instance, the poor priest waded through frigid water during the spring 
melt with his sacred equipment held above his head as he endeavoured 
to arrive in time to bless his parishioners’ food, allowing them to break 
their Easter fast and properly greet the risen Christ.2

Difficulties related to weather, distance, and inadequate roads could 
hardly have surprised Soltanovskii. Unexpected, however, was the 
absence of a spirit of religious unity among Orthodox settlers in Siberia. 
Ioann Savel’ev, Soltanovskii’s eulogist who was also a transplant from 
European Russia, described how these parishioners from “immense 
mother Russia” engaged in disputes and disagreements over differences 
in habits, customs, and religious rites. Many of Soltanovskii’s parish-
ioners arrived from the Ukrainian-speaking province of Chernigov, 
while the rest had migrated from various villages in European Russia.3 
As different types of lived Orthodoxy collided in his parish – especially 
Ukrainian and Russian traditions – Soltanovskii faced the challenge of 
bringing spiritual unity to these settler communities.
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This obituary unintentionally raises a variety of themes related to 
the role of lived religion in the formation of migrant communities on 
the imperial periphery. Across Omsk diocese, settlers established thou-
sands of new villages, in addition to transforming the villages of old 
residents (also known as starozhily and Sibiriaki), which grew in size. 
Settler villages were composed of a number of groups from various 
parts of the empire; sometimes one group constituted a majority while 
other times settlers from fifteen different provinces inhabited the same 
space. Even if the population of a specific village was relatively homog-
enous, the parish in which it was located likely contained represent-
atives from several different provinces. Colonization brought people 
together from various backgrounds who almost overnight became 
neighbours, fellow villagers, and parishioners.

As the vast majority of the millions of pioneers to Siberia belonged 
to the Russian Orthodox Church, ostensibly this faith should have 
provided a firm foundation on which to recreate village life. From the 
outset, however, divisions appeared in these settlements. For example, 
neighbours often spoke Russian with local inflections and sometimes 
even spoke a different language altogether.4 They wore clothing and 
followed the customs, both religious and secular, of their home com-
munities in European Russia.5 Such outward displays of difference 
sometimes created hostilities. Although some scholars have argued 
that colonization created a “project of the ‘great Russian nation’ in 
which ethnic lines did not prevail” and in which settlers “acutely 
felt their Russianness ... stripped of local particularities,” an intimate 
portrait of parish life shows that the dissolution of former identities 
required both time and effort.6 At least initially, Russian Orthodoxy, 
one of the strongest pillars of this empire-wide identity, continued 
to be shaped by particularities imported from local communities in 
European Russia.

As Russian colonization was predicated on the idea of strengthening 
the empire through the transplantation of a unified Russian culture, the 
appearance of dissonance in the ranks of Orthodox settlers raised ques-
tions about the efficacy of Orthodoxy as a cultural tool for transforming 
Siberia. State officials in St. Petersburg showed little concern for this 
issue, as they focused their attention on the broader project of funding 
church building rather than the nitty-gritty realities of daily life in par-
ish communities. Save for a few priests, even the Omsk clergy, at the 
forefront of this local drama, struggled to articulate the challenges they 
encountered pastoring in these composite communities. Nonetheless, 
the steady appearance of references to tensions over religious practices 
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5.1 An old-resident village in western Siberia. Aziatskaia Rossiia, vol. 1 
(St. Petersburg, 1914), 184–5.

in sources produced by settlers, the clergy, and state officials reveal the 
depth of this issue.

One of the main recorders of the tensions found in Siberian settler 
villages was Ioann Goloshubin, a congenial man with a bushy beard 
who belonged to a growing contigent of local priests who viewed 
themselves as experts and keepers of local customs and knowledge in 
the Russian Empire.7 Born in 1866, Goloshubin was originally a priest 
in Tobol’sk diocese, but he found his parish reassigned with the forma-
tion of Omsk diocese. He pastored his flock with vigour until he retired 
(or was removed for his outspokenness, according to Soviet sources) 
from his parish in 1913.8 Later, he was elevated by the Soviet regime 
on the basis of his regular contributions to regional newspapers as a 
talented native Siberian writer and folklorist. In the local diocesan jour-
nal, Goloshubin authored intimate ethnographic portraits of religious 
life in rural Siberia, particularly in the series “From the Impressions of 
a Village Priest,” in which he described the trials and tribulations of 
shepherding a parish community of old residents and settlers.
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Lived Religion under Colonization

For many years, scholars of Christianity have viewed the parish as a 
battleground between official and popular belief, with the institutional 
church fighting against parishioners’ ignorance of the tenets of their 
faith. Beginning in the 1990s some scholars challenged this dichotomy, 
arguing instead that the term “lived religion” better captured the real-
ities of daily religious belief. These scholars have shown the need to 
“take seriously believers’ own assertions that what they were doing 
was Christian even if their practices may appear to differ substan-
tially from official teachings.”9 In breaking down this boundary, they 

5.2 Father Ioann Goloshubin. Omsk State Museum of History and Regional 
Studies, Omk 14962.
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recognized the role that priests played in sustaining beliefs and rituals 
outside the realm of formal theology. Working under the realities of 
parish life, a flexible approach to theology and ritual practice on the 
part of the priest could help to strengthen or expand religious com-
munities.10 Priests, however, not only participated in negotiating the 
boundaries between official and unofficial rituals; they also performed 
an essential role in reinforcing localized religious traditions.

As a heavily ritualized faith, Russian Orthodoxy required a tre-
mendous amount of religious infrastructure to be practised properly: 
consecrated churches and access to priests were vital for Orthodox 
parishioners. Clergymen performed an essential role since both litur-
gical and many extra-liturgical rituals required their participation. The 
general structure of religious practice was replicated across the empire, 
and the liturgy, the sacraments, veneration of icons, processions, feasts, 
and the church stood at the heart of these religious traditions. Yet as 
a faith practised in a predominantly rural country whose population 
was restricted in its mobility, Russian Orthodox rituals acquired embel-
lishments and ornamentation in local settings.11 Peasants were physi-
cally tied to the village of their ancestors because of the organizational 
structure of the commune, which gave the community regulatory con-
trol over the land.12 This created highly localized practices that rooted 
Orthodox communities in a particular place.

Despite pressure to standardize and unify religious rites and ritu-
als during the long nineteenth century, the heterogeneity of practices 
within Christian confessions was staggering. Many studies have called 
into question the notion that “religious belief ... represented a unified 
‘cultural system’ of coherent, mutually reinforcing symbols promoted 
by ecclesiastical institutions.”13 Gregory Freeze was one of the first 
scholars to recognize the full diversity of Russian Orthodox belief and 
the important role that localized popular practices played in the forma-
tion of Russian Orthodox identity for rural communities. He showed 
that investigations into religious life in the countryside by parish cler-
gymen and ethnographers uncovered “a mind-boggling kaleidoscope 
of what was ostensibly a common faith and common ritual.”14 By the 
late nineteenth century, this “kaleidoscope” of customs, so vividly 
demonstrated during the colonization of Siberia, continued to shape 
the countryside despite the church hierarchy’s efforts to reform the 
 parish and to harmonize Orthodox practices.

In Omsk diocese, local priests encountered all sorts of variations 
on Orthodox rituals that peasants demanded be practised. In turn, 
these settlers also experienced the diversity of Omsk’s clerical estate. 
Although these men had chosen the same calling, they brought different 
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backgrounds and experiences to their position as pastors in Siberian 
parishes. Customs that appeared normal to a priest raised in Poltava 
province might seem strange, or even abhorrent, to a priest born and 
raised in Siberia, and vice-versa. The diverse social backgrounds of 
parish priests added another layer of complexity to the local dynamics 
as priests with a peasant background might understand the practice 
of these rituals differently than those born into clerical families and 
trained in the seminary. In Omsk diocese, when the priest hesitated 
to perform a particular ritual, the decision about whether to acquiesce 
often depended on various factors, including his own background, 
whether the demand was thought to be egregiously against church 
doctrine, and competing definitions of appropriate Orthodox practice 
among his parishioners.

Cracks in Community Life

As settlers began building their villages along simple dirt roads, argu-
ments quickly arose over agricultural, religious, and cultural customs. 
In a letter to the Village Herald, a new settler from Akmolinsk province, 
Fedor Korban, wrote: “Our main trouble is that the population is from 
twenty-three provinces and we cannot ‘sing in unison’ with each other; 
hence, disorder in community affairs.”15 A clerk from Akmolinsk prov-
ince, Gerasim Tsybenko, living in the settler village of Donskoe, com-
plained in the same publication that the moskal’ (Muscovites or Great 
Russians) from Samara province often neglected to observe restrictions 
on working during holy days and Sundays as they cultivated their 
fields during the summer months. Tsybenko, who self-identified as 
a khokhol (a term for Ukrainians), viewed this and other of the Great 
Russians’ customs as impermissible and sinful behaviour according to 
the laws of God. In his eyes, such transgressions angered God, who 
responded by punishing the village. Tsybenko interpreted the poor har-
vest experienced in Akmolinsk province as judgement for these sins.16 
In a community with strong divisions – as illustrated by Tsybenko’s use 
of the terms moskal’ and khokhol, which, depending on their use, had 
both pejorative and complimentary connotations – tensions between 
groups only worsened under the strain of an agricultural crisis, a fre-
quent occurrence in Siberia.

Divisions existed not only among settlers, but also between settlers 
and old residents (Sibiriaki). Tikhon Bobylev, a peasant living in Tomsk 
province, began his letter to the Village Herald by clarifying that he was 
not an old resident: “Although I live in Siberia, I am not a Sibiriak.” 
Instead, he was a settler who had travelled to the region from western 
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Russia after hearing a land scout praise the richness of the land. Instead 
of finding the promised garden of Eden, however, Bobylev discovered 
a religious wasteland. The neglected and dilapidated churches in his 
region did not evoke the glory of God, particularly in his own par-
ish church, with its faded icons and horizontal cross, which had been 
knocked over by the wind. When the community attempted to raise 
funds to repair the church, Bobylev wrote, it encountered difficulties, 
with settlers unable to contribute out of poverty (bednost’) and Sibiriaki, 
even though they were wealthy, displaying an unwillingness (nezhela-
nie) to contribute.17 Despite their shared “Russian” and Orthodox 
heritages, settlers characterized Sibiriaki as miserly, inhospitable, and 
ignorant of how religious life should be properly organized.

Old residents, in turn, harboured their own prejudices against their 
new neighbours. They often preferred their own relatives and friends to 
the waves of settlers arriving on their doorsteps. Some resented the reor-
ganization of their parishes to accommodate this influx of people, as in 
the case of the village of Zotinoi in the district of Tiukalinsk. In a petition 
protesting the transfer of their village from the parish of Kulikovskoe 
to that of Potaninskoe, parishioners listed a number of objections, 
including the size of the proposed church, which would leave women 
and children to freeze on the porch; the necessity of crossing the Om 
River at an inconvenient spot to attend church; and the close relations 
between the villagers of Zotinoi and their old-resident neighbours in 
Kulikovskoe. As the parish of Potaninskoe was filled with settlers, the 
old-resident inhabitants of Zotinoi questioned whether the two groups 
would have amiable relations.18 This animosity, however, could change 
over time. Five years after this petition, the village of Zotinoi once again 
appealed to the Omsk diocesan consistory to break these ancient ties 
and join them to the settler parish of Bogdanovich, composed primar-
ily of pioneers from Poltava, Chernigov, Kiev, Kherson, Samara, and 
Tula. Zotinoi became the only village of old residents in the parish.19 In 
this petition, the Om River now constituted a barrier to their continued 
membership in the parish of Kulikovskoe, which partially justified the 
transfer of Zotinoi to a new parish.20

Even the bishops of Omsk observed the disharmony between settlers 
and old residents within Siberian parishes. On a trip through the dio-
cese, Bishop Mikhail gave a sermon in a village that directly touched 
upon the absence of unity within the community. Having heard from 
the dean that tensions existed between the old residents and the new 
settlers in the village, he communicated to parishioners the importance 
of living in Christian peace with each other.21 The animosity between 
the old residents and new settlers was nonetheless displayed when 
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Bishop Mikhail asked the congregation to sing a prayer (molitva) while 
he performed a blessing. Silence greeted the bishop’s request. The priest 
explained to the bishop that general congregational singing in the parish 
had yet to be established because of disagreements among parishioners 
as such discussions created strife between different factions. Turning to 
the crowd, the bishop admonished them for such in-fighting, and since 
no one would sing, he refused to continue blessing them. The parishion-
ers responded with lamentations as they begged the bishop not to stop. 
Most likely mortified by this scene, the local priest invited the bishop to 
visit his home. Bishop Mikhail declined and continued on his journey.22

Under these conditions, events traditionally reaffirming community 
identity in European Russia could lead to displays of division in Siberia. 
For example, Orthodox village feasts and their accompanying proces-
sions (krestnyi khod) offered a space for local residents to explore a com-
munal identity. In addition to several empire-wide celebrations, each 
locality had its own schedule of processions. Historian Vera Shevzov 
has presented feasts and processions as moments when parishioners 
gathered for the common purpose of worship, such as the blessing of 
ground wells or fields, as well as the remembrance of local events that 
had meaning for the community, which could then be added to the 
local church calendar for generations to come.23

In Siberia, such events could reveal cracks in the community, 
as different factions attempted to hijack the proceedings to satisfy 
their own religious proclivities. During a procession in the village of 
Mikhailovskoe, the local priest witnessed just such a disruption when 
one group demanded that the icon be carried down a certain street and 
another insisted on a different route. In the end, one group stood victo-
rious while the other grumbled, swore, and finally simply left the event 
and went home.24 In all likelihood, those involved relived the conflict 
in the subsequent days and instead of binding the community together, 
this procession only served to reinforce its divisions.

In many ways, Orthodox parishes were spaces of negotiation, both 
between parishioners themselves and between parishioners and the 
parish priest.25 One source of conflictual relations was the dual role of 
the rural priest within the parish, who was simultaneously “the main 
liturgical celebrant and bishop’s representative ... [and] part of a local 
rural community that had its own order, customs, and rules for solving 
disputes and organizing activities.”26 While Siberian parishes shared 
many characteristics with their counterparts in European Russia, the 
Siberian context altered how the relationship between parishioners and 
priests developed. Unlike parishes in Voronezh diocese, for instance, 
where different groups were either for or against the priest, religious 
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factions in Siberia primarily developed according to the parishioners’ 
place of origin.27 This created a dilemma for the priest, who had to bal-
ance the interests of different groups in a way that did not exacerbate 
these deep-seated divisions. For example, Ukrainian and Russian peas-
ants shared the custom of ringing the church bells to announce a death; 
Sibiriaki did not.28 In the village of Syropiatskoe, Goloshubin refused to 
perform this custom as he did not wish to offend the local Sibiriaki. Yet, 
in the village of Novosel’e such a refusal would have incurred many 
complaints from his parishioners; he therefore allowed them to follow 
this “Russian custom.”29

Priests also struggled with requests from settlers asking them to 
perform Orthodox rituals just like the priest back in their home vil-
lage in European Russia. To communicate this desire, settlers from all 
over the empire frequently used the phrase “Back home in Russia” (U 
nas v Rossii) in their discussions with their local priests. Such a phrase 
denoted a separation between the priest and his parishioners and the 
rigidity with which peasants held to certain practices. By using this 
phrase, parishioners implied that the priest was unversed in how to 
perform these rituals properly; their choice to correct and edify the 
priest shows that the peasants understood their version of a given 
ritual as an authentic expression of Orthodox belief.

Some priests proved to be more amenable than others to the idea of 
performing rituals “like they do in Russia,” creating conflicts among 
the clergy. These men faced the scenario of either performing the ritual 
or losing out on the fee paid to them if other priests from neighbouring 
parishes proved more willing to undertake this work. A petition from 
Father I. Grushetskii to the Omsk consistory asking that a fellow priest, 
Aleksandr Miroshnichenko, be prohibited from administering rites in 
his parish illustrates the territorial nature of pastoring. Unfortunately, 
the details of this case are sparse; the dean investigated the accusation 
and found that Miroshnichenko only performed baptisms when the 
infant’s life was in danger.30 Despite his exoneration by the consistory, 
the case of a priest originally from Kiev province administering rites 
in a village named Novo-Kiev (New Kiev) raises questions about the 
possibility of different approaches to religious requests. Sometimes, 
these rituals did not even reflect the home traditions of parishioners. 
For example, Goloshubin recalled how a priest from the Caucasus 
or the Don district introduced a new ritual into funeral services that 
Ukrainian peasants appreciated and soon began to request. This ritual 
involved the priest reading from the Gospel and intermittently placing 
the book on the mouth of the deceased.31 Even though such an act had 
no foundation in Orthodox theology or Ukrainian religious customs, 
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according to Goloshubin, both settlers and this priest had incorporated 
this act into the sanctity of Orthodox funeral services.

Since most priests did not grow up in the same geographical locations 
as their parishioners, demands for the performance of “strange cus-
toms” by parishioners often startled them. Goloshubin wrote of what 
he labelled the absurd and inexplicable customs that accompanied set-
tlers to Siberia, identifying Ukrainians from Chernigov and Poltava as 
the worst offenders in comparison to those from the Russian provinces 
of Riazan and Samara. For instance, Goloshubin recalled how his first 
visit to his parishioners for the celebration of the Theophany (Epiphany) 
turned into a lesson on celebrating the holiday like “they do in Russia.” 
Along with a cantor, he walked from house to house, singing hymns, 
sprinkling icons with holy water, and making the sign of the cross. At 
one particular house, the peasant asked him, “Batiushka [Father], why 
didn’t you draw us a sausage [kolbasa]?” Goloshubin, understandably 
confused, asked, “What sausage?,” to which the peasant responded 
in Ukrainian, “The same we draw in Russia.” Peasants had made this 
request several times that day. As a native of Siberia, Goloshubin, had 
no idea what it meant “to draw a sausage,” so he enquired with a prom-
inent settler from Chernigov who had recently married the widow of 
a priest. The settler explained that the peasants wanted the cantor to 
draw a cross on the wall with “Jesus Christ” at the top of the cross, a 
spear and sponge on the sides, and the shape of Calvary at the bot-
tom. The cantor should then turn to the peasant and say, “And here 
is your sausage.” For his work, the peasant typically paid the cantor 
either two or three kopeks or a sausage.32 Goloshubin, an experienced 
priest trained at Tobol’sk seminary, found himself re-educated on how 
to celebrate the Theophany.

Even when priests decided to indulge peasants in their native cus-
toms, the results could be unexpected. One Russian priest thought that 
he understood the customs of Ukrainian settlers in his region. During 
the same ceremony that Goloshubin described, this priest directed 
a young boy, filling in for the cantor, to draw a cross on the wall of a 
wealthy Chernigov settler.33 The settler, confused and outraged by the 
boy’s actions, cried out while the priest was still singing. The priest con-
tinued with the ritual and, after it was over, responded to the peasant: 
“Why didn’t you let him draw the cross? Isn’t this your native custom?” 
To which the peasant, from Chernigov, replied, “Batiushka, at home in 
Russia the cantor draws a prayer on the wall, not a cross.” The exchange 
illustrates how even sharing the same provincial homeland did not 
mean that peasants performed rituals in the same way. Even though 
both examples of “drawing the sausage” involved peasants from 
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Chernigov, the actual performance of the ritual was slightly different. 
These differences, while seemingly small, held great importance in the 
eyes of the peasants. As demonstrated by the emphatic reaction of the 
settler from Chernigov, the slightest change altered the ritual’s meaning.

While the practice of “drawing a sausage” confused Siberian parish 
priests, it did not in their eyes result in the grave offence occasioned 
by many other practices. Indeed, some caused the local priest to pause 
and ponder whether he could perform such an act in good conscience. 
At the funeral for a young boy, a peasant handed Goloshubin an iron 
spade and said to him, “Batiushka, seal my boy for me.” Not  knowing 
what to do, Goloshubin completed the Orthodox service for the dead 
(panikhida) and used the shovel to sprinkle dirt on the grave, saying, 
“The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof.” After the peasant 
informed him that this action was incorrect, Goloshubin learned the 
art of sealing an Orthodox grave. In the ceremony, which is still per-
formed in contemporary Ukraine, the priest uses a spade to make a 
cross at all four corners of the grave.34 Ukrainian peasants believed 
that the act of sealing the grave kept the deceased in the ground. As 
historian Christine Worobec has shown, Ukrainian peasants were con-
cerned about the dead walking the earth and even, from time to time, 
opened graves to drive a stake through the heart of the deceased.35 
While Goloshubin made no reference to a belief in the walking dead, 
he did express his apprehension with performing this ritual; however, 
he noted that “Russian priests” (presumably referring to priests from 
European Russia) appeared not to share his concern.

As frustrations mounted within newly constructed parishes, the 
clergy of Omsk searched for ways to support each other. In 1902, at the 
congress of the clergy of Omsk, a resolution was put forward to estab-
lish an annual gathering at which deans could discuss the “unprece-
dented incidents and puzzling questions” caused in local parishes by 
the “enormous flood of settlers into Omsk diocese from different places 
in Russia.”36 As the resolution implied, Omsk clergymen often observed 
occurrences during the celebration of rites that required deliberation, 
presumably to decide what was acceptable and to share experiences 
and tips on how to handle tensions in their parishes.

But it was not only the performance of rituals and rites that divided 
Orthodox communities in Omsk diocese; for settlers, outward dis-
plays of difference could be just as important. The distinction between 
the spiritual (religious rituals) and the secular (accents, clothing, and 
customs) in settler villages is artificial as parishioners regularly con-
flated the two categories. Accents and customs marked one’s authentic 
membership within the community as much as the “proper practise” 
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of religious rituals.37 Father Ioann Vostorgov witnessed the tension 
that diversity in language and customs created in settler parishes; he 
commented that these tensions caused local communities to split into 
factions and henceforth avoid each other. When interactions did occur, 
quarrels (ssory) would break out as they laughed at other groups’ pro-
nunciation of Russian words and ridiculed the customs of their neigh-
bours. Vostorgov recalled one settler village in which Russian peasants 
from Voronezh engaged in a battle with Belarussian peasants from 
Vitebsk. By engaging in these conflicts, he noted, the villagers “spoiled 
one another’s lives.” During one of his trips to Siberia, he witnessed 
the humiliation of a Mordvinian family as they endured the jeers of 
their Russian neighbours because of the clothes they wore and their 
accented pronunciation of Russian words.38 Such hostility, Vostorgov 
argued, poisoned both the social and religious life of the village.

Common language arguably created the intimacy necessary for the 
formation of strong communities. Father Nikolai Venetskii claimed, 
likely exaggerating for effect, that settlers in one of his parish villages 
had roots in twelve different provinces and spoke twelve different dia-
lects (narechie) of Russian.39 As he travelled through his parish, Venetskii 
also saw how the differences between the Ukrainian and Russian 
 languages exacerbated tensions between these groups. Venetskii pro-
vided an example of a peasant from Poltava trying to interact with her 
neighbour from Olonetsk province (in the Far North) in Ukrainian. Her 
strange phraseology, according to Venetskii, elicited a look from the 
Olonetsk neighbour that would cause anyone to laugh. Even though 
both shared a peasant background and were members of the Russian 
Orthodox Church, these commonalities were not enough to produce a 
basic understanding, let alone the bonds of friendship. Venetskii, who 
travelled through the villages of his parish, recalled how after hearing 
him speak Ukrainian, one peasant woman and her mother from Poltava 
province opened up about the difficulties of settlement.40 The women’s 
reaction shows the immediate kinship that a common language created. 
While language alone did not cause an insurmountable divide between 
people in Siberia, it did much to influence the initial level of goodwill 
between neighbours, as well as between parishioners and priests.

Echoes of the Union

The task of imposing standards, of fighting against popular beliefs, 
was not a straightforward process. While priests effortlessly formed 
judgements on the acceptability of specific practices, in reality, the line 
between theologically sound and erroneous practices was oftentimes 
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not clearly demarcated. In settler parishes, priests showed their own 
biases, demonstrating both acceptance and intolerance of the same reli-
gious customs – particularly among the large number of Ukrainian set-
tlers in Omsk diocese, who drew the most attention from clergymen in 
the region – as they contemplated the curious and troubling customs 
witnessed among these peasants.

For these clergymen, the practices of local peasants were shaped 
most directly by the religious context of the Ukrainian-speaking 
provinces from which the settlers came. In the late nineteenth cen-
tury, the issue of the Uniate Church – or Greek-rite Catholics – deeply 
 concerned Russian Orthodox leaders. The church, which emerged at 
the end of the sixteenth century, followed Catholic doctrine while per-
forming Orthodox rites. Priests in Siberia, aware of this fact, watched 
Orthodox peasants from Ukrainian provinces closely for any signs of 
Catholic influence in their religious rituals.41 They understood icons 
as one potential indicator of this influence. In one settler home, Father 
Venetskii recalled seeing a primitive icon of the death of Jesus, which he 
identified as showing signs of its Catholic theological origin.42 Peasants 
also requested variations to liturgical rites that priests regarded as 
being influenced by Catholicism. While baptizing a child, for example, 
Goloshubin noticed how the people gathered around the basin reacted 
fearfully to this act. Upon further investigation he learned that these 
spectators had come to watch “how the priest bathes [kupat’] the child.” 
Goloshubin’s performance of the rite elicited great astonishment among 
the settlers; they explained to him how, back home in Russia, the priest 
poured (oblivat’) water on the child instead of immersing (pogruzhat’) 
the child, as Goloshubin had done.43 In Orthodox tradition, the priest 
baptizes the child by full immersion, naming each part of the Trinity 
as he submerges the child. Immersion baptism symbolizes “a mystical 
burial and resurrection with Christ” and only a severe illness can jus-
tify the priest pouring the water instead.44 In contrast, Catholic tradi-
tion requires only the pouring of water over the infant’s head. Initially, 
Goloshubin had difficulty believing the peasants; however, comments 
from other members of the clergy confirmed the veracity of this claim.

The ringing of church bells after a death among settlers from Ukrainian 
provinces also caused alarm among the clergy of Omsk diocese. While 
ringing the bell is also Russian custom, Goloshubin’s Ukrainian set-
tlers requested that the bell be rung not only at the time of death, but 
also as the coffin was carried to the cemetery and for a few more days 
afterwards. Goloshubin argued that this was unacceptable.45 He was 
not the only priest who deemed these demands excessive. The clergy 
of the diocese – so disturbed by this custom – placed it on the agenda 
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of the 1909 Omsk diocesan congress. The congress heard descriptions 
of these “offensive” burial rituals. To promote unity (edinstvo) in the 
practices of Orthodox believers, members of the congress asked the 
bishop to restrict the ringing of church bells in association with death 
rituals and prohibit burial processions.46 Most likely, these clergymen 
had raised this issue at the congress because it had created problems 
in their own parishes. By taking a collective position, these men sup-
ported religious uniformity within the community – and indeed, a rul-
ing on this problem at the congress encouraged priests to stand united 
against any deviation in practice.

Embellishments incorporated into other rites startled many Omsk cler-
gymen, who questioned the appropriateness of altering the sacraments 
to accommodate the customs of peasants from Ukrainian-speaking 
provinces within the empire. For Goloshubin, the marriage custom of 
binding the hands of the couple with an embroidered ceremonial linen 
towel was particularly puzzling.47 He labelled this practice an “absurd 
demand,” an assessment shared by Father Nikolai Kudriavtsev, who 
also saw this custom as an indictment against the impiety of settlers from 
Ukrainian provinces. Listing a number of other transgressions, includ-
ing indifference to the church and attending confession only out of habit, 
Kudriavtsev identified settlers from Ukrainian territories as particularly 
susceptible to the influence of sectarianism and prone to misunderstand-
ing Orthodox practice.48 As Kudriavtsev wrote, “There are many other 
rituals [obriady], especially among settlers, which do not agree with 
church liturgical practices.”49 In his description of the  hand-tying ritual, 
Kudriavtsev used the term “the sacrament of marriage” to emphasize 
the impropriety of such an act. He offered the example of settlers’ treat-
ment of communion to further illustrate how they viewed rites “not as 
a sacrament, but as a ritual.” Kudriavtsev complained how a young 
Ukrainian settler (he used the term khokhol) arrived after the liturgy to 
ask him for communion before undertaking a trip back to European 
Russia. Kudriavtsev refused the request, to which the peasant, clearly 
irritated, responded in Ukrainian, “Are there different laws in Siberia, 
Batiushka? We have communion at any time.”50 For Kudriavtsev, this 
request embodied the flippant religiosity of this group of people.

Not all clergymen agreed with this assessment of Ukrainian set-
tlers. Father Afanasii Liasetskii, for example, took umbrage at the way 
Kudriavtsev criticized Ukrainian piety. In his article “In defence of 
Ukrainian settlers,” Liasetskii reminded readers of the long historical 
struggle waged by Ukrainians in the western borderland of the empire 
against the Catholic Church – a battle fought on behalf of Orthodoxy. 
He acknowledged that Ukrainians had been affected by this struggle, 
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writing, “Many customs and rites of the Little Russians have  remnants 
and echoes of the union [uniia]. But if they in any way harmed Orthodoxy, 
the holy Church would have long ago adopted proper measures to  
eradicate this ‘evil.’ ”51 As for these alterations in the performance of 
rites, Liasetskii failed to see the harm. He argued that acts like ring-
ing the church bells during the procession to the graveyard or binding 
the hands of wedding couples had religious meaning for settlers. For 
instance, the custom of ringing the church bells proclaimed the death 
of a fellow believer and reminded people that one day they, too, would 
have to face the judgement of God. To dispel Kudriavtsev’s argument 
that Ukrainians viewed the sacraments lightly, Liasetskii wrote:

In Little Russia, when meeting a priest carrying the sacraments, everyone 
drops to his knees, bowing his head to the ground, without looking at 
what type of ground is under his feet: dry or mud or snow. He remains in 
that position until the priest has taken a few steps from him.52

In Liasetskii’s eyes, Ukrainian settlers demonstrated a deep commit-
ment to the Orthodox Church and therefore they should be allowed to 
keep their religious idiosyncrasies.

In part, the priests’ various positions can be explained by their own 
personal experiences of Orthodoxy. Liasetskii, a former student of the 
Podolsk ecclesiastical seminary, located in the western borderlands, had 
an intimate knowledge of Ukrainian communities before his arrival 
in Siberia.53 In contrast, Goloshubin only encountered Ukrainians for 
the first time – outside of the novels of Nikolai Gogol – in Siberia. 
Kudriavtsev, for his part, was a graduate of the Vologda seminary, 
located north of Moscow, in a region with few Ukrainian-speakers.54 
Even though all three had been educated in ecclesiastical seminaries, 
they originated from different parts of the empire and their defini-
tion of tolerable peasant religiosity reflected their backgrounds. What 
appeared to Goloshubin and Kudriavtsev as absurd (and perhaps 
superstitious), Liasetskii interpreted as reasonable and meaningful to 
settlers’ practise of Orthodoxy.

Remembering the Lost Homeland

The obstinacy shown by settlers in relation to their religious prac-
tices can, in part, be explained by their tremendous sadness at leav-
ing their home villages. The physical and economic sacrifices brought 
about by the trek to Siberia paled in comparison to the emotional hard-
ships caused by leaving family, friends, and the familiarity of life in 
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their former villages. Ioann Petrov, who worked as a travelling priest, 
commented that it was not only poverty and hunger that contributed 
to the abject state of settler communities – it was also the separation 
from their homeland and their close relatives.55 Petrov was not the only 
priest to raise homesickness as a significant factor influencing settlers’ 
adaptation to their new lives.

Memories of what they had left behind coloured the way settlers inter-
acted with their new surroundings as they sought to keep their former 
homeland alive through their religious practices. This was not unique 
to settler culture in the Russian Empire. In the case of the Canadian 
Prairies, settlers nurtured ties to the Old World while laying claim to 
their new land by sacralizing their villages with references to their for-
mer homelands in cemeteries, churches, shrines, and place names.56 
Similar processes took place in Siberia. For example, the villagers of 
Mikhailovskoe in Petropavlovsk district, the majority of whom arrived 
in Siberia from Chernigov province, wanted to commemorate their 
homeland by commissioning an icon of the newly canonized bishop 
of Chernigov, Feodosii (Uglitskii). Instead of choosing to have the icon 
written in Siberia, the settlers placed an order in the city of Chernigov; 
this would allow the icon to be blessed with the relics of Saint Feodosii. 
Upon its arrival, almost the entire village met the icon in a procession.57 
The villagers now had a physical reminder of their spiritual homeland.

Settlers’ celebration of religious rituals could serve as a stark and 
painful reminder of the community they left behind. Duma represent-
ative and priest Aleksandr Tregubov travelled through settler villages 
in the district of Pavlodar, performing the liturgy, consecrating grave-
yards, and blessing wells, crops, livestock, and homes. For Tregubov, 
meeting settlers in villages so far away from their homelands created a 
sorrowful picture – he emphasized how, despite their initial happiness 
at meeting, a sense of sadness saturated his interactions with them.58 
Particularly during holidays, memories of joyous religious celebrations 
in their homeland contrasted sharply with their current spiritual isola-
tion, causing despondency among the faithful. In one village, parish-
ioners described how their Easter celebration turned mournful as they 
remembered the life they had left behind in European Russia. Even the 
risen Christ could not alleviate their grief. As they told Tregubov,

When midnight came, we sang “Christ has risen” but we could not  finish – 
everyone burst into tears. We remembered our native villages, the call of 
the bell to vespers, the joyful sounds of voices hurrying to church, an illu-
minated church, the solemn liturgy, and here we are abandoned, forgotten 
by all, and deprived of the joy of the great celebration.59
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These occasions caused settlers to remember what they had left behind 
and how much they had sacrificed to journey to Siberia. The poignancy 
of these people’s loss remained strong: to forget the customs and tradi-
tions of their former communities constituted a betrayal of their family, 
ancestors, and friends.

Consequences of Difference

Many priests became convinced that if conflicts over religious cus-
toms continued, settlers would lose their faith. As the missionary 
priest Pantleimon Papshev summarized, “Having become accus-
tomed from their birthplace to well-known customs, they cannot 
get used to new ones. They consider these new customs as some-
thing less holy and less worthy of veneration than their native prac-
tices.” Papshev, a graduate from the missionary seminary in Ardon 
(in the diocese of Vladikavkaz), observed that settlers “all have dif-
ferent customs and religious rites, which sometimes seem to others 
not only ridiculous, but also reprehensible.” Disputes between the 
practitioners of these different rites caused both sides to feel “some 
sort of unpleasant, bitter aftertaste in their souls and annoyance that 
what earlier seemed so pure and perfect to them is now condemned 
and ridiculed.” This unpleasantness eventually turned them away 
from the church, into the arms of sectarians or down the path toward 
religious apathy.60 Therefore, disenchantment with Orthodoxy was 
caused not by the rationalization of religious beliefs, but rather the 
disruption brought about by colonization, which challenged the 
communal aspect of faith that traditionally bound parishioners 
together through a tapestry of liturgical and extra-liturgical prac-
tices. Mockery by members of their own community – even if that 
community was newly formed – constituted a bitter pill for peasants 
to swallow. It caused feelings of shame for peasants, who suddenly 
had to face accusations that their traditional way of practising the 
Orthodox faith was wrong.

Not all settlers, however, meekly submitted to the judgement of 
 others. Local priests told stories of peasants stubbornly clinging to 
the traditions of their home communities in European Russia, in spite 
of criticisms from the clergy and other settlers. In all likelihood, the 
strength of one’s faction within the community contributed to that 
individual’s ability to hold tenaciously to the religious customs of 
one’s homeland. Those who settled in communities with a sizable pop-
ulation from the same region stood a better chance of protecting their 
religious customs.
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Signs of Compromise

Religious leaders hoped that with time and with strong leadership from 
the clergy, these differences would disappear. The Akmolinsk governor 
argued that engaging local children in formal education was crucial for 
developing a common identity among the next generation. Through 
their interactions in schools, children had an opportunity to create a 
sense of community that otherwise eluded their parents.61 Vostorgov 
cited the Caucasus and the Volga region as illustrative examples of 
Russian resettlement in which original difference no longer mattered 
after ten to twenty years of living and worshiping together: settlers in 
these regions spoke like each other and practised the same Orthodox 
customs and rituals. According to Vostorgov, the priest was at the heart 
of this process as he could establish unity in church practices.62 Only 
under the leadership of the parish priest could settler peasants be reas-
sured in their faith and joined to their neighbours under the shared 
identity of Orthodox belief.63

But despite this faith in the capabilities of Orthodox priests, these men 
were limited, in terms of both training and in resources, in how they 
could respond to the challenge of creating religious unity. Orthodox 
leaders had developed strategies for priests to address issues like alco-
holism or sectarianism in their parishes; however, it appeared that priests 
received little guidance on how to create solidarity in  settler communi-
ties. Instead, settler priests improvised their responses as they became 
acquainted with their parishioners. Some engaged in the most basic 
form of community building: the construction of churches. The village 
of Pokrovskoe was truly in the middle of nowhere, located almost nine 
hundred kilometres from the diocesan capital on the Kazakh steppe.64 
In this settlement, Father Vasilii Peshekhonev understood church 
building as a means of creating a sense of community where none pre-
viously existed.65 Despite the difficulties of working in a settler parish 
in which parishioners originated from different provinces and divided 
into factions based on these local identities, Peshekhonev persevered in 
his objective of building churches. Parishioners initially resisted these 
initiatives. One village in the region refused a church on the grounds 
that it would be a financial burden. When it finally relented, the parish-
ioners offered only minimal support. Undaunted, Peshekhonev trav-
elled from Ust-kamenogorsk to Semipalatinsk, raising funds for church 
building in his region; he also found experienced workers who could 
build inexpensive churches. The four churches built in his parish were 
a testament to Peshekhonev’s labour. This feat was noticed by the gov-
ernor of Semipalatinsk, who praised Peshekhonev and the energy he 
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brought to church building on the steppe, even requesting that Grigorii 
Glinka reward these efforts with the Order of St. Anna (third class), an 
honour given to those who served with distinction in either the civil 
service or the military.66

To encourage community events, priests travelled regularly in their 
parishes to perform religious services and meet with parishioners. 
Father Nikolai Venetskii provides a glimpse of the religious improvisa-
tion that took place under the difficult conditions found in the province 
of Akmolinsk. Travelling through his parish, Venetskii performed ser-
vices and rituals for his parishioners under makeshift tents. In the vil-
lage of Sofievka, young and old villagers helped to ready the tent and 
old women decorated the inside. During one service, Venetskii gave 
a sermon on forgiveness because he had heard of hostilities between 
Ukrainian (Little Russian) and Russian (Great Russian) villages; during 
another service he witnessed the powerful singing of Ukrainian tenors 
and performed baptisms and prayed for the deceased. These events, 
and the socializing that occurred afterward, provided an opportunity 
for the priest to interact with parishioners over tea and to hear about 
their daily lives as settlers. In this particular village, Kazakhs and grass-
hoppers were the focal point of villagers’ complaints, with the former 
stealing horses and the latter ruining crops.67 Venetskii listened sympa-
thetically to these concerns and worshiped with the parishioners, thus 
reminding them of their spiritual connection to the Russian Orthodox 
Church, and indeed to each other.

The influx of settlers created opportunities for the reinvention of 
 village life in old-resident parishes, especially as many of these  villages 
lacked churches. New settlers helped with the financial burden of 
building a church and supporting a priest, as well as strengthening the 
village’s application for permission to build from the Omsk diocesan 
consistory. Settlers could also stimulate a community’s enthusiasm for 
the project. For instance, the arrival of settlers in the old-resident village 
of Paletskii invigorated the village’s efforts to build a church. Despite the 
consistory’s initial rejection of their petition for a government-funded 
church, the villagers continued to push forward, contributing their 
own money to the cause. Finally, seventeen years after the arrival of the 
 settlers, a church was consecrated in the parish.68

The consecration of churches illustrates one way in which parish-
ioners could show communal unity. In 1901, the parish of Potaninskoe, 
in the district of Tiukalinsk, celebrated the consecration of its church. 
This village of more than one hundred fifty households contained 
representatives from over fifteen Ukrainian and Russian provinces. 
The local priest, a graduate of Tobol’sk seminary, Pavel Kuznetzov, 
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acknowledged that despite establishing their new home in Siberia, these 
settlers maintained the customs and rituals of their native homelands 
in both their religious and domestic lives. These differences, however, 
did not hinder the local community from organizing quickly and effec-
tively to build a church when a neighbouring village failed to meet its 
obligation to open a parish. The inhabitants of Potaninskoe petitioned 
to collect wood from a state forest for this purpose and secured financ-
ing from the Emperor Alexander III Fund.69 The consecration ceremony 
for the church allowed parishioners a moment of pageantry mixed with 
a form of worship distinctly different from that seen in their daily lives. 
Three priests performed the service with two choirs in a church lit with 
candles. The powerful and expressive sound of their voices inspired 
awe among the parishioners. For the old residents, who never dreamed 
they would have access to a church, this was also a moment of reflec-
tion. One old resident summarized this feeling as follows: “Who would 
have thought that in this place we would have a church of God!” The 
appearance of a church in the land of Kazakh herdsmen was a symbol 
of unity for its peasant inhabitants.70

The promotion of Siberian saints constituted another technique for 
building a sense of community that transcended local practices. In 1916, 
the Omsk diocesan brotherhood, with support from Bishop Sil’vestr, 
proposed a biography of saints and other faithful who had lived in 
Siberia. The brotherhood argued that such examples of piety would 
educate Orthodox settlers in Siberia.71 The campaign to canonize the 
former bishop of Irkutsk, Sofronii Kristalevskii, which originated in 
Siberia in the early twentieth century, likely started this search for local 
holy men and women. Sofronii gained a reputation for helping down-
trodden new arrivals in their transition to life in Siberia. In 1918, his 
would be the last canonization approved by the Orthodox Church until 
the post–Second World War period.72

•
The history of Siberian colonization shows that settlers told their own 
stories about their faith and how to practise it. The speed with which 
peasants attempted to rebuild their religious lives demonstrates that the 
proper practice of the Orthodox faith remained essential in their eyes. 
Moving across the empire – and in particular, the necessity of build-
ing communities with strangers – challenged their faith. Parishioners 
struggled to look past the different accents, clothing, customs, and 
religious rituals of their neighbours. Such differences proved difficult 
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to overcome, in part, because religious rituals and customs provided 
peasants a way of remembering their homeland. Only time would sever 
these settlers from the past as they learned to live and worship together. 
As life in the diocese of Omsk illuminates, the unified “Orthodox cul-
ture” that the state and the church hoped settlers would transplant to 
Siberia was itself a sort of illusion, even in European Russia. By contrast, 
lived Orthodoxy retained local and regional characteristics throughout 
the empire into the early twentieth century.



Chapter Six

An Anthill of Baptists in a Land of Muslims

Although colonization created many problems for the Orthodox 
Church, none of these dilemmas was quite as disquieting as the growth 
of the non-Orthodox Slavic population in Siberia. In 1913, Andronik 
(Nikol’skii) lamented his new position as the bishop of Omsk to his men-
tor Archbishop Arsenii (Stadnitskii). He would have preferred “quiet 
Tobol’sk,” he said, instead of his assignment to this “anthill of sectari-
anism.”1 Local missionaries agreed with the bishop: they compared the 
growth among settler communities of other Christian denominations, 
especially the Baptist faith, to an infectious disease spreading through 
the diocese.2 By the late nineteenth century, many officials in the church 
and state used membership in the Orthodox Church as a shorthand 
for membership in the Russian nation; it was implied that settlers who 
shed their Orthodox identity had ceased to be “loyal” and were there-
fore politically unreliable.3 In the case of the Baptists, the prominent 
role played by German-speaking communities in that faith’s prolifera-
tion led many to equate Baptist converts with German culture.4 Under 
this assumption, church and state authorities interpreted the arrival of 
ethnic Slavs who practised non-Orthodox faiths in Siberia as a religious 
and political threat to the region’s integration into the empire.

Despite the language adopted by Bishop Andronik, in reality, the 
largest non-Orthodox faith within the boundaries of Omsk diocese was 
Islam, with close to a million adherents. Historically, the tsarist state 
had relied on Islam as a tool of imperial administration; however, the 
situation had shifted in late imperial Russia.5 Although the tsarist state 
continued to practise a policy of religious toleration vis-à-vis Islam 
within the empire, by the early twentieth century, some secular officials 
had grown increasingly suspicious that Islamic leaders, influenced by 
pan-Islamic and pan-Turkish ideas, held political aspirations that could 
threaten the security of the empire.6 In this discourse, the Kazakhs 
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occupied a special position. Unlike the Muslims of Turkestan and the 
Volga region – labelled “fanatical” by many tsarist officials because of 
their commitment to their faith – church and state officials considered 
the Kazakhs only nominally Muslim and therefore “non-fanatical.”7 
Such a benign label, however, did not imply trust on the part of the 
imperial centre. The Kazakhs’ religious identity still placed them under 
suspicion in the eyes of tsarist officials, who expressed concern that a 
politicized version of Islam might deepen its presence on the steppe.8

Under colonization, this politicization of religious identity saw the 
issues of Orthodox resettlement, sectarianism, and Islam become firmly 
intertwined. In Omsk diocese, state and church officials considered 
Orthodoxy as a necessary stronghold (oplot) in the effort to secure the 
imperial regime’s cultural and political interests in the region. In his 
reports, the governor of Semipalatinsk, Aleksandr Troinitskii, argued that 
Orthodox churches and settlers constituted the most effective way to pro-
claim Russia’s control over this territory in the face of external and inter-
nal threats. The presence of settlers, for instance, would serve the political 
function of protecting Russia’s borders by discouraging the Chinese 
Empire from encroaching on Russian territory.9 On the cultural front, 
according to Troinitskii, Orthodox churches and monasteries could serve 
a similar function against internal religious competitors who had designs 
on this land. Local clergymen articulated this vision in their descriptions 
of church building in the region. For example, in 1910, nine years after a 
fire ravaged the Orthodox church in the town of Pavlodar, church officials 
celebrated the laying of the cornerstone of a new cathedral that would 
stand as an Orthodox barrier against the tides of Islam and sectarianism.10

Such celebrated bulwarks of Orthodoxy, however, were not without 
their challenges. Bishop Andronik was not alone in his fear that sec-
tarianism could overshadow the work of the church. Ioann Vostorgov 
expressed his concern that instead of symbolizing the strength and 
power of the Orthodox Church, the dioceses of Omsk, Tomsk, and 
Blagoveshchensk might each be lost forever as “a sectarian stronghold” 
(sektantskaia tsitadel’). As he wrote, “I am ... afraid of the responsibility 
for my silence before the stern judgement of God and before the judg-
ment of history.”11 Such a development could pose a serious threat not 
only to the church, but also to the integrity of the empire. Vostorgov 
blamed the disintegration of the Byzantine Empire on its religiously 
diverse borderlands of Egypt, Syria, and Armenia, which weakened the 
power of the imperial centre. Although he did not accuse  non-Orthodox 
religious believers in Siberia outright of being traitorous, Vostorgov 
argued that only Russian Orthodoxy could attach this borderland to St. 
Petersburg, thereby securing its future in the empire.12
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After 1905, this issue became more pressing. To quell the revolution-
ary fervour rising in the empire, Nicholas II not only created Russia’s 
first parliament, he also approved a number of fundamental changes 
to Russia’s religious laws. Russians could legally leave the Orthodox 
Church (although they could only join another Christian faith) and reli-
gious groups who were formerly persecuted by the state could now hold 
meetings in prayer houses or homes. Inhabitants of the empire had the 
right to freedom of conscience; this was a concept that the state never 
fully articulated, but it offered ordinary people a sense of control over 
their own religious identities.13 While the Orthodox Church still held its 
position as the established church and it maintained the exclusive right 
to proselytize, this change nonetheless profoundly altered the religious 
landscape of the empire. In Omsk diocese, Muslim converts to Orthodoxy 
petitioned to become Muslims once again and Russian Orthodox believ-
ers asked to leave the church for another Christian denomination. 
Freedom of religious conscience increased the fear among Omsk cler-
gymen and provincial governors that Russian Orthodox colonization, 
which was demographically Russifying the provinces of Akmolinsk and 
 Semipalatinsk (albeit at a much slower rate), could be undone through 
the conversion of these settlers to the Baptist faith. Instead of the trans-
formation of this land of Islam into a bastion of Orthodoxy, colonization 
could lay the foundation for the growth of sectarian groups whose loy-
alty to the Russian state could not be guaranteed.

Converting Kazakhs

Omsk diocese, similar to other locations in the empire with a large 
non-Orthodox population, established an external mission dedicated to 
converting people who had never subscribed to the Orthodox faith. The 
Kazakh mission served this purpose, attempting to convert Kazakhs, 
many of whom identified as Muslim, to Orthodoxy. With the estab-
lishment of the diocese in 1895, missionary posts from both Tobol’sk 
and Tomsk dioceses were joined to form the mission, which included 
sites in the provinces of Semipalatinsk and Akmolinsk, as well as two 
monastic communities (Kara-Obinsk in Petropavlovsk and Znamenskii 
near Semipalatinsk).14 The mission’s Orthodox congregation was com-
posed of 13,133 people, with approximately 12,837 Russians and 296 
baptized Kazakhs. Nearly 2,000 Russian settlers also lived in villages or 
farmsteads close to the missionary posts.15

As historian Robert Geraci has shown, contact between Kazakhs and 
Russian settlers created challenges for church leaders interested in mis-
sionary work. His analysis demonstrates that settlers complicated any 
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attempts to present a coherent, unified faith to the Kazakhs as the set-
tlers themselves – according to the missionaries – often had to be edu-
cated in the faith.16 This lack of religious knowledge, combined with an 
absence of churches and schools, inspired initial concern among church 
and state officials that settlers would be vulnerable living among the 
Kazakhs. In his 1894 report, the governor of Akmolinsk expressed his 
fears that the separation of settlers from their homeland, in combina-
tion with their contact with the local indigenous population, might 
lead Orthodox settlers to imitate their Kazakh neighbours.17 According 
to the 1899 report of the Kazakh mission, the missionary stationed at 
the Atbasar post focused his efforts on “unsteady Christians” from 
both the local Kazakh and Russian populations, who showed spiritual 
weakness in this ocean of Islam. The mission post reported only fif-
teen conversions to Russian Orthodoxy from among the local Muslim 
community; in the other direction, the Islamic faith gained two Russian 
apostates.18 As is clear, despite the expressed fear of some missionaries, 
the conversion of ethnic Slavs to Islam in the steppe rarely occurred. 
This stands in contrast to other parts of Central Asia in which church 
officials claimed that the absence of religious support and the inter-
mixing of Russians and Muslims – including Muslim men and Russian 
women – had led some to convert to Islam.19

Despite the relative rarity of this occurrence, settlers used the fear of 
this possibility in their petitions to church leaders. For instance, in 1908, 
a petition from a group of Orthodox settlers requested help opening a 
church and school; in so doing, they insisted on the importance of edu-
cating their children in the faith as the village was situated among the 
Kazakhs, whom the parishioners had “started to imitate [podrazhat’].”20 
This statement, however, should perhaps not be taken too literally. This 
particular village was located in the district of Petropavlovsk, one of 
the most intensely settled areas in the province of Akmolinsk during 
the twentieth century. While Kazakhs still lived in this territory, the 
Russian population constituted a solid majority in this district.21

After the changes to religious rights in 1905, conversions to Orthodoxy 
slowed to only a handful each year.22 The missionaries working with 
the Kazakhs struggled to adapt to these new conditions. Almost imme-
diately after the introduction of freedom of conscience in the empire, 
Kazakh converts petitioned the Semipalatinsk governor to allow them 
to leave the Orthodox faith and return to Islam, claiming they had been 
converted by force or fraud. This changed the dynamics between the 
Kazakhs and the missionaries, causing frustration for the latter as they 
claimed that the laws gave an advantage to Muslim preachers who 
planted hostility toward Christianity.23
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Some officials believed that the settlement of Orthodox colonists in 
this region could help “civilize” the local population by encouraging 
them to adopt a sedentary lifestyle. In 1902, the governor of Akmolinsk 
identified this goal as one of the roles of the diocesan Kazakh mis-
sion.24 Five years later, Governor Troinitskii expressed support for this 
idea, advocating for the movement of Russian settlers to his region as 
a way to gradually settle the Kazakhs.25 He also praised the establish-
ment of a new female monastery in Semipalatinsk as a “reliable strong-
hold of Orthodoxy among the Muslim population” and a  cultural 
centre from which the Kazakhs could be encouraged to acculturate 
to the agricultural practices of the colonial state.26 This idea gained 
greater traction after a trip made by one Duma representative, Father 
Aleksandr Tregubov, through Semipalatinsk and Semirech’e provinces 
in 1909. Tregubov took up this cause, convinced as he was that if the 
Kazakhs embraced a sedentary life, they would be open to conver-
sion to Orthodoxy. He argued that this process would unfold only if 
Kazakhs lived among Orthodox believers, since this would persuade 
them of Orthodoxy’s “superiority” over Islam.27 He argued that the 

6.1 Muslim Kazakhs living on the steppe. INTERFOTO/Alamy Stock Photo.
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Kazakhs never truly believed in Islam and that they showed greater 
openness to Russian influence through schools and churches than 
other Muslims in the empire.28

Initially the Holy Synod hesitated, preferring to delay a decision on 
this issue by sending it to the council on external and internal missions 
for further investigation.29 By 1912, members of the Holy Synod decided 
to support this idea, and the chief procurator communicated their deci-
sion to the Ministry of Agriculture and State Properties; however, the 
Holy Synod stipulated that Orthodox believers should always form a 
majority to safeguard Orthodoxy’s advantage over Islam.30 Officials 
from the Resettlement Administration supported this decision, com-
municating to the governor general of the steppe that this could serve 
as a way of “introducing the indigenous population of the steppe prov-
inces to the Russian state and Russian culture.”31

The local Kazakh population reacted negatively to this initiative. 
A petition to the empire’s Council of Ministers from a village in the 
province of Turgai protested this proposal and called for the Russian 
state to respect its own laws on religion. It accused GUZiZ and the 
Resettlement Administration of violating these laws by promoting the 
settlement of Muslim Kazakhs in villages with a majority of Orthodox 
believers and admonished these tsarist officials to act like civilized 
people by respecting the rights of others. The idea of using demo-
graphics as a tool of conversion and sedentarization highly offended 
this group. Instead of “civilizing” the Kazakhs, the petition argued that 
such a measure would corrupt them as Russian settlers were known to 
have issues with  drunkenness – a problem not shared by their absti-
nent Muslim neighbours.32 While this petition was clearly written by 
“an insider” with a vast knowledge of the laws and structure of the 
Russian imperial regime, it is important to note that by the early twen-
tieth century the Kazakh intelligentsia had grown increasingly vocal 
about their political rights and the problems caused by Russian set-
tlers’ intrusion into their lands.33

Although the idea of Christianizing the Kazakhs through settlement 
was not new, the aggressiveness of this specific proposal reflected 
a growing divide in the empire. Despite the tsarist regime’s historic 
reliance on religious toleration, by 1910, as historian Paul Werth has 
demonstrated, officials had adopted a less cooperative tone with their 
foreign confessions, such that many leaders of non-Orthodox faiths 
now felt a strong sense of hostility from the state.34 In the case of Islam, 
concerns over pan-Islamic thought influenced this tone, with Prime 
Minister Petr Stolypin adopting “strident rhetoric” in relation to the 
Muslim population in the empire.35 On the steppe, Governor General 
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E.O. Shmit warned the imperial centre that Tatar agitators had been 
propagandizing pan-Islamic ideas among the Kazakhs. These activists 
cleverly tailored their message to the Kazakhs’ situation by linking the 
community’s economic crisis with peasant resettlement and calling 
on the Kazakhs to unite with other Muslims to defend their interests. 
While Shmit argued that the Kazakhs could not comprehend the idea of 
belonging to a unified national and religious group, he reported that he 
would monitor the situation and take action if necessary.36

Omsk missionaries, for the most part, did not adopt a politicized tone 
in their work among the Kazakhs. Official reports on the Kazakh mis-
sions focused on the everyday problems of this work rather than on 
where the missions fit into a grand imperial project. Through her anal-
ysis of these reports, historian Yuliya Lysenko has shown that although 
missionaries in Omsk diocese had initially presented a strong sense of 
optimism about their work, after 1905 they began to accept the futility 
of their activities among the Kazakhs.37 Even conversions from Islam to 
Orthodoxy were interpreted under the rubric of religious salvation, not 
politics. For instance, the Omsk Diocesan News reported that Alekberov 
Samakhuddin, a thirty-three-year-old Muslim man, had become 
“Mikhail” after his baptism into the Orthodox Church. The short article 
praised his individual act of conversion but did not draw any wider 
cultural or political conclusions from this event.38

In many ways, Muslim Kazakhs served a symbolic function for the 
local Orthodox authorities in the diocese. In their discussions about 
settlers, church officials often connected negative terms such as “for-
eign” (chuzhoi), “backwoods” (glush’), or “desolate” (glukhoi) with the 
indigenous Kazakhs and the local landscape.39 During his trip to vil-
lages through the eastern part of the province of Akmolinsk, Bishop 
Andronik interacted with local children, questioning them about 
prayers, the lives of saints, and holy days. During these visits the 
bishop blamed the children’s lacklustre performance on their parents, 
scolding local mothers with the following words: “The children do not 
know their prayers, which means that you, mothers, also pray poorly. If 
this continues, then your children will live like the Kazakhs, not know-
ing the Christian prayers.”40 With this comparison, Andronik used the 
Kazakhs as a rhetorical device to chastise the “uncivilized” behaviour 
of Orthodox settlers.

Russian Orthodox clergymen also used the image of Kazakhs and 
Islam to emphasize the transformation of the region initiated by settle-
ment. In his welcome speech to the bishop, Father Simeon Petrov spoke 
of the steppe as a desolate land filled with Mongolian tribes practising 
their Muslim faith; only with the arrival of Orthodox settlers could the 
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light of Christianity shine.41 Andronik responded by praising the local 
parishioners for their role in this process:

Twenty years ago, this space was inhabited by Kazakh nomads and pred-
atory animals. Now your diligence has created a beautiful church, topped 
by a cross. This cross, shining on the church and visible from afar, serves as 
a symbol – a sign that here dwells Orthodox believing people honouring 
the cross of the crucified Christ – the Giver of Life.42

Especially in the province of Akmolinsk, where Orthodox believers 
already formed a majority, church officials often used Kazakhs as a 
symbol of the land’s untamed past and its ultimate subjugation with 
the arrival of settlers.

Keeping the Faith

There is a long history of people considered by the state to be of 
questionable religious character finding shelter in Siberia. Since 
the seventeenth-century schism in the Orthodox Church caused by 
the  reforms of Patriarch Nikon, Old Believers had found sanctuary 
in  the region. They produced thriving communities with their own 
leaders, traditions, and culture outside the immediate gaze of the 
Russian state, and by 1911 this population had reached approximately 
21,865 in Omsk diocese.43 The majority lived in the Bukhtarma region.44 
Surrounded by mountains and located in the far reaches of the dio-
cese, near the Chinese border, the geography and topography of this 
region offered Old Believers a certain amount of natural shelter from 
Orthodox missionaries. While the Orthodox Church considered Old 
Believers to be less of a concern than Baptists, the strength of their pres-
ence in Siberia still caused apprehension.45

Old Believers would be joined by Baptists, Molokans, Doukhobors, 
and others. Although the categories were not standardized, the term 
“dissenters” (raskol’niki) tended to refer to Old Believers who claimed to 
practise the true Orthodox faith, while “sectarians” (sektanty) referred to 
those who had left the Orthodox Church, such as Baptists or Molokans. 
Native Siberian priests held firm to the position that before the arrival of 
Russian settlers, Siberia “was absolutely free and clean from any ration-
alistic sect.”46 Another clerical author articulated a similar position in 
the Omsk Diocesan News: “Ten years ago native inhabitants of the city of 
Pavlodar ... had no idea about Molokan sectarians and shtundo-baptists 
and now these and others appear not only in Pavlodar, but also in the dis-
trict ... Mother Russia [matushka Rossiia] awarded them to us Sibiriaki.”47 
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According to the old residents, sectarianism – viewed almost univer-
sally by church and state leaders as a force corrupting Orthodox souls 
in Siberia – was caused solely by settlers.

Omsk diocesan leaders adopted a fatalistic tone in their references to 
sectarians, as if an unstoppable evil had been unleashed among the set-
tlers. In his 1907 report to the Holy Synod, Bishop Gavriil claimed, “At 
present time, sectarianism grows and multiplies, so to say, not by the 
day, but by the hour.”48 The sectarian population of the diocese grew, in 
part, because the state did not pass legislation to limit the settlement of 
non-Orthodox believers; as a result, sectarians were free to travel to the 
steppe. As one priest complained,

In the resettlement stream pouring into the boundaries of the diocese, 
there are a great number of ready, radical sectarians, propagating their sect 
everywhere: along the journey in the carriage, at transfer stations and after 
settlement in new places. Every year, the resettlement movement grows, 
increasing the general population of the diocese. At the same time, the 
number of sectarians increases through migration and there is no possibil-
ity to fight against this growth. No one can forbid them from arriving and 
settling in Siberia. And dissenters clearly understand all the benefits of life 
here and do not miss using them to their advantage.49

State officials discussed the desirability of controlling the type of set-
tler undertaking the journey; however, in reality restrictions based on 
ethnic or religious background would have been difficult to enforce. The 
metaphor of infection, used to describe the spread of the Baptist faith, 
implied that only the isolation of Slavic settlers from those confessing 
a faith considered heretical by the church could offer a cure.50 At least 
some officials in the Resettlement Administration agreed in theory on the 
desirability of separating sectarians from Orthodox settlers, supporting 
the position of Governor General Shmit, who wrote to the imperial cen-
tre about isolating Baptists from Russian settlers during colonization.51 
However, instituting such a policy, even if desirable, proved difficult: 
Resettlement Administration officials in Akmolinsk province noted that 
information on confessional status was not properly collected and that 
Baptists often misrepresented their religious identity.52

As church officials debated and discussed which conditions helped 
religious dissenters to propagate their faith, they identified the railway 
as a particular point of vulnerability for the Orthodox Church. As the 
church soon realized, the railway provided a path from which sectari-
ans could spread their alleged heresy across the empire, from Moscow 
to Vladivostok.53 At the Chelyabinsk station, sectarians opened a Bible 
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society to supply settlers passing through with religious literature.54 
Towns with railway stations in Omsk diocese gained a reputation 
throughout Siberia as being hotbeds of sectarian activity. Clergymen 
identified three main railway stations – two of which were located in 
Omsk diocese – as “landmark posts of sectarianism.” In these towns, 
sectarians settled and established well-organized networks where lead-
ers and their supporters worked diligently to propagate their faith.55 
Orthodox missionaries often mentioned visiting villages near the rail-
way line in their activity reports.56 The Baptist leader Gavriil Mazaev 
recalled a number of organized and accidental meetings with Orthodox 
missionaries involving the railway. In one case, he met with an Orthodox 
missionary in a public meeting close to Petropavlovsk station to discuss 
differences between Baptist and Orthodox positions on the baptism of 
children.57 During the encounter, Mazaev recognized Omsk missionary 
Dimitrii Nesmeianov, who was accompanied by another priest, as he 
waited for a night train in a station along the Trans-Siberian. The mis-
sionary, the priest, a young woman, and a gentleman joined Mazaev 
around a table, where they debated religious issues.58

Finding reliable statistics for the number of sectarian groups in Omsk 
diocese is difficult; we know, however, that it was not facing a demo-
graphic crisis related to this issue.59 According to the numbers provided 
for the Irkutsk missionary congress in 1910, Omsk diocese included a 
total population of 8,474 sectarians.60 Statistics for Akmolinsk province 
specifically provide another window onto the demographic landscape 
of Omsk diocese. According to the 1913 report of the Akmolinsk gov-
ernor, Baptists constituted only 0.67 per cent of the population; in fact, 
the total number of rational sects (groups who relied solely on reason in 
their interpretation of the Bible) in the province only made up 1.35 per 
cent. In contrast, Orthodox believers made up 57 per cent of the popu-
lation, while Muslim believers constituted 38 per cent.61 Unfortunately, 
the number of sectarians in Semipalatinsk is not available; nonethe-
less, in the twilight years of the empire, Muslims still made up the vast 
majority of the province’s population, with Orthodox believers consti-
tuting less than one-fourth.62

Within Orthodox dioceses across the empire, religious leaders estab-
lished internal missions dedicated to reclaiming people who had left 
the Orthodox faith and preventing future apostasies. During the 1899 
clergy congress in Omsk diocese, the deputies approved the estab-
lishment of two positions dedicated to missionizing the Old Believer 
population and two positions to stem the spread of sectarian faiths; 
they also agreed to create a library filled with publications to aid in 
missionary work. To help cover the cost for the two positions, the 
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congress approved the allocation of money from the sale of candles in 
the diocese.63 By 1910, Omsk diocesan officials had requested another 
missionary position be created. Citing the growth of sectarianism and 
the expansiveness of the diocese, Bishop Gavriil asked the Holy Synod 
for the necessary financial support to hire a missionary to work in the 
province of Semipalatinsk. Calling the request “extremely necessary,” 
Bishop Gavriil emphasized the spread of the Baptist faith in his appeal.64

Secular leaders appointed to the region played a discernible role 
in shaping how the imperial centre viewed the borderlands. In 1910, 
Governor General Shmit caused a stir in St. Petersburg when he stri-
dently placed the issue of sectarianism in Siberia on the imperial agenda. 
In his report, Shmit argued that the state must support Orthodoxy in his 
region and stop the spread of sectarianism perpetuated by the Baptists, 
Adventists, Shtundists, Molokans, and Mennonites, who preached 
their faiths among Orthodox settlers. Shmit’s experience travelling 
through this region had convinced him that the Orthodox Church’s 
inadequate resources and its lack of spiritual leadership each contrib-
uted to this situation.65 Shmit emphasized the “unpreparedness” of 
local priests, who, he claimed, were “often indifferent spectators of the 
victories of militant Baptists.” These priests failed to provide settlers 
with a sense of comfort, turning them into easy prey for Baptist minis-
ters who spoke the language of the village and attacked the Orthodox 
faith convincingly and clearly.66

According to Shmit, the state’s new acceptance of freedom of con-
science only served to weaken Russia’s imperial presence in the region. 
As he made clear in his report, Shmit believed that the strength of the 
Russian state and of its imperial efforts was directly tied to the health of 
Russian Orthodoxy in the empire. As he wrote, “so long as the Russian 
muzhik [peasant] has not lost his Orthodoxy, Russia will remain strong 
and powerful, but with its loss, the dangerous cosmopolitanism, which 
the enemies of our motherland so energetically sow, will take root.”67 
He described settlers as being awash in a world of heresy, of Kazakhs, 
Tatars, and sectarians. In this dangerous environment, Russian peas-
ants needed the support of the state.68

Having read Shmit’s report in horror, Tsar Nicholas II mobilized 
the imperial bureaucracy to provide answers to this crisis.69 Under 
Stolypin’s initiative, collegiate councillor Aleksandr Kologrivov from 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs was sent to assess Shmit’s claims about 
the state of the Russian Orthodox faith in Siberia. Expanding on many 
of the themes raised by Shmit, Kologrivov shared the same perspec-
tive that sectarianism was not purely a religious matter, but rather an 
issue of national importance. Although Kologrivov acknowledged 
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that many Russians who converted were seeking to better themselves 
spiritually, he argued that it was not possible for these peasants to keep 
their nationality (their “Russian soul”) and reject Orthodoxy. According 
to Kologrivov, as these peasants deepened their commitment to their 
new faith, they showed an “indifference to their homeland and the pro-
tection of its interests.” With the loss of their nationality, they became 
more susceptible to anti-militaristic views; they even started to adopt a 
German accent as they showed belligerence toward church officials and 
their own Orthodox neighbours. This should cause the state concern 
in Siberia, he argued, because much of Akmolinsk and Semipalatinsk 
provinces had been infected by Baptists. And the number of adherents 
would only increase with the continuation of colonization.70

Kologrivov admitted that problems existed among local religious 
and secular officials. While there were a number of bright lights within 
the clerical ranks, in general, these men were not of the highest quality. 
As sectarians appeared within their parishes, these priests hesitated, 
not knowing how to react and unable to conduct even the most basic 
conversations about the Orthodox faith with the apostates. Kologrivov 
acknowledged that the state had a role to perform in saving Omsk 
diocese from the clutches of sectarianism; yet, secular authorities had 
failed to curtail sectarians’ illegal activities. The leaders of the sectarian 
movement, particularly Mazaev, had to be stopped, especially since he 
acted as if the laws of the empire did not matter – a stance that only 
served to embolden his followers. If Mazaev continued to engage in 
illegal practices, Kologrivov argued, he should be expelled from the 
region.71 In response to complaints from the clergy that sectarians com-
mitted crimes without receiving any sort of reprimand – infractions 
that ranged from holding unauthorized prayer meetings to blasphem-
ing the Orthodox faith – Kologrivov proposed that the police be better 
educated to address these issues. They should be supplied with instruc-
tions related to sectarianism and encouraged to legally pursue those 
who attacked the Orthodox Church.72

After the 1905 revolution resulted in the possibility of legally leaving 
the Orthodox Church, official conversion from Orthodoxy to other faiths 
increased in Omsk diocese, thereby intensifying official fears associated 
with resettlement and the growth of faiths considered dangerous in the 
region. In the district of Pavlodar, a village of 259 people petitioned 
the Semipalatinsk governor for permission to become Baptists. Bishop 
Vladimir reported that parishioners stubbornly refused to listen to the 
admonitions of the local priest.73 This particular village belonged to a 
parish with a population of over 3,000 settlers, nearly half of whom 
belonged to faiths considered sectarian by the Orthodox Church.74
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The province of Akmolinsk experienced a similar exodus from the 
Orthodox Church. According to the provincial governor, 432 people 
petitioned to leave the Orthodox faith in 1913; this number represented 
a decrease from the year before, when 1,218 people petitioned to leave 
the Orthodox Church, with 1,193 asking to join the Baptist faith.75 This 
information raised enough concern within the imperial bureaucracy 
that after landing on the desks of the Department of Spiritual Affairs, 
the chief procurator, and the Holy Synod, the bishop of Omsk was 
invited to provide an explanation.76 Bishop Vladimir responded defen-
sively to St. Petersburg, insisting that he had kept the Holy Synod well 
informed of the growth of sectarianism in the diocese.77 He offered the 
Holy Synod a litany of explanations for the current situation, including 
a lack of parishes, an insufficient number of missionaries, poorly trained 
priests, and interference from Vostorgov. Bishop Vladimir identified the 
priests trained in Vostorgov’s Pastoral Courses in Moscow as one of 
the main causes of the spread of sectarianism. These men, he argued, 
 possessed such negative personal traits that they pushed Orthodox 
believers into the arms of sectarian preachers.78 New converts to the 
Baptist faith, not surprisingly, disagreed with Bishop Vladimir, instead 
citing the Baptist interpretation of biblical scripture as an important 
motivation for their decision to leave the Orthodox Church.79

Overlapping Missions

In 1910, the same year that Governor General Shmit raised the alarm in 
St. Petersburg over the sectarian situation in Omsk diocese, the Russian 
Orthodox Church held two major congresses focusing on missionary 
activities: the Kazan congress in June and the Irkutsk congress in July.80 
Three representatives from Omsk diocese joined over two hundred 
attendees in Kazan to participate in discussions on missionary work 
among various inorodtsy groups, including the translation of religious 
works into indigenous languages, the opening of schools for the indig-
enous populations, publications directed at converting Muslims, and 
other themes related to building missions and Orthodox parishes.81

The Kazan congress, which focused primarily on the external mission, 
provided Omsk representatives with an opportunity to explore proselyt-
izing to Muslims in the broader reaches of the empire, including in such 
places as Turkestan, Tobol’sk, and the Kazakh steppe. Bishop Gavriil 
chaired one session focused on missioning to Muslims in these areas. 
During this session, the deputy head of the Kazakh mission, a monk by 
the name of Feodorit, gave a presentation on how best to support this 
enterprise in Omsk, recommending land allotments for the missions 
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and access to loans from the state for establishing farms, which, he pro-
posed, would encourage the Kazakhs to adopt a sedentary way of life. 
Feodorit also contributed an article to the Omsk Diocesan News explor-
ing the lessons learned from the congress. He emphasized the dan-
gers to the empire posed by Islam and reiterated claims that Muslims 
showed signs of rejecting Russian state authority, especially through the 
promotion of pan-Islamic thought, whose proponents aspired to create 
their own state within the empire.82 Notably, the majority of the article 
addressed the broader issue of Islam without drawing direct lessons or 
comparisons to the specific situation in Omsk diocese.

In contrast to the Kazan congress, the event in Irkutsk was smaller, 
with only ninety-five participants, the majority of whom were from 
the host diocese of Irkutsk. This did not, however, stop the event from 
receiving substantial coverage in the Omsk Diocesan News. The congress 
highlighted issues related to the internal and external missions, explor-
ing questions relevant to the church’s future work in Siberia, Japan, 
China, and Korea.83 Although this congress considered the issue of 
external missions in Siberia and beyond the boundaries of the Russian 
Empire, the topic of combatting sectarian and schismatic groups occu-
pied an important place on the agenda.84 A report given at the confer-
ence by Nesmeianov, Omsk’s diocesan missionary, provided a detailed 
explanation of the conditions in Siberian dioceses that contributed 
to the growth of sectarianism. He ranked the dioceses of Omsk and 
Blagoveshchensk as sectarian hotspots in the region. Nesmeianov also 
proposed a more substantial institutional framework to reinforce mis-
sionary work, supporting the establishment of a seminary in Omsk and 
a specialized missionary theological academy in the empire. To address 
the issue of colonization, he proposed asking the Holy Synod to appoint 
missionary priests at strategic points along settler migration routes to 
provide spiritual guidance. Omsk diocese also needed to establish more 
parish missionary circles to encourage the participation of the laity. 
Finally, settler parishes in danger of sectarianism should receive prior-
ity consideration in the building of new churches and schools.85

Omsk clergymen not only participated in these congresses to address 
missionary work in the diocese, they also proposed its administrative 
reorganization. In 1910, Bishop Gavriil proposed the appointment of 
a vicar bishop of Semipalatinsk. He offered the Holy Synod a laun-
dry list of reasons to justify the formation of this position. According 
to the bishop, the distance and inconvenience of transportation routes 
between the diocesan capital and Semipalatinsk necessitated such an 
appointment.86 Bishop Gavriil also claimed that the absence of reli-
gious leadership in the region posed a security risk, as the border 
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between Semipalatinsk and China had served as the historical “win-
dow” through which the Mongols entered and conquered Central 
and Western Asia. Finally, he argued that the local Kazakh population 
offered a fertile field for missionary work.87

The growth of the settler population in the province of Semipalatinsk 
constituted another reason for creating the position. Bishop Gavriil 
argued that the multiplying number of Baptists and Old Believers 
among the settler population required vigilance, which only the pres-
ence of a bishop could provide.88 Governor Troinitskii agreed with 
Gavriil that his province suffered from pastoral neglect; he complained 
that parishes existed without any personal oversight from the bishop. 
In those few instances when the bishop bestowed his attention on the 
region, Troinitskii lamented the fact that he travelled down the Irtysh 
in a steamship, thereby bypassing the villagers who needed their faith 
strengthened; a vicar bishopric based in Semipalatinsk would allow 
the bishop to travel extensively and inspire Orthodox settlers to remain 
steadfast in the face of sectarianism.89

By the end of 1911, under the leadership of Bishop Vladimir, the 
Holy Synod created the bishopric of Semipalatinsk and promoted the 
head of the Kazakh mission, Kiprian (Komarovskii), to the position.90 
From the beginning of his tenure as bishop, Kiprian was expected to 
not only provide leadership to the Kazakh missionary posts in the dio-
cese, but also support the pastoral care of new settlers dispersed across 
the province.91 On one such trip to offer spiritual guidance to settlers, 
Bishop Kiprian celebrated the liturgy in the village of Lapteva-Loga, 
established by starving peasants fleeing the 1891–2 famine in European 
Russia.92 These villagers had waited seven long years for the honour of 
hosting a bishop.93 The prospect of Bishop Kiprian performing a service 
generated excitement among parishioners, and, according to the local 
priest, approximately two thousand people arrived at the church, many 
of whom the priest had not seen for a number of years.

From the start of resettlement, missionaries working with the 
Kazakh population struggled to balance their duties with Russian 
 settlers’ growing demands for religious rites and rituals.94 As the 
head of the mission – this was before his appointment as the bishop 
of Semipalatinsk – Kiprian had complained to the diocesan authorities 
that the Orthodox settlers establishing villages near missionary posts in 
the province complicated missionaries’ engagement with the Kazakh 
population. Instead of focusing on the spiritual development of the new 
converts, these missionaries were forced to dedicate time and effort to 
supporting the religious life of settlers.95 For instance, the missionary 
at the Atbasar post, Father Kyshimov, asked for permission to hold an 
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annual icon procession through the local Orthodox villages. The Omsk 
diocesan consistory refused on the grounds that the chief purpose of 
the missionary position was to preach among the indigenous popula-
tion.96 This tension intensified throughout the early twentieth century 
as the number of Orthodox villages grew in size.

After his appointment to the position of vicar bishop of Semipalatinsk, 
Kiprian continued to emphasize what he perceived as the negative 
effects on missionary work brought about by the presence of settlers.97 
Three mission stations, in particular, suffered because of the settlement 
of peasants in their vicinity. Many of the settlers near these stations 
arrived from Ukrainian-speaking provinces – the “holy” provinces, as 
Kiprian mockingly referred to them. According to Kiprian, they showed 
a surprising ignorance of the Orthodox faith, which made it difficult for 
missionaries to focus their attention on potential Kazakh converts.98

The presence of sectarians complicated this issue further. Missionaries 
were trained to address spiritual issues among the Kazakh people; they 
were not prepared to defend their converts against other Christian 
faiths. The spread of non-Orthodox Christian faiths near missionary 
posts not only affected settlers; missionaries argued that it harmed their 
mandate as newly baptized Kazakhs struggled to understand how “the 
Russians” could practise so many different faiths. Sectarians were also 
potential missionary competitors for the hearts of the Kazakhs. In some 
cases, Kazakh converts to Orthodoxy decided to leave the faith and join 
one of the sectarian groups.99 The prospect of losing new converts to a 
competing Christian faith, in addition to the demands that Russian set-
tlers placed on Orthodox missionaries, added another layer of complex-
ity to the Kazakh mission and the work of the bishop. Kiprian advocated 
for the assignment of priests with adequate training to address the issue 
of sectarianism among Russian peasants.100

While promoting the idea of a bishopric in Semipalatinsk, Bishop 
Vladimir pitched to the Holy Synod the idea of establishing a new 
bishop position for the province of Akmolinsk. Although the Holy 
Synod did not agree to this position initially, Bishop Vladimir continued 
to petition both the Holy Synod and the chief procurator, highlighting 
his fears of the spread of sectarianism in the diocese and the important 
role that a new vicar bishop could perform in strengthening Orthodoxy, 
thereby complementing the role of missionary to the Muslim popula-
tion previously assigned to the bishop in Semipalatinsk.101

This argument must have resonated with the Holy Synod as it agreed 
to establish a second vicar bishopric in 1913.102 Assigned with the task of 
providing leadership and inspiring missionary work in the diocese, the 
bishop of Akmolinsk focused on the internal mission aimed at sectarians  
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and schismatics.103 Mefodii (Krasnoperov) travelled from Ufa, where 
he served as rector of the local seminary, to the chambers of the Holy 
Synod in St. Petersburg to receive his new assignment. Ten days after 
Mefodii’s consecration at the Alexander Nevsky Lavra, he arrived in 
Omsk, which initially served as the base of his bishopric. The following 
year, the position was relocated to the town of Petropavlovsk, which 
had many mosques, but more importantly for Omsk diocesan officials, 
it also served as a base for the work of Baptist leader Mazaev.

This strong focus on an anti-sectarian mandate underscored the 
vision of Akmolinsk as an already Christianized space. Even though 
nearly half a million Kazakhs still inhabited the province, by 1914 col-
onization had conferred on Orthodoxy a demographic advantage over 
other faiths.104 Bishop Mefodii’s anti-sectarian mandate was on full 
display as he accompanied an icon of St. Nicholas the Miracle Worker 
on a month-long, five-hundred-kilometre procession. Travelling from 
Petropavlovsk to Akmolinsk in 1915, the procession sought to provide 
religious comfort to the province, including to the settler communities 
that had established homes in the region. Tsar Nicholas II added an ele-
ment of imperial grandeur to the entire proceeding by gifting the icon to 
the Alexander Nevsky Church in Akmolinsk.105 Informed about the pro-
cession, Nicholas II sent a telegram asking for prayers for his family.106

Descriptions of this trip through the villages of the Kazakh steppe read 
like a tour of heresy, as the bishop encountered Baptists, Khlysty (a mysti-
cal sect), Mormons, and other groups deemed pernicious by the Orthodox 
Church living among Orthodox believers. Even as the procession moved 
through districts with a Kazakh population, only obscure references – 
such as the bishop’s entourage stopping to rest from the tyrannical sun 
in a yurt, a traditional Kazakh home – hinted at that group’s presence. As 
the procession weaved its way through the province, the bishop received 
an assortment of reactions. In one village, the resident Baptists left for the 
fields before the arrival of the icon; in another, the Khlysty stayed to chat 
in the prayer house with the bishop on issues of faith.107 According to 
Bishop Mefodii, living among these groups exposed Russian Orthodox 
settlers to abhorrent practices. As the procession moved through one 
 particular churchless village, isolated on the treeless steppe, the bishop 
claimed to have witnessed how the presence of the Khlysty had caused 
the disintegration of moral and religious life in this settler parish.108

Religious Wars

This emphasis on sectarianism is not surprising as diocesan officials 
saw Siberian villages as religious battlegrounds between Orthodoxy 
and heresy. They feared that Baptists had the sinister goal of destroying 
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Orthodoxy in Siberia.109 According to Omsk diocesan missionary 
Nesmeianov, Mazaev had proudly declared his intent to conquer 
Siberia like Ermak, who led the first conquest of the region, only this 
time the victory would be religious. Many Orthodox clergymen repeat-
edly referenced this remark, illustrating how deeply they perceived 
the Baptists as usurping a role that the Orthodox Church had claimed 
for itself.110 For the Baptists, missionary work among their neighbours 
constituted an important part of their calling – that is, to spread the 
good news of the true path to salvation.111 Even though proselytism 
among Orthodox believers continued to be illegal, Baptists evange-
lized their neighbours while itinerant preachers travelled throughout 
Siberia using any available platform to spread their version of God’s 
word. This activism led the Omsk clergymen to label the Baptist 
faith as “one of the most serious enemies of Orthodoxy within Omsk 
diocese.”112

In addition to proselytizing, after 1905 the Siberian Baptists, with 
help from their co-religionists in European Russia, moved quickly to 
develop a local institutional framework for their faith community. In 
1906, they opened a branch of the Union of Russian Baptists in Siberia, 
and the following year they built a large brick church along the banks 
of the Om River in Omsk, thereby establishing the ultimate symbol 
of the community’s strength and permanency in the administrative 
centre of western Siberia.113 As Mazaev himself noted, the prayer 
house served the Baptist community not only in Omsk, but in all of 
Siberia.114 As such, it stood as a physical and spiritual affront to the 
Orthodox Church by offering Baptists a legitimate space to meet and 
by drawing curious Orthodox believers through its doors to hear fiery 
preaching and joyful singing.115 The Baptists regularly held daytime 
and evening meetings in this church at which, according to Orthodox 
clergymen, they zealously preached against Orthodox rites and prac-
tices.116 In the eyes of Orthodox clergymen, blame for the popularity 
of the Omsk Baptist church resided in the new laws pertaining to 
religious freedom, which allowed the Baptists to legally purchase the 
property and hold church services. Even more infuriating must have 
been the Baptists’ dream of opening their own seminary in Omsk; 
Orthodox writers asserted that the Baptists easily could raise the funds 
to build such a facility.117 In contrast, the clergy in Omsk diocese were 
still unsuccessful in pleading their case to St. Petersburg for financial 
support to build an Orthodox seminary.

The politicization of religious identity intensified during the First 
World War. Missionaries in Omsk diocese stridently portrayed Russians 
who converted to the Baptist faith as having adopted both a political 
and cultural allegiance to Germany. Nesmeianov encapsulated this 
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view as he described the reactions of Baptists who sent their children 
off to the front:

You did not hear the crying typical among simple Orthodox people. 
On the contrary, they were joyful in a real sense. Why were the Baptists 
happy? Honoured to fight the enemy? Nothing of the kind – they thirst 
for the destruction of Russia by Germany and think this hour has come.118

This type of portrayal of the Baptists was common in Omsk  diocese 
during the war. The strong anti-German rhetoric linked to the 
Baptists reflected a fear that their presence in Siberia represented the 
Germanization of the region.

Although Omsk clergymen had identified the Baptists as a poten-
tial source of unrest during the war, it was the Muslim population that 
actually revolted in Central Asia. In 1916, Nicholas II decided to con-
script this population into labour battalions, even though it had been 
exempted from military service. By June of that year, the governor gen-
eral of the steppe had informed local Muslims that conscription would 
begin soon. While unrest and resistance were stronger in Turkestan, 
Kazakhs in the provinces of Akmolinsk and Semipalatinsk organ-
ized and led a brief insurgency against Russian rule. (Russian forces 
re-established control over these provinces by the end of October.) 
While ostensibly about conscription, some scholars have argued that 
the unrest was in fact fuelled by concerns over religious freedom and 
the disruption brought about by colonization.119 In fact, during the 
uprising, the rumour that the tsarist regime had decided to forcibly 
convert Muslims to Christianity gained traction in the province of 
Semipalatinsk.120 This rumour speaks to the hostility that Kazakhs felt 
was being projected at their faith by the imperial regime, particularly 
its shift toward less tolerant religious policies.

•
As waves of settlers arrived in Siberia, state and church officials con-
sidered Orthodoxy a necessary stronghold to secure the imperial 
regime’s cultural and political interests in the region against Islam 
and sectarianism. The establishment of this stronghold, however, was 
not without its challenges. Even as Orthodox clergymen and secular 
authorities celebrated the transformation of this land of Islam into a 
bastion of Orthodoxy, the presence of sectarian groups complicated 
their  self-proclaimed victory. While it could be argued that Baptists 
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helped to draw the attention of secular and religious authorities away 
from a focus on Islam on the steppe, the rejection of Russian culture 
and nationality associated with the presence of this Christian sect 
encouraged the further politicization of religious identity in the region. 
This emerged as a key issue in the colonizing process, the contours of 
which mirrored the larger anxieties involved in this daunting imperial 
enterprise.



Conclusion

After the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II on 2 March 1917 (as per the Old 
Style calendar), representatives of both church and state continued to 
pursue the goal of creating settler parishes. Across the empire, the Holy 
Trinity Day collection took place later that year, contributing money to 
the Emperor Alexander III Fund for building religious life in Siberia. 
Although Nicholas II performed a key role in initiating the fund, and 
he frequently expressed his support for its work, he had little involve-
ment in its operations once it moved into the hands of the Holy Synod 
and the Resettlement Administration. His abdication, therefore, did not 
jeopardize the program and plans for the building of churches across 
Siberia continued to be drawn up under the Provisional Government.

In general, the church quickly reconciled itself to a post-tsarist 
Russia, which showed that the church’s position in the empire was not 
contingent on the monarchy. Indeed, church officials spent little time 
mourning the tsar’s fall from power and instead focused their atten-
tion on the election of the first patriarch since the reign of Peter the 
Great. The reaction of Omsk Bishop Sil’vestr (Ol’shevskii) illustrates 
how quickly the bishops adapted to these new circumstances. In a 
speech after the abdication, Sil’vestr focused mainly on the suffering 
of the Russian people caused by the current environment of war and 
displacement. He emphasized that Nicholas’s decision freed him from 
his obligations to the Russian people, just as it freed the Russian people 
from their oath to him: now everyone had the responsibility of serving 
the new government.1 Similar scenes unfolded in dioceses across the 
country, as bishops informed parishioners of their new allegiances and 
life  continued with only a few tears shed over the end of the Romanovs’ 
three-hundred-year reign.

The absence of tears reflected, in part, the strong relationship that had 
developed between the church and state ministries during the last years 
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of the tsarist period. The colonization of Siberia, in retrospect, proved to 
be a fruitful venue for such church-state cooperation. The church and 
the state both recognized the importance of supporting Orthodox life 
in settler communities, and they collaborated to help settlers access the 
building blocks of parish life: churches, schools, and clergy. Through 
this collaboration, they showed a willingness to use religion as a tool 
for bringing about the cultural transformation of Siberia, which in turn 
would allow for the formation of stable agricultural communities and 
ultimately the region’s integration into the empire.

Settlers reaped the benefits of this system. The partnership between 
church and state provided funds and materials to those who could 
not afford the added cost of church building as they worked to estab-
lish farms in their new homeland. Gratitude, however, does not fully 
describe the reaction of settlers, many of whom understood this type 
of financial support as the responsibility of the state. Not only did this 
expectation demonstrate that peasants assumed that they would have 
access to the same religious life they had left behind in European Russia, 
it also indicates that they understood the value of their contribution to 
the state’s work. While the evidence shows that settlers did not adopt a 
rhetoric of a civilizing mission as part of their migration to Siberia, their 
petitions reveal that the experience of colonization encouraged them 
to adopt a “settler” identity, even decades after they had migrated. 
This seems to indicate some self-awareness of their special status in the 
region, a status that was only further nurtured through initiatives like 
the Emperor Alexander III Fund.

The significance of this fund, however, was not confined to settlers. 
The fundraising efforts undertaken by church and state officials wel-
comed Orthodox believers to donate their money and send their prayers 
for the Orthodox settlers fulfilling God’s will. By presenting a compel-
ling story about the role of duty and sacrifice in planting Orthodoxy in 
the region, these officials encouraged Orthodox believers to participate 
in the building of the empire. While in comparison to other European 
imperial projects, the formation of a Russian Orthodox imperial iden-
tity was still in its infancy, the groundwork had nonetheless been laid 
for the future growth of this category of belonging.

The colonization of Siberia also offered fertile ground for people like 
Ioann Vostorgov to nurture their nationalistic vision of Russia’s des-
tiny in Siberia. In the western half of the empire, the Russian Orthodox 
Church encountered constant reminders, in the form of Catholic and 
Protestant competitors, of its struggle to establish dominance. In 
Siberia, it was possible for the Russian Orthodox Church to aspire to 
global significance by completing the work of the apostles in the East. 
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Recruited into state-church collaboration in Siberia, Vostorgov could do 
more than simply dream as he worked diligently to help Russia fulfil its 
destiny, publicizing his exploits along the way.

And yet, despite the strong sense of hope and purpose attached to 
colonization, it was not a straightforward process. The hardships of 
the pioneering life often pushed settlers to the brink of their physical, 
mental, and emotional capacities. Similar to widespread urbaniza-
tion, which was also unfolding in the empire at this time, colonization 
caused disruption in the lives of settlers. As they struggled to rebuild 
their traditional modes of living in this new environment, settlers 
found themselves engaging in debates over the definition of their reli-
gious traditions and the “correct” version of Orthodoxy. Some church 
officials viewed this as a problem that would be resolved with time; 
however, the presence of a Ukrainianized version of Orthodoxy in the 
region surrounding the city of Pavlodar to this day raises questions 
about that assumption.2

Disputes over the correct version of Orthodoxy were not confined 
to settlers. While Vostorgov, along with Omsk clergymen, framed their 
dispute as a conflict between Siberian priests and those in European 
Russia, in reality, the animosity was much more complex. Vostorgov’s 
Pastoral Courses facilitated the further opening of the clerical estate, 
and Omsk clergymen struggled to find unity in response to the grow-
ing diversity of social backgrounds among their ranks. Conflicts among 
the clergy in Omsk diocese over the inclusion of priests trained under 
Vostorgov’s tutelage offer a window into the ways in which coloniza-
tion sped up the disruption of Russian social structures, in this case by 
softening the boundaries of the clerical estate, which arguably encour-
aged the formation of a regional clerical identity.

Christian pluralism among the Slavic population, which emerged 
as one of the key issues of colonization, in many respects summarized 
the anxieties involved in such a daunting enterprise. Russian Baptists, 
Molokans, Old Believers, and many other religious groups moved with 
Russian Orthodox settlers to the Kazakh steppe, where they joined 
approximately a million Muslims. The Russian state dreamed that 
colonization would be a coordinated and well-organized effort show-
casing the power and control of the Russian Empire and contributing 
to its future strength. As Orthodox clergymen and secular authorities 
celebrated the transformation of this land of Islam into a bastion of 
Orthodoxy through colonization, the appearance of sectarian groups 
complicated this vision. Many secular and religious actors inter-
preted such a development as a threat to the stability and integration 
of the imperial periphery. Indeed, even with the presence of a million  
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Muslims, the issue of sectarianism reduced fears about Islam while 
encouraging panic over the alleged Germanization of the region 
through the spread of the Baptist faith.

All of these factors together seem to indicate that at the beginning of 
the twentieth century, the role of Orthodoxy, often viewed as a pillar 
of Russian national identity, was less stable than previously imagined. 
This instability was not derived from the ethnic and religious pluralism 
engendered by the empire’s many minority groups; rather it grew from 
within the core of the “Russian nation.” In Siberia, colonization forced 
Orthodox settlers and clergy to define the meaning of Orthodoxy, a pro-
cess that in turn highlighted fractures within the community. Despite the 
tensions thus illuminated, imperial authorities and Russian Orthodox 
officials still forged ahead with the task of promoting Orthodoxy as a 
synonym for Russianness until the collapse of the empire.

Ultimately, it is difficult to determine the legacy of the Russian state’s 
attempts to recreate the religious conditions of European Russia among 
Orthodox settlers in Siberia. Omsk diocese had just over twenty years 
to pursue this imperial project in a region continually transformed 
by the next batch of settlers streaming over the Ural Mountains. With 
the takeover of power by the Bolsheviks, this version of colonization 
effectively ended. While under the new regime, Soviet technocrats – 
some of whom had formerly been employed in the tsarist Resettlement 
Administration – continued their efforts to integrate Siberia into the 
larger Russian body politic, Orthodoxy would no longer perform an 
official role in such work under this self-proclaimed atheist state.3
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